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If you don’t actually possess this book, then this situation is still not
a problem. All you have to do is to first go to my website. And you
do this by calling google and typing Bryden Allen. And then enter my
Internet Website. Then you go to the top part of the site and just click on
“Sandstone and Clocktowers”. And this whole book will soon appear.
You can contact me in all the usual ways:
My phone number is:
0412 871 544
My email address is:
brydentallen@gmail.
com
I am on Facebook
(Bryden Allen) and
I will make you a
friend, if you send me a
request.
My address is: 7/5
Knox St, Ashfield,
Sydney 2131.
I still perform on
recorder, every
Saturday morning
from 11. am till 11.30
am - with my books
on show. This is in the
open space, beside the
Town Hall in front of
the Ashfield Mall. So
you can make personal
contact with me then as
well.
I also wheel myself up
the foot-path next to
the main road outside
Ashfield Mall on most
days. So you can see me
there as well. - 1/4/2021.

This picture shows me and some of my activities. So, you can
see, over my life of 80 years, I have been very active in a great
variety of ways. I have enjoyed life very much indeed. If I can
persuade you to help me to form some “just communities”,
then you can enjoy life just as much as I have.
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			CLIMBING CLEMENTINE
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

On a Clogwn, close to Ogwn,
Where the clouded cliffs incline,
Clung a climber, fine old-timer,
And his daughter Clementine.
She was leading, like a fairy,
Out one hundred foot of line,
While her father, nervous rather,
Fast belayed his Clementine.

				O my darling, O my darling,
				O my climbing Clementine.
				
Thou art lost and gone forever
				Dreadful sorry, Clementine
2					
4..
From the cliff top I was watching,
And she grasped, swiftly passed it,
Thinking “O that she were mine.
Round her slender waist divine
She’s so lovely from abovely		
Up I drew her, quite secure,
Is my climbing Clementine.”		
So I saved my Clementine
Saw her groping, vainly hoping,
Then she rose up, cocked her nose up
For a handhold mighty fine;
With a glance that chilled my spine,
But alack there was no crack there
“ I’d no need, Sir, of your lead, Sir
To support my Clementine.		
Of your help,” said Clementine.
			
3.					
5.
Then the climber, fine old-timer,		
So I parted, broken-hearted
Anxious for his Clementine,
From the dreams that once were mine,
Shouted “Hi, Sir, you up there, Sir,
Gave all hope up, coiled the rope up,
Won’t you drop my girl a line.”		
Said goodbye to Clementine.
Quick as thought I hitched my nylon
Then the climber, fine old timer,
To a belay crystalline.			
Stood me lots and lots of wine, 		
Standing firm as and pylon		
Now I’d rather climb with father
Dropped a rope to Clementine.		
Than his haughty Clementine.
				. . . . 						
....
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1.

PIDDO (Mt Piddington)

Here in NSW, we are blessed with an absolutely huge amount rock to
climb on. Thus, if you go up into the Blue Mountains, you will see, almost
wherever you go, miles and miles of cliff line disappearing off into the
distance. So this should be wonderful for rock-climbers. And so it is – but

This picture will remind you how much rock we have to climb in NSW.

there are also strong limitations. A lot of this rock is absolutely horrible. It
is rotten and overgrown with unpleasant bushes and scrub. Nevertheless,
there is still a hell of a lot of cliff that is very good. But most of the good
rock is vertical. This is the very nature of sandstone. Sandstone cliffs
form when the natural flow of water takes away soil beneath a sandstone
layer of rock. The rock breaks away giving rise to vertical walls. And,
moreover, these walls also often have nasty overhangs beneath them. So
we, in the Sydney region, are very short of nice pleasant slabs. Granite rock
usually has some glorious slabs, and even limestone rock usually comes up
with a few steepish slabs. But sandstone seldom does. So, when such slabs
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do appear, they are strongly appreciated by the normal mortals of this earth
who don’t wish to climb on the vertical horrors that abound elsewhere in
the Blue Mountains.
But the Hocus Pocus region of the Mt Piddington cliffs do have
some nice pleasant slabs. And the area is reasonably accessible even
without a car. So naturally this area has become very popular indeed.
The Hocus Pocus region is not very large, being only about 50
meters high and about 100 meters wide. But it has a very pleasant aspect.
Thus it starts with some nice easily angled slabs at the bottom, which
gradually get steeper to form some small steeper walls at the top. So most
climbs start easily but gradually get harder, and this is the way climbers
prefer
things to
be. As
opposed
to most
sandstone
crags, it
has a nice
flat area at
the bottom
where one
can belay
in comfort,
have a
leisurely
lunch, or
In this picture (from the guide) 4 is Hocus Pocus; 5 is Ra; 8 is
enjoy the
Withdrawal; and 9 is Riding Shotgun (but the bottom is more to the
right).
pleasure of
watching
other people climb. Some sandstone crags have a beautiful red aspect,
particularly when seen with the evening sun upon them. Unfortunately,
slabs receive a lot of rain and this turns them gray. So, in general, this area
is not very colourful. But it does have a few little overhangs and these
have a good reddish tinge. And this is good because it means that there is
a lot of iron in the rock. And, in turn, this means that the rock quality is
good - which it is. By the way, if you do possess the current guidebook to
the area, please don’t pay any attention to the photograph of the area there.
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This photo has been taken from too close to the bottom of the cliff and so
everything is out of perspective. And so it gives a very false impression of
the cliff.
On the auspicious day on which my story starts, a group of climbers
were to be seen adorning the Hocus Pocus cliff in a variety of ways. They
were doing their stuff and obviously enjoying themselves on the crag
immensely. Thus there were climbing parties on all the usual climbs. So,
on ‘Bumbly Bites Back’, a girl had just managed to do the hard undercling move before trying to do the steep wall above. Then on ‘Curtain
Call’ the guy, who was leading, was taking his time before psyching
himself up to make the crux move. Then on ‘Riding Shotgun’, a couple
of guys were regularly falling off while trying to do the first hard move.
Then on ‘Withdrawal’, a girl was moving up a very blank looking piece
of rock with comparative ease. In contrast to this, a big guy on ‘Ra’ was
having great difficulties trying to surmount the little overlap. Then finally
on the ‘Hocus Pocus’ climb itself, a slightly overweight girl was having
difficulties on the traverse bit - because the rope was no longer directly
above her to support her if she fell. And of course all the related belayers to
these climbers were also scattered around the cliff in various positions.
It was a very colourful scene indeed because all the climbers were
wearing clothes from the various ancient extremes of fashion. Climbers
have no fashion sense at all. All they like is bright colours and to look
outlandish.
The parties, who obviously knew each other very well, were calling
out to each other with advice and mis-advice in equal measures. Thus calls
like - ‘good move’, ‘let’s see some action – you’ve been there for ever’,
‘so old twinkle toes has still got what it takes’, ‘come on, just believe in
yourself’, ‘there is nothing wrong with taking a flier’, ‘it gets easier’ and ‘it
gets harder’ were being bandied around between the various parties at all
times. So all was merriment and joy in this climbing scene. The one
slight blight on this happy scene was one small girl, who was still standing
silently on the ground. She was back-belaying the slightly overweight girl
on Hocus Pocus. And this little girl was looking distinctly miffed. So, as
this little girl happens to be me, I had better start by explaining why I
was the one blot on this happy landscape.
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I was new to this climbing group and I was also new to climbing on a
substantial real rock face. So this was due to be a big day for me. When I
had met the group, a guy called Frank had elected himself to look after
the three new beginner climbers for the day. And these three people
consisted of – Leslie, the slightly overweight girl I have spoken about,
a guy called Daniel and myself, Mary Ormond by name. Frank had
started the day by teaching us to abseil. And he had done this on the rocks
on the way down to the cliff. Then we did ‘The Great Unwashed’ as our
first climb. This was fine for me but Leslie had had difficulties. We then
did ‘Faith’ which is an easier climb, and, during this, we had also had a
late lunch beneath the climb. Finally, we had joined up with the rest of the
climbing group and there we did ‘Hocus Pocus’.
Now, if you know anything about climbing and the grades of these
climbs, you will realise that this is a very sensible group of climbs for
a group of three beginners like us to do. So why should I be standing
beneath Hocus Pocus looking so miffed about the whole business?
It was this way. For several years I have had a hero, who is a
climber, and I have always known I wanted to follow in her footsteps.
But up to now, it has not been convenient for me to try climbing properly.
However, because I have known for so long that this is what I wanted to
do, I have been practising whenever I have had an opportunity. So,
when I have visited my parents down in Melbourne, I have practised doing
little moves on the boulders in the gorge near their home. Also I have been
to the practise rocks at Lindfield in Sydney several times. Moreover, I have
created some little practise climbs in a corner of my bedroom by screwing
some small pieces of wood into the walls. And I have practised on these
little climbs daily. And, when I go to the local climbing gym at Penrith, I
have practised quite diligently. So I am nothing like as much of a beginner
as I was posing to be, when I came on this trip. This is the way I am. I like
to hide my abilities in order to surprise people later.
But now, on my first big day, I wanted to do some real genuine
climbing. Everything today had been much too easy for me. At the
moment, I was back-belaying Leslie so that, if she fell, she wouldn’t swing
too far. And I am not very patient about girls who are slow and overweight.
I would have loved to yell out and told her to ‘Get your bloody arse
into gear. A small little swing won’t do you any harm.’ But, of course, I
wouldn’t. I am really quite a refined sort of girl – at least this is the image I
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try to project to the rest of the world. But it would be nice if this damn girl
would shift along and let me try a climb with a bit more of bite to it, before
the day was done.
However, finally Leslie did reach the belay and it was my turn to climb. I
just raced up the pitch. Hocus Pocus is actually a very pleasant climb, but
I was still hoping that I might have a chance at trying something harder.
When I reached the belay, I found it to be a very small ledge, which would
be distinctly over-crowded with four people. But this was perfect for me. It
gave me just the excuse I wanted.
‘Frank.’ I said. ‘This ledge will be very overcrowded with four
people. It would be much the best if you were to immediately lower me to
the ground. That way, the three of you can finish the climb more easily, and
I might be able to tag along with another party.’
Frank looked at me, thought and then smiled. ‘You are an
impatient girl aren’t you? So our new rising star doesn’t think her current
party is good enough for you her - eh. We have a girl in a hurry in our
midst. But youth must have its way. I will duly let you down. While you are
going down, you can call out to Ian and Fred, who are the couple that are
busy falling off on Riding Shotgun. They will almost certainly be happy
for you to join them.’
I debated whether to reply to Frank’s cheek - but I decided it wasn’t
worth it. I had given him a very reasonable reason for my leaving them.
No, I would deal with him later. I didn’t want to waste time now. So he let
me down and on the way down I hailed the two guys and they agreed to let
me join them. So finally I could have a go at a real climb.
On the ground then, Ian and Fred dropped a rope to me and I tied in. I then
got into the mood for a real climb. I stretched a bit, tightened my beloved
Mythos climbing shoes and then chalked up properly. As opposed to Hocus
Pocus, I now climbed up slowly and carefully to where the two were
belayed. The bottom section of the Hocus Pocus area is dead easy, and you
can climb wherever you like. So I went out of my way to choose a hard
route and to only use tiny holds. I wanted to get ready to try for a “real”
climb.
Normally people who climb Riding Shotgun would do the climb in
just one pitch from the ground. But, because Ian and Fred were falling off
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so often, they had made a good belay where the climb started to get serious.
So I made my way to where they were belayed.
‘Thanks for letting me join you.’ I said when I arrived. ‘I am
really terribly grateful for you taking me on.’
‘We are glad to have you.’ Ian replied, who seemed to be the
climber in charge. ‘There are not many people who are prepared to have a
go at a climb like this, on their very first day.’
‘I just want to see what it was like. I won’t be able to do it - but it
will be fun to try it.’
‘Yes, I agree with you. You should have a try. But it is also a
good idea to get used to leading and to know that, on a climb with good
protection, you can fall off with impunity. This climb is perfect for that.’
‘The thought of falling off and taking a flier would normally worry
me terribly.’ I said. ‘But I know that I am much lighter than you two and
you have both fallen off several times. So the protection must be good and
so I will be safe.’
‘I can see you have wisely thought about all the possibilities.’ Ian
replied. ‘I also think you should lead properly, and carry all the protection
gear necessary to complete the climb. It will put you in the right frame of
mind. You won’t get very far. But it is the correct thing for you to try to do.’
‘That will be fun.’ I replied.
So Ian gave me all the gear I needed. The climb was well
bolted, so all I needed was a few quick-draws and some bolt brackets. But
Ian had to explain to me how I should use them. He then also gave me a
few small wires, just in case any small cracks turned up. Then I tied into
the leading rope and I was ready. They wished me well, with broad smiles
on their faces. I didn’t think they needed to smile quite as much as they did.
But I chalked up and shook-out once again. I was excited – finally I had a
real challenge. And I was off.
The first few metres were very nice climbing indeed. The
leading rope, they had given me, led up to the first bolt runner where they
had both been falling off. So, for this section, I had a rope above me, and
thus I was in effect seconding this section. The rock was steeper now and
the holds much smaller. But, for me, it was a perfect grade after the easy
stuff I had been doing today up till now. Then I got to the bolt, and the
climb got obviously much harder.
Now I am a snob. What Ian and Fred had been trying to do was to
move up using the slight corner on the right. But, to me, this corner looked
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to be part the next climb, which is called ‘Withdrawal’. I felt that, if I was
to fall off, I might as well at least fall off the correct climb. So I was going
to go straight up. But next moves looked terribly hard indeed. But the bolt
was so close that I would fall less than a metre. So that was OK.
I needed to make just one good substantial move, and then I
might be able to find some very small finger holds. However, the only
foothold available to use was a high sloping toehold, which I thought I
would slip off. But it was the only hold possible move I could try - so I had
to give it a go. A couple of small side wrinkles for my hands would help
me move onto it. Straining to the utmost of my ability, I slowly inched my
way onto the foothold. And then, wonders of wonders, my foot didn’t slip
off. I reached up to the minute finger holds above and they were awful. But
they were just good enough, together with a few tiny footholds, to move up
and leftwards to reach the next bolt. I only just managed to clip it. I was
shaking like a leaf.
When you get to a good runner in a panicky state, then it is very
hard to resist the temptation to grab hold of the runner with both hands.
But this is regarded as cheating and then you can’t say “you have done the
climb”. So, with enormous difficulty, I resisted the temptation. I rested and
calmed myself down as best I could. I swapped my feet around on the tiny
footholds, to give my legs a chance to rest in different positions. I shook
my hands alternately behind my back to increase blood circulation - and
so get rid of the “pump” I was getting in my forearms. I had seen the hard
climbers in the gym do this before, but I had never actually tried it myself.
It seemed to help a bit. I chalked up again. After doing this for a few
minutes, I started to feel better. And then I started to feel pleased with
myself. After all I, a mere beginner, had managed to do what those two
buggers below couldn’t do – even if it was an absolute fluke. I waved back
to them, trying to keep the smirk from my face and look humble about
the matter. They weren’t smiling quite as much now - which was nice. I
told them that I might as well at least try to do the next bit. And they were
pretty good about it. They waved back and encouraged me on. So off I set
again.
There is a small overlap about halfway up the Hocus Pocus cliff,
and this overlap usually provides the hardest move for most of the climbs.
And Riding Shotgun was no exception. And I was now coming to this
overlap. So this was my next problem. The reason I had moved left already
was to try and avoid this overlap for as long as possible. But now the
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overlap had to be tackled. I climbed on upwards on very small holds
towards it.
At this point, the overlap changes direction from being basically
horizontal to being vertical for a couple of metres. This means I could use
the overlap itself as a layaway hold for my left hand. Using this I managed
to move gingerly upwards until my feet were beneath the overlap. My
left foot could now use some small wrinkles pushing against the left wall.
But my right foot now had to surmount the overlap, where there were no
holds at all. And, at this point, a fall would be most unpleasant, because
I would peel backwards and my last bolt was now well below me. But, I
was already committed - I decided I would give this move everything I had
got. So, straining as hard as possible with my left hand, I moved slowly
up over the overlap and then placed my right foot above the overlap on
nothing. And then I shuffled, scruffled and fought as best I could. But,
against all the known laws of physics, somehow I remained on the rock
and gradually moved up. And then after a long time, with shaking hands,
I managed to reach the next bolt and to eventually clip it. I then forced
myself to repeat the same routine of calming down, swapping my feet
around, shaking out my hands and chalking up again. And slowly I felt
better again. So perhaps I might even actually be able to do the climb.
The wall above still looked horribly blank. But at least, if I fell off
now, I wouldn’t be falling off backwards over the overlap. I moved up one
move and then I found a tiny hole just big enough to put one finger in.
But this little hole was just sufficient to help me reach the next bolt, clip it
and rest again. ( the guide book is wrong ands a picture to get it right)”****
From here, the climb goes leftwards, the holds get bigger and the
climb in general gets easier. But the wall is now more vertical, and I was
now suffering from a lot of rope drag because my various bolt runners were
by no means in a straight line. But I couldn’t give up now. Thus, in a state
of complete exhaustion, I slowly battled on leftwards towards the large
Curtain Call belay, where the climb finishes. And there finally I collapsed
in a heap of sweat on the ledge. Against all the odds, somehow I had
actually done the climb.
And then there was the sound of huge applause. After doing my first hard
move and reaching the bolt, I had been so immersed in doing the climb
that I hadn’t paid any attention to anything else at all. But now I could
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see everyone else had been paying a lot of attention to me. But I was still
so exhausted that all I could manage was to give a feeble wave back to
everyone.
But some of this applause was from closer at hand. The couple,
who had been climbing Curtain Call, had clearly moved out of the way
so I would have room to collapse on the ledge. I turned to them and we
introduced ourselves. They were called Anita and Philip.
‘Before saying anything more,’ Philip said, ‘can I first clip you into
the belay and make you safe.’
‘Thanks a lot.’ I said. ‘I am so exhausted from the climb at the
moment that I can hardly even think - let alone belay myself.’
I sat with my head resting on my knees and waited for a while till
my heart rate returned to a sane level. Then, by very gradual degrees, I was
ready to be social. Phillip, the guy, in particular seemed to be a very nice
sort of guy indeed.
‘That ascent of yours of Riding Shotgun by a beginner,’ Philip
said, ‘was so fantastic that I could hardly believe my eyes. Are you
superwoman personified?’
‘No, of course I am not.’ I replied and then explained about my
hero and how I had trained a lot. ‘Besides this, I was trying awfully hard on
the climb and it was always touch or go as to whether I stayed on the rock
or not. I found the climb terribly hard. Just how does this climb compare
with the other climbs in this area.’
‘Riding Shotgun is very much the hardest climb in this area. It has
a grade of 21, which may not sound very hard if one knows that the level of
grades goes up to 34. But all the higher grades are only usually done by a
very elite group of specialist climbers. For a normal experienced climber, a
grade of 21 is still very hard. When our grading system was introduced, for
many years 21 was the hardest grade there was. And Riding Shotgun is not
an easy 21. So it really is hard.’
‘No wonder I found it hard. Have you done the climb yourself.’
‘I did the climb successfully a few years ago. But I tried to do the
climb last year and that time I failed. I find the climb very hard. It is very
chancy if I do it or not.’
I paused and very happily absorbed this information. But then I
remembered I had another objective ahead.
‘I know,’ I said, ‘that I will be introduced to everyone in this whole
group, when we all go to the pub. But can you tell me who the people are
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on the three climbs I haven’t met yet. I’m very keen to get to know who
everyone is and a little about what they have been doing.’
‘OK. Beyond us, Mark and Anne were doing Bumbly Bites Back.
This is next hardest climb in this area. They were abseiling down while you
were climbing up. Past Riding Shotgun, Gabbie and Stephanie were the
party doing Withdrawal. And then further on, Paul and Jim were doing
Ra. This is the next easiest climb here after Hocus Pocus. But I have told
you enough for the time being. Everyone else is packing up and getting
ready to go to the pub. We had better abseil down and join them. You have
become the star of our little group now so everyone will be dead keen to
talk to you. So you can’t talk to me for too long.’
And so we did. Philip was very good and he managed to retrieve
the gear, which I had left behind on Riding Shotgun, as he abseiled down.
There is just one pub in Mt Victoria and it is well beloved by all
climbers. It is one of those solid, substantial, old-fashioned pubs that
would appear to have been around since time immemorial. Many climbers
regard this pub to be their spiritual home. I think it has its own name - but
all climbers just refer to it as the Mt Vic pub. On Saturday and Sunday
nights, it is usually crowded out with climbers and walkers, and tonight
was no exception. Our group seated themselves on two large tables on
the back porch. I was introduced to everyone and people were keen to
talk to me, feed me and offer me drinks. And I was very happy to accept
everything. I drank a bit too much and ate a lot of wedges and cream. But
I am normally very careful about my eating and drinking habits, and so an
occasional excess like this shouldn’t matter too much.
Finally, among all the hubbub and general carry-on, one voice
spoke out loud and clear.
‘Mary,’ Philip said, ‘tell us all about yourself. You have told
me a little about yourself at the abseil point when we met on Curtain Call.
But I want to know more. You are clearly a very good climber and I suspect
you have great ambitions. You are our star now - so stand up, and tell us all
about yourself.’
This was a golden opportunity for me because I really wanted to
tell everyone about my future plans. This was just what I wanted. I arose,
smiled and curtsied to everyone.
‘Thank you Philip for asking me to speak.’ I said. ‘I have to admit
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I do have a rather special plan for my future. I have a very special hero
called Gwen who is very close friend of mine. We both live in the same
green community, a little south of Penrith. She is a little older than me
and she already has had four children. In her youth, she was a very keen
climber indeed and she has done most of the hard classic climbs in the
UK. In about a year’s time, we were going to go on a world tour of some
of the major climbing areas in the world together. But, a few months ago,
Gwen got married again and she is now committed to having two more
children. Everyone in our community is keen to have children because it is
easy to have children in our situation. Gwen and I are still keen to go on
our grand tour of the climbing world, but now it has to wait for four or five
years. So my problem is - what shall I do for the next few years.
‘And now this is my very clever little solution. I will spend the
next year learning how to climb. And during this time I will hopefully find
a nice climber who is also keen on me. Then we will have a nice relaxed
fun marriage together, till I am ready to go overseas in about three-years
time. During this time, we will hopefully have a child together. And then I
will go on my grand tour with Gwen. But, on my grand tour, naturally both
my partner and I will want to be free agents again. We’ll be young and, on
my grand tour, both of us will want the option of choosing our marriage
partners for life. So my partner from here cannot expect this marriage to be
permanent. But any sane climber knows that nothing in life is permanent.
And there will be no problem about looking after our child. I have lots of
friends in my community who will be happy to look after my child while I
am away.
‘So here I am, your star – a nice simple friendly girl who wants
a temporary marriage partner. And I’m going cheap – you don’t find
many nice girls like me who will give you a fun life for a few years and a
child as well. For the next year, I want to climb a lot and get to know you
all very well. And then, at the end of this year hopefully, I will belong to
one of you for perhaps three years. Aren’t I a great catch?’
And I spun around and waved to everyone. And everyone shouted
and cheered in return. Even people, who weren’t part of our group, joined
in the applause. For better or worse, my die was now cast.
Now I know what you, my reader, are thinking. This is ridiculous – no
sane woman would agree voluntarily to have a child outside the safety of
a permanent marriage. Having a child is serious business - and a woman
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needs a permanent partner to help her. This is true. But I haven’t told you
my full story yet.
My favourite musical, “Joseph and his Technicolour Coat”, starts
with those wonderful lines:
Some folks dream of the wonders they’ll do.
Before their time on this planet is through.
Some just don’t have anything planned.
They hide their hopes and their heads in the sand.
Now I have a dream of carrying out, what I think, is the most important
task that it is possible for anyone to carry out on this earth. And this is
to form a fully independent, green, self-sufficient state. But, you will
immediately ask - what in the hell is a “fully independent self-sufficient
green state”? Yes, this is a problem. I fear this will take me a long time to
explain – perhaps you might understand this before you finish reading this
story. But, for the moment, all I want to explain is about why I didn’t want
a permanent marriage.
Now to form a fully independent green self-sufficient state will be a
very difficult task. But the community, I belong to, have done a lot already.
I, together with a friend of mine, conceived this idea four years ago. And
since then, for the past four years, I have been working very hard to put
myself in a position where I could do something about it. But it will still be
many years yet before I can make any real progress towards this ultimate
goal of mine. But I certainly don’t want to work really hard all my life. So
my idea was to spend the next five years of my life simply having a fun
time, by mixing a lot of climbing with a bit of domesticity. In the green
community where I live, life and having children is easy. So a temporary
marriage would be very easy affair for me.
But I can’t tell anyone about this great goal of mine. People, in
general, think our current capitalist, globalist lifestyle is fantastic. And, if
you talk to them about a different manner of living, then they tend to think
that you must be very suspect indeed. You are not normal. So it is best to
keep quiet about this whole idea of mine. And I do. But, when my five fun
years are up, I definitely want to return to this my ultimate goal. And the
last thing I want is to be saddled with a person for life, who does not share
my dream. So, that was why I said what I said to the climbing group. It
would be more acceptable. Although probably everyone here now thinks I
am a bit of a nutcase. But that is OK – perhaps I am.
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The other thing you, my reader, are probably wondering is - why
I should get married at all. The obvious thing for me to do is to just
have a loose liaison with someone. This is true – but then I would have a
problem with my community. My community firmly believes in normal
marriages. They also wouldn’t approve of a temporary marriage of just
three years. But they wouldn’t know that. They would just think we were
having a normal marriage, which fell apart when we were separated for
my year overseas. And that situation is acceptable. I am very dependent
on my community because I will need their support when I try to form my
independent, self-sufficient state. I have a difficult task ahead of me – but
this what I want to try to do.
Now that you know my future marriage plans, you will realise that during
my climbing day, I had been studying the situation carefully to see if there
were in fact enough future marriage prospects for me in this group. And I
am pleased to report that there were.
But first, two people had to be ruled out because they were already
married. Jim (who was the big guy who was having difficulties on the
overlap on Ra) is married to Anne (she was the girl who was doing Bumbly
Bites Back). They don’t like to climb together too much, but they are
definitely married. So Jim was out – but this was OK by me because he was
in fact too old in any case.
The other person who was married was Phillip. This was a bit sad
because Phillip had seemed rather nice on the belay point of Curtain Call.
Also on the belay, Anita had acted as if she didn’t like my intrusion - and
so she fancied Phillip herself. But Anita was definitely single, so I had
assumed that Phillip was also single. But no, during the evening Phillip
definitely told me he was very happily married with two teenage children.
So he sadly was out.
But all the others were single. Mark was a doctor, the best climber
and reasonably good looking. So I suppose he was number one - if I could
get him. Ian, Daniel and Paul all seemed reasonable prospects. Fred was
a little small and, I felt, a bit over-dominated by Ian. I, being small, would
choose a bigger partner so that my children would attain a reasonable size.
But beggars can’t be choosers. So Fred would do. So that gave me five
prospects in all. That seemed reasonable number.
You may have noticed I have omitted Frank from this list of possibilities.
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This requires some explanation. I will now need to go back in time a bit to
explain the full situation.
I had started my gym climbing a few months ago by going to the
Penrith gym on Friday nights. And then I went with a young group from
my green community. I had also persuaded a couple of guys from this
group to go with me to the Lindfield practise rocks in Sydney. Gwen, my
close friend, has special reasons for keeping her association with climbing
to be secret in our community. So she couldn’t go. I had also prepared
myself for real rock-climbing by buying - my own harness, climbing shoes,
rope and some other minor gear. I also bought “ROCK-CLIMBING –
getting started” and “Blue Mountains Climbing”, which is the principal
guidebook of the area. Most people buy these books, but never read them
carefully. But I, in my earnest way, studied them very carefully indeed. You
can learn a hell of a lot from books if you set your mind to it. Then, when
I thought I was ready, I asked the guys who worked in the gym, where I
could find a group of people that climbed on real rock. And they told me
about this group who climb regularly at the Penrith gym on Thursday night.
But the person who principally organised this group’s outside
activities was a guy called Frank. And he lived up at Mt Victoria. So they
gave me Frank’s phone number. And that is how I had organised myself to
be here today. We all also met at Frank’s house to start our day’s climbing.
Frank I suppose is quite a nice guy and he is very much the
mainstay of this group. He organises the trips and in general looks
after all the beginners. He is a wiry sort of character and is fairly weather
beaten. He is about forty years old and is a builder by trade. He is also a
professional rock-climbing guide. Climbing is very much the passion of
his life, and he only works in the building trade when he really needs the
money.
When he first saw me, his eyes lit up with joy. I am reasonably
pretty and he was clearly a terrible womaniser. So I immediately knew
I had to tread a very careful path here. I had to make friends with him
because he was an essential member of this group. But, on the other hand, I
couldn’t afford to encourage him too much.
When we did The Great Unwashed climb, Frank led the climb
on two ropes and Daniel and I both belayed him at the same time with a
rope each. This was an unusual thing to do, but under the circumstances a
very sensible thing to do. It meant that both of us had practise in belaying
and, if one of us made a mistake, then the other person would be a backup.
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We tied into our separate ropes before we left, so that Frank could check
that we hadn’t made a mistake in our tying-on. When Frank got to the
top, I was the first to follow him. Even on the basis of the abseiling, Frank
had already assessed that I was the most competent climber of the three
beginners. When I got to the top, Frank gave me the job of belaying the
next two so that he could go below and check what the other two were
doing and give advice and help if necessary. So he had to check that I
was in exactly the right position with the correct tension on the belay
points. And all this involved a lot touching my body, which I suspected
he enjoyed. I think he had planned this situation for this reason. He then
stayed with me at the top for a while, with the rather weak excuse that he
needed to check the safety of my belaying for a short while.
After chatting for a while, Frank finally asked, ‘For how long are
the beautiful legs, I see in front of me, going to adorn our climbing scene
here then?’
I am indeed rather proud of my well-formed legs. They are
very much my best feature. But not many people actually notice my legs.
So I softened just very slightly to this ancient lecherous old fellow. But
I certainly wasn’t going to tell him that. So instead, I just stuck to the
important facts. ‘I am rather hoping to go climbing for the full weekend
for the whole of next year. So will this group be around to climb with
most of the time?’
‘Most people in this group only climb on Sundays. I like to climb
for the full weekend and usually I find one or two people from this group to
join me. So, you should be able to find a climbing partner amongst us every
Saturday, and then join the full group for the Sunday.’
‘That will be terrific.’ I replied.
‘You could also be a great help to me in organising things now?
I don’t go to the gym in Penrith on Thursday nights because it is too far
from here. So I don’t immediately know what every one wants to do for the
following weekend. But now, you look like being our keenest climber and
you want to climb every weekend. It would very useful, if you could ring
me every Friday morning and tell me what people want to do. I can then
prepare for the full weekend.’
‘Yes, I’ll be happy to do that.’ I replied. I could see that Frank was
a cunning old devil. He was weaving me into a slightly special relationship
with himself. But I could cope with that – besides I had to. I really wanted
to climb a lot, and it is not easy to find a group of people to climb with
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every weekend.
Hopefully, you can see from this conversation that Frank is very useful as
a friend, but he would not be a suitable marriage partner for me. But I now
need to tell you about the nature of my green community, because this also
relates to this matter. By the way, our community is called FabCom, which
is short for - the Fabian green self-sufficient Community.
Our community was formed by a group of people who were
worried about climate change and the way the world has been evolving
over the last fifty years or so. The group was worried about things like
- globalisation, materialism, capitalism and the distribution of wealth.
And I am similarly inclined. Now we, in our community, may not regard
ourselves strictly as intellectuals - but there is certainly an element of
this amongst us. I, myself, try my best not to let this aspect of mine be
known by the rest of the world. But it is there. So I, in my quiet little way,
am an intellectual snob. And a person like Frank wouldn’t fit in with my
community friends at all. He certainly had no intellectual interests at all.
So he wasn’t of my class. So I had to play things very carefully as regards
Frank - keep him as a friend – but not let him get too close. But I was quite
capable of doing this. I can make myself be friends with anyone. This is a
skill that I have nurtured over many years.
I had come up to Mt Victoria by train, and I had expected to return that
way. But it turned out that Anne and Jim lived near Camden and so
they could actually drop me off at my green community on their way home.
So that was fantastic.
In FabCom we do own cars but we try to use them sparingly. So,
when going up to the Blue Mountains, I naturally use the train. But, there
is going to be a slight problem when going to Penrith Climbing Gym. Our
community has naturally organised to run a regular transport system to
the centre of Penrith and the station. Unfortunately, the Penrith Climbing
Gym lies some way to the north of the station. When I climbed with my
community group, we could naturally share transport. But now I will have
to use a car. This is a bit sad for me, because I was very proud of my record
of almost never having to use a car just for myself. But it had to be done.
I went to the gym on the following Thursday, and it was very
social. I climbed with a lot of different people, and, while doing this, I
checked out what everyone intended to do the following weekend. But
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unfortunately the weather forecast was bad and no one wanted to commit
themselves, as to whether they would go. I rang Frank and told him. I
was wondering what would happen if the weather was fine and I was
the only one prepared to go. Would I just go and climb with Frank?
But fortunately the weather was bad, so I didn’t need to make this nasty
decision.
And then, on the following week, a large party of us were due to go
off to climb on Bluff Mountain in the Warrumbungles. So I had an exciting
year ahead of me now – learning all about the outdoor climbing scene,
and meeting and getting to know lots of climbers. But I was due for a fun
exciting year – I had been working far too hard at green living for the past
four years.
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2.

EIGHT MONTHS

When I started writing this story, I was planning on writing three more
chapters about my adventures in: the Warrumbungles, the Wolgan and Mt
York. But I soon found that my story grew far too long. I hadn’t realised
just how much happens on a normal climbing week-end. So I had to ditch
these three chapters. This was very hard for me, because I don’t find it
easy to write at all. And my Warrumbungles chapter was finished, before I
realised the chapter had to be chucked. Writing, for me, is very hard – it is
much more fun to simply go climbing.
My Riding Shotgun climb was my great success. But the next
Warrumbungles trip rapidly brought me down to earth, and made me
realise just how hard and dangerous climbing can really be. I did Bastion
Buttress on Bluff Mt with Ian, and this climb is only graded 13 (see
front cover page). I found the climb terribly hard, and yet Ian led it safely
and well. He rapidly became my hero. I clearly had a hell of a lot to learn
about all the various difficult aspects of climbing.
The first important thing a climber needs to learn is to never, ever trust
the grade of a climb. The grade of a climb is usually just given by the
first ascent party, and future guide-book writers rarely change the grade of
a climb. And some first-ascent parties give low grades to their climbs with
the hope of sucking people in to doing their climb. And then they rub their
hands with glee over the hardships the future parties will endure. You need
to talk with many people, who have done a climb, before you can trust a
grade. Also a grade is supposed to reflect the danger and length of a climb
as well. But a grade rarely reflects these aspects adequately. So - beware.
But, given time, most climbers get to know the true score on the grade of
most of the common climbs.
And there is a huge amount a climber needs to learn about
protection and safety as well. Climbs tend to fall into two groups – usually
referred to as “sport” climbs and “trad” climbs (short for traditional).
Sport climbs are protected by bolts, but “trad” climbs are just protected by
natural gear. So “Riding Shotgun” is a sport climb and “Bastion Buttress”
is a “trad” climb. And then there are mixed climbs as well, which use both
forms of protection. For a beginner climber, the simple rule is - to start
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climbing on sport climbs and only proceed on to trad climbs when you are
only absolutely certain you know what you are doing.
However, my story is not an introduction to all the various climbing
techniques. There are many books that do this far better than I can here.
My story is mainly just about my own personal life during my first year
in climbing. But naturally the crucial question for me was - who would
I find to have a temporary marriage with? But this question only became
important to me towards the end of my year in climbing. So the purpose
of this chapter is mainly to tell you how I fared with the various people
in our group for the first eight months of my year. By the way, my year
started at the beginning of Autumn and so it would finish over Summer.
Also, in this chapter, I describe the activities in terms of my climbing
companions. And this means some of these activities are out of sequence.
If you wish to know when things occurred, then you must remember that
my Warrumbungles weekend was at the beginning of this period, the
Wolgan and the Mt York weekends were at the end of the period. The other
activities occurred in between.
But, before doing that, I need to say a little about our various
climbing areas and where we stayed overnight. Again our various climbing
areas are described in the guide books. But our group just mainly climbed
on the common areas which are - Upper Shipley, Mt Piddington, Zig-Zag,
Mt York, Cosmic County and Tarana. But you will notice, in this story, a
lot of my climbs are not in these areas. This is the nature of life – the most
exciting climbs are often in the more unusual areas. And I am sure you
want me to make my story to be as exciting as possible.
Most climbers camp overnight in the Blue Mountains and our
group usually did this. The standard place to camp is at Mt York. But our
group was fortunate in that Frank’s house had a large back-garden. So we
usually camped on his back lawn.
I will start by telling you about the girls in our group. They are less crucial.
Anita fairly quickly became my full-on enemy. I don’t object to having
an enemy. But I do object to it, when my enemy seems to get the better of
me most of the time. Our clash of interest was over what, I later deemed to
be, the three most desirable men in our group – namely Philip, Mark and
Daniel. Anita somehow kept these three guys always interested in her, and
it was very hard for me to make any progress in checking these guys out
myself. And the annoying thing about this situation was that this shouldn’t
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have occurred. Anita wasn’t a good climber and she wasn’t even very
pretty. She was just a very solid healthy sort of girl, who knew her own
mind. And that was all. I felt I was a much nicer girl. But that was the way
it went.
Stephanie, I never really got to know. She had been the girlfriend
of Mark, I later found out. She didn’t climb very often and even then she
tended to be part of the Philip, Mark, Daniel, Anita group of climbers. So I
didn’t get to know her. She was actually of Chinese extraction.
Leslie I knew well. She never became a good climber – but, I
must admit, she persevered. We often climbed together in the gym, but we
seldom climbed together in the mountains. I liked a better climbing partner
there.
Gabbie became my mentor in climbing. She was a very
experienced climber and she also knew most of serious active climbers
in the NSW outdoors climbing scene. But this meant she was often away
climbing with other groups. She was a physio by profession, but her main
interest was always climbing. I was keen to climb Riding Shotgun once
again, to see what it was really like when I was more experienced. So I
organised to do the climb with Gabbie. But I still found the climb almost
has hard as when I first did it. It was still very chancy as to whether I stayed
on the rock or not. It was still very hard. Gabbie became a good friend of
mine and I learnt a lot from her.
I grew to know and like Anne and Jim very much. Funnily enough, they
simply hated climbing together. I found this rather amusing. Anne had been
a gymnast in her youth and so, when she took up climbing later in life, she
rapidly became very good. I didn’t climb with her very much because I
thought her placing of natural protection wasn’t very good. She didn’t have
enough experience in this technique.
Jim was a big hearty guy who previously had been a good swimmer
and surfer. He wasn’t a good climber. But he was always keen to go away
with our group and in general to be part of the scene. He was good about
looking after Leslie and this was useful because she needed some help.
Both Jim and Anne sometimes went away independent of each other. Like
Philip, the couple had two teenage children who were now mostly off
their hands. So they had time to spare. I shared a tent with Jim once when
he was up climbing without Anne. Of course he behaved himself. But I
enjoyed his company.
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Now we come on to the more interesting section of this chapter, which
is - how I got on with the various guys. But, before doing this, I first
need to describe a system of tent sharing which I first introduced in the
Warrumbungles. I told everyone that, if at night my tent door was open,
then anyone could come in and share my tent for the night. This was not,
in any way, an invitation to lascivious behaviour. It just provided us an
opportunity for talking in private and finding more about each other. And
that is all it was in fact – except I had the option of going a bit further - if I
wanted to.
In general, this system went well. It was an easy way of getting to
know the guys. But, in practise, I found I needed to give a guy a hint that I
would like to see them, before they would actually come in.
The first guy to come in was Paul. He was fine. He was an
accountant and perfectly normal. But I am not entirely normal myself, as
you may have noticed. We weren’t very interested in each other and Paul
eventually drifted off into other scenes.
The most interesting person to share a tent with was Mark. But
this took some time to organise because Mark tended to belong to Anita’s
group. But, when he eventually came, it was a disappointment. We liked
each other and got on very well. But he was only interested in a permanent
conventional marriage. I suppose I should have expected that because he
was a doctor. But that night made me realise that a lot of good sensible
guys would not be interested in a temporary marriage at all. In fact, there
were times, during this eight months, when I was thinking of giving up my
whole idea of a temporary marriage completely. It was just too difficult.
Daniel, as I later found out, shared a large house with Anita,
together with a couple of other guys. They were not a couple but, in the
climbing scene, Anita clearly thought Daniel was part her jurisdiction. And
Daniel seldom went away without Anita, because he didn’t own his own
car. So he always came away in Anita’s car. But, as I got to know Daniel
better, I found I quite liked him. He wasn’t a good climber but he had a
character and abilities of his own. He was a folk-singer and performed
at local groups. He could dress in a very with-it fashion and he could
look really good. And the fact that he didn’t own a car was a point in his
favour for a girl, like me, with very green principles. And I thought an
unconventional marriage with me might not worry Daniel.
Near the end of these eight months, I had high hopes about Daniel.
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On the full weekend climbing trip of the group to the Wolgan, I knew Anita
would be busy chasing Mark. So she couldn’t guard Daniel too closely.
So I got some old climbing songs from my friend Gwen and my hope was
that I could try to persuade Daniel to sing these songs with me around the
campfire on the Saturday night. And so I could form a bond with Daniel
independent of Anita.
And all went well, Anita went climbing with Mark and so I went
climbing with Daniel. But then everything fell apart. At the top of the
climb, I started by talking about folk-singing in general to introduce
the subject. But then Daniel got on his high-horse. He told me he was a
professional singer and player and he just performed alone to an audience.
He clearly felt he was above just singing simple songs around the campfire
with the common crowd. So I gave up. He was up himself. But it was very
sad – I had such great hopes for him.

Philip is not part of my story. Philip is very happily married with two
children. He is also very rich and swanks around the world in a large
Range-Rover. So this rules him out completely. But, unfortunately, he can
also be very nice. He happened to arrive in the Wolgan just after my climb
with Daniel. And then we did a superb long climb together. And this climb
stretched us both to the limit, so we were very justly proud of our ascent.
And, then at the top, we talked for a long time, and I, in my usual way,
told Philip all about my hopes about Daniel. And Philip commiserated
with me and then told me he would love to sing my climbing songs with
me around the campfire. So we moved up a bit above the cliff to find a
secluded overhang to practise the songs in. And our singing went very well.
Then we found we had done all the climbing we wanted to do that day, and
we were very comfy where we were. And Philip really was an awfully nice
guy and we had so much to talk about the climbs we had done. And it was
four years since I had had any real fun in any sexy sort of way. So I will
now gloss over what happened for the rest of that day. That is a private
matter between me and Philip.
Philip and I did sing our climbing songs together with all the others
around the campfire that night. {Climbing Clementine is given at the
beginning and the other songs are in appendix B-??.}
Philip then naturally shared my tent that night. I tried to kid myself
that no one would guess what was happening between us. After all, this
had never happened with anyone else I had shared my tent with before. But
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I am also a very simple soul – when it comes to the crunch, I simply hate
hiding my true feeling about someone to the rest of the world. Thus, before
leaving the tent, the following conversation occurred between Philip and
me.
‘I have a very special request to ask.’ Philip said. ‘Would you like
me to be my partner at our Christmas party?’
‘But surely you should go with your wife.’ I replied.
‘Our Christmas party is not like that at all. It is only for climbers
and people don’t expect to go there with their wives. I even went with Anne
one time, while Jim went with Gabbie. It is fancy dress party, so it is fun to
dress as a couple and then to act out as a couple for the night.’
‘What does your wife think about it all?’
‘Julie is completely happy about it. She also likes to have an
independent life herself at times. If you don’t believe me, you can give her
a ring to check.’
‘I admit, perhaps it would be fun to go with you. But, if I went with
you, people might start to guess what happened between us today. I’m not
very good about hiding my feelings. You should really go with Anita. You
two seem to be pretty thick with each other at times.’
‘I am far keener on you than I have ever been on Anita. If you
prefer to go with someone else, then I am the last person to stand in your
way. But I myself would love to go with you. We have had a simply
wonderful day together. Don’t you think so?’
I had to admit to myself that I would simply love to go with
Philip. I knew that us going together would sort of give a hint to the world
that Philip and I had had an affair. But even this fact was starting to have
an attraction to me. I don’t like to hide my true feelings. But first I asked
a question that bugged me for ages. ‘How in the hell can a girl like Anita
manage to get three guys like you, Mark and Daniel entwined around her
little finger at once? If you can answer that question, in a way that I can
believe, then perhaps I might even agree to go with you.’
‘There is lot more to a person than either their good looks or their
abilities. There is the quality, which I call “guts”. And Anita has got real
guts. She has a fierce determination and she will follow a goal of hers,
completely independent of what the world thinks about it. I, like other
people, both fear yet admire this determination. But this quality sort of
gives her a fascination. And she has a very quirky warped sense of humour
as well. She is a girl that it is fun to know - just a very little. She adds a
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certain excitement to life.’
I thought about this. And Anita’s situation then immediately
reminded me of the fun I myself had had four years ago before I took up
my very serious goal in life. I had been a little like Anita myself in those
days. And then I remembered – this is precisely what I was supposed to be
bloody well doing now. This might be the last time in my life when I could
have some exciting fun, without worrying too much about what the rest of
the world would think about it. I would show that damn Anita that I had
just as much “guts” as she had. I would have fun, irrespective of what
the rest of the world might think. So I made a big decision and I told Philip.
‘Yes, Philip my dear, I have decided. I will now definitely be your
partner. We shall go as a couple, and you will be a gentleman climber
and I will be your cheap bit of fluff. So I shall be wildly in love with
you for the night. I shall really let my hair down – and not just with you I
hope. It will be my big fun night for me in a very public sort of way.’ We
talked about it and then we had a deep long kiss. We would have two big
times together then. But that was all. He was still a very happily married
man and I would most definitely respect that situation. There was no way
that I would cause friction between him and Julie.
But, because we were going to the Christmas Party together, people
assumed we had done something dubious together. And they didn’t approve
at all.
As I told you, Ian became my hero when he led me up the Bastion
Buttress climb in the Warrumbungles (at the beginning of these 8 months).
Now, when any male becomes my hero, then I am very prone to fall in love
with them. And then my hero tends to grow in stature and in good looks.
This is what happened with Ian to me in a big way on Bastion Buttress.
At the end of the climb, I gave Ian a fair indication of my feelings
for him and it seemed that he was just as keen on me. So we would share
the tent together. But with Ian, I was now dead keen to go the full way. It
had been four years since I had done this and four years is a long time. It
seemed the perfect time for me to start having fun again.
Everything seemed to progress superbly. But, before for things
went too far, Ian drew back and spoke very seriously indeed.
‘I am probably a little older and more experienced than you.’ Ian
said. ‘I have had affairs with several women - but you are special. You are
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different. You are the girl I want to marry. And I want our relationship
to be different. So, when we finally come together, I want it to be for
always, as in a proper marriage. But you can’t make that decision at the
moment. So we must wait until you are ready to make that decision. I love
you ever so much. I think we are made for each other and so eventually you
will feel the same way about me. Till then we must be patient and wait.’
Now, as you know, a permanent marriage was the last thing I
wanted. So what I should have done, as I now see with hindsight, was to
explain my complete situation once again, as in the pub. And so I would
have to forget about Ian for the time being. But I, like most people, don’t
always do what I ought to do. I was damned if I was going to give up on
my big night quite yet. I am quite a sexy little piece in my own way and
I had not yet met a guy who could resist me. But I had to pretend I was
going along with him. ‘Yes you are quite right.’ I said. ‘I have been getting
carried away with myself. Let us talk together for a while and let our love
for each other grow slowly. I will just snuggle up into your arms and we
will talk.’
And so we did. He told me what he did, and this was that he was a
science teacher at a Penrith high school. At Uni he had studied geology,
which he was quite keen on. And, of course, geology goes very well with
climbing because, when climbing, you are automatically introduced to a
vast amount of different kinds of rocks. He was 23 years old and he shared
a flat with Fred in Penrith. He then asked me about what I had done myself.
So then I had to decide how much to tell him about myself. And
this was a problem. In fact, I was 23 years old - same as Ian was. But I
looked younger and, if people wished to think me as being younger, then I
was in no hurry to change their ideas. And Ian plainly thought I was. So I
was happy to leave him under this impression. But then I had to be careful
about what else I told Ian. In fact, I had done law at Sydney Uni with
honours. But if I had told Ian this, it would only be a short step for him to
work out my correct age. And the last thing I wanted Ian to think was that
I was a bit of intellectual with high ambitions. So I had to be very careful –
but, on the other hand, I certainly didn’t want to tell him a direct lie.
‘I work in my green community.’ I said. ‘And, at the moment, this
is a full time job.’
‘And what do you do there?’ Ian asked.
‘When people are young in our community,’ I replied, ‘our
community goes out of its way to give a large amount of work to them.
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This is because young people can then increase their equity in the
community and so become fully responsible members. It also means that
members can eventually look after their own welfare in their old age.
Besides this, it means that new members learn all the various jobs and the
rest of the community can check that all the young members are competent.
Being self-sufficient means you have to learn a lot. This means that I,
like all young people, do all the standard tasks in things like, building,
agriculture, driving our own vehicles, mending things and things like this.
This keeps us busy.’
‘Don’t you long for one specialist task in which you can excel.’
‘In our community, this usually waits till you are older, when
you have shown that you can already do all the standard tasks in the
community. When you are older there is less work to do in the community,
and so most people then start doing a specialist jobs in the Australian
community. But I do have one special task, I am the community minutessecretary.’
‘I suppose that at least is something.’
That left Ian with the comfortable feeling that I was just a
menial around our community. But this was anything but the case. The
minutes-secretary, in our community, is one of the five executive officers.
It corresponds in a way to the opposition function in a normal parliament,
and this officer is the person that checks that all the other fourteen officers
are correctly doing their jobs. Now in our community, a person cannot
stand for an office, unless they have passed the exam for that office. And
each exam tests the details of what each officer must know and be capable
of doing. So there are fifteen exams for our fifteen offices. But, because
the minutes-secretary must check on all the other officers, it is best if
a candidate for this office has passed most of the officer exams. This is
because they must be capable of checking that all the other officers are
correctly doing their jobs. Thus this job then is the most demanding job
in our community. The fact that the position is just called the “minutessecretary” is just part of our community’s tradition.
I first had passed all fifteen exams. And then I became easily the
youngest person to ever have attained this most challenging office.
In fact, I am regarded as the future star of our community. This is what
I meant when, in the last chapter, I told you about “putting myself in a
position where I could do something about my final goal”. I had spent all
my time learning how everything worked in my community. But I certainly
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wasn’t going to tell all this to Ian. It would be far better, if he just regarded
me as a normal simple member of our community. Besides, not everyone
in our community thinks about me in these glowing terms of being their
rising star. To some people I am just a painful smart-arse who can’t keep
her opinions to herself. The officers in particular tend to think this when I
tell them they are doing something wrong.
When Ian and I had talked for a while and I felt he was softening
up to me, I started to try to move things along again. At that stage we still
had our bottom undies on - but with time I managed to remove these. I felt
sure that Ian wouldn’t be able to resist me then.
But Ian said. ‘I am just as keen to go the whole way as you are. But
we must wait. We are both very fond of each other, but we must be patient.
We will appreciate each other so much more in time. If we wait, then this
act will finally bind us together forever.’
And, of course, such a bonding was the very last thing I
wanted. But I’m afraid I just couldn’t do anything about it. So eventually
we just slept together and I have to admit that this was a new experience for
me. I had never slept with anyone before in such intimate circumstances.
So I had to make do with this as my new experience of life. In the morning
we parted as good friends and again we were careful not to show the rest
of the world that there was anything between us. But, during the following
weeks, it was very hard for me to dismiss Ian from my thoughts. Damn
him. For a while I was now more bonded to Ian than if we had actually
gone the full way. Ian was very clever in his own blasted way. I continued
to be slightly in love with him.
You are probably wondering what I would have done about
contraception. Well, in this case, - nothing. I have never been on the pill
and I didn’t want to be. I am happy to limit my activities to times when it
is relatively safe. I am quite regular in my periods and I am always very
aware when things would be dangerous. So I make do with this. And this
particular day was not a dangerous time for me.
I shared my tent with Ian every few weeks and I allowed a similar
sleeping pattern to continue. I don’t think this was very sensible – but I
do like my fun. And I found Ian, in small doses, to be fun. The aspect that
worried me more was other people’s opinion of him. No one else thought
too much of him at all. And, in particular, Leslie held him in utter
contempt. But this could have been partly religious because Leslie was
Catholic and Ian was a rather fundamental Presbyterian. I didn’t mind this
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religious bent of Ian’s – it takes all sorts to make a world. But I did object
to his lack of knowledge of what the bible actually says and, in particular,
as to who actually wrote the various chapters. I think it is enormously
important to know the author of any writing, because this give the reader an
idea of what the author’s slant on our world could be. But I kept all these
thoughts to myself.
On most Saturdays, our climbing party just consisted of Ian,
Fred, Frank and myself. And then Ian and Fred liked to climb together
and I very much liked to climb with Frank. Ian and Fred actually shared a
flat together and they drove up together as well. This total situation suited
everyone.
But, in some ways, Ian and I were still very close. We had a
week’s holiday together walking down the Cox’s river, which we both
enjoyed. Ian continued to regard me as a young girl who would eventually
come to her senses and marry him. And I never bothered to tell him
otherwise. When I had my affair with Philip, then Ian and I, as you might
expect, had a blazing row. But we were due for a row – I had let the
situation slide for far too long. We needed a row.
I always treated Fred in the same way as I treated Ian. So I shared a tent
with Fred just as often as I shared with Ian. But, because Fred and Ian were
such good friends, I assumed that Ian had, to some degree, explained my
relationship to him. And Fred certainly acted as if this was the case. But
nevertheless, I quite determinedly still flirted with Fred at night. We kissed
and I allowed his hands to stray just a little. I didn’t want Fred to think I
wasn’t a possible marriage partner for him, even if Fred thought I ought to
belong to Ian. We became very good friends. But Fred, like Anne, could be
a little careless about his protection. So I also preferred not to climb with
him.
Fred was a couple of years younger than me and this was
unfortunate. And I felt that this was why Ian probably dominated him.
Fred was a mechanic and I respected this profession. As I got to know him
better, I started to like him in some ways more than Ian.

Frank continued to be a thorn in my side. But he was also extremely
useful to me. And he was terrific to climb with. He would always fit in
with precisely what I wanted to do. Also he was always full of good advice
about protection and what would be a good climb for me to try next.
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After I had shared a tent with a few people, Frank and I were
at the top of Tombstone Wall at the end of the day. This was my first
lead on a “trad” route and I was rather pleased with myself. But, after
congratulating me on a well-protected lead, Frank said to me. ‘You have a
more difficult problem to deal with tonight.’
‘I can’t think of any problem.’ I replied.
‘You have shared your tent with most people whom you know, but
not with me.’
‘That is fine. My tent door will be open tonight and you are
welcome to come in, if you want to.’
‘I know you. You have given everyone else a specific invitation
to come in, but not to me. And don’t think this is just by chance. You don’t
think I am of the right class of persons to associate too closely with you.
And maybe I am not. But I am certainly of the same class as Ian and Fred
with whom you do share your tent. Soon other people will notice your
continued lack of friendliness to me. And this wouldn’t be good for you.
There are no class divisions in this group.’
This observation by Frank annoyed me immensely. I was tempted
to lose my temper with him. But I couldn’t do that – I really needed his
friendship. It would wreck everything if I did that. And I certainly hadn’t
asked him to come in – I didn’t want him to come in – he fancied me far
too much. But he had put me on the spot so I had to specifically ask him
to share my tent. But I would make damn sure that there was no physical
contact. I knew his very strong physical sexual interest in me. But what else
could I do?
But I was completely wrong. When he came in, he was a perfect
gentleman and never tried to do anything with me at all. But I found he
was great to talk with. And we had a lot to talk about because I was keen to
learn a lot of the personal histories of the people in the group. And Frank
knew all the gossip. Also he was always keen to learn more about me. He
was always contemptuous of my community and my so-called “intellectual
friends”. But he wanted to learn about me and I have a tendency to boast
about my achievements in the community. So he learnt that I was the rising
star of our community and precisely what it meant to be the community’s
“minute-secretary”. Neither Ian nor Fred were interested in these things at
all. So Frank’s interest in me was a nice contrast to Fred and Ian’s lack of
interest.
One night, after a particularly long talk, I thanked Frank for being
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so kind about climbing and telling me so much about everyone.
But Frank just smiled. ‘I am not being kind to you at all.’ Frank
said.
‘What do you mean?’ I replied.
‘I just know you. You are a very kind and just person yourself.
Over time, you will start to feel a great desire to return the kindness you
have received from me.’
I didn’t like the way this conversation was trending. So I said for
safety. ‘We are good friends. All good friends help each other. And I will
help you should you need help. But you seem to have everything you need.
So I can’t return your friendship.’
‘You are good friends with Fred and Ian. But I am quite certain that
you don’t treat Ian and Fred in the tent the same way that you treat me.’
I blushed with embarrassment. I was glad Frank couldn’t see my
face. I suspected Fred must have talked to Frank. Fred though I was a bit
loose about these matters and he didn’t think I behaved like a well-behaved
woman ought to behave. Fred was quite moralistic in many ways. ‘Yes I
admit I don’t.’ I replied. ‘But you are much older than either Fred or
Ian.’
‘If I am too old, then you have nothing to worry about. You will
not feel sexy to me at all. That is the way our sex hormones work. But you
have a duty to be friendly to me in the same way you are to Ian and Fred.
So now do your duty and treat me like you treat Ian and Fred.’
And so I had to. I shouldn’t have felt sexy towards Frank at all. He
was too old and not my class. But I found I was. He was so enthusiastic
about nature of my body and particularly my legs. And he was very good
with his kissing and touching. He was so different from Ian or Fred. And,
as time went by and I found I was making no progress at all about forming
a temporary marriage, I started to let things slide with Frank. He had had
plenty of affairs with other girls. Frank is kind to all the stray climbing
girls that want a good climbing partner to climb with in the mountains. And
so these girls probably think, if Frank wants a bit of intimacy and no one
knows about it – why worry about it? And Frank was very careful not to get
any girl pregnant.
So why shouldn’t I do the same thing? I had had no sex for years.
And Frank was healthy, enthusiastic, friendly and kind. He would do. And
I did like him. And I didn’t need to worry about a permanent marriage with
him at all. Frank always spent so much time on climbing activities that he
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had no time left for marriage.
As time went by, Frank started to recognise that I was returning
his sexual interest. Somehow how I couldn’t help it. Then he started to
boast of how wonderful it was going to be for him, when he was situated
between my beautiful legs, giving me the pleasure I so richly deserved.
Of course, this made me absolutely determined that he would never get
between my legs. But, as I climbed more with Frank, I recognised that he
was just as able and competent as any of my intellectual friends back in
my community. I would have to be damn careful about Frank. I certainly
didn’t want him to get between my legs – but sometimes in my dreams he
appeared just there. Unfortunately, I have no control over my dreams. We
all occasionally have nightmares.
My affair with Philip in the Wolgan changed everything, because I didn’t
try to hide this affair at all. As I told you, I had an almighty row with
Ian. But the other people didn’t approve of this temporary liaison as well.
On the following weekend at Mt York, then I persuaded my particular
friends, Jim, Anne and Leslie, to go up with me to climb on the
Saturday, as well as the Sunday. That meant I had a group of friends I was
certain I could climb with. On the Saturday night, I left my tent door open
in the hope that Ian or Fred might come in and we become friends again.
But, as I lay in my sleeping bag, I suddenly realised that Frank might come
in instead. And this would be dangerous for me because I was in desperate
need of some friendliness and closeness. And so Frank might easily have
his way with me. I quickly put on my outer clothes and left the tent and sat
on the back porch of Frank’s house hidden in the shadows – smiling with
pleasure at what soon would happen.
And sure enough, in a few minutes Frank came out and made his
way to my tent. It was lovely to see the dismay on his face when he found
no one there. But I waved to him from the porch, and he came over and sat
next to me.
‘You thought you would have me, didn’t you Frank? But I have
foiled your evil plan. I know you - just as well as you know me.’
But Frank put on a brave face on the situation. He is good that way.
‘You completely misunderstand me.’ Frank said. What a lie I thought. But I
had to keep silent. ‘I only do for girls what they want me to do. When you
finally want me to get between your legs, then I shall do my duty for you.
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But today, I have a more serious proposition to discuss with you.’
I had to hand it to Frank - he is always prepared. I was intrigued.
‘Go on – I don’t believe you.’ I replied.
‘I have discovered there is one very special climb that I have
never done before. It is the original route on King George – now often
referred to as Mt Banks. It was first done in 1952 and then it was the first
long hard route in NSW - and probably in Australia as well. It is only
graded 15 but that means nothing – a lot of climbers still find it very hard.
It is more than 300 m long. Would you like to do the climb with me.’
But I knew Frank. He was hoping we would get benighted there.
But I couldn’t imply this to him directly. So I asked, ‘How long would it
take us to do this climb?’
‘I know what you are thinking. But I am not trying to hide anything
from you. There are two large ledges on King George and there are caves
on both ledges where people have spent the night. I want us to take our
time over the climb because I would like to make it safe. And that means
I must put quite a few bolts in it. And this will take time. So I only want
to do the climb with you if you are happy to spend the night with me.
But we have spent many nights together and I have always been a perfect
gentleman with you haven’t I.’
And I had to agree.
I thought about this proposition quite a lot. In general, I was keen to
try it. It was a very different sort of climb with huge potential for boasting
about. I could see it was a very special sort of climb and I was sure that
even Gwen hadn’t ever done it. And I was even keen to try my hand at
putting in some bolts.
Of course I immediately understood Frank’s thinking on this
subject. Frank was thinking of Philip and how I was sort of going to
confirm my affair with him by going with him to our Christmas party. And
Frank thought that spending a long time with him on King George
would confirm in people’s eyes an affair with him. And it would be a bigger
and more important affair than my affair with Philip. And I really did have
a weakness for Frank now - I really could become Frank’s woman. That
would be terrible.
‘It would certainly be a great climb to do.’ I said. ‘And I would
like to do the climb with you. But I certainly can’t say when I could do
it. But we should definitely do it together sometime.’ Not specifying the
time meant that this agreement could mean very little. We could do it in
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say 30-years time when we both would be old and grey. So sex wouldn’t
matter then. But there was also something else in my thinking. I wouldn’t
mind playing up to Frank and let him think he would score with me. I
could finally put the old bugger firmly in his place. But I would only try to
do this, if I was absolutely certain I could hold my ground against Frank
myself. And I didn’t feel this at the moment.
Frank and I then confirmed our agreement with a kiss. It
was an interesting prospect. But then I thought some more about the matter
and I realised Frank could have been planning this whole idea for quite
sometime. I had to be careful - Frank was certainly no fool.
Over the following week, I did some very hard thinking about this
temporary marriage plan of mine. At first I was inclined to ditch the whole
idea as now being too hard. But then I thought about Frank. If I did this,
then I would have no excuse not to do an early ascent of King George with
him. And I knew myself and my weakness for Frank. In my present state,
there was a real possibility that I could become Frank’s woman. It wouldn’t
last for all that long – but it still would be bad. So I had to go ahead with
my original plan. I couldn’t chicken out now. It would be too demeaning to
fall for Frank.
But, when I thought about the matter carefully, I realised I could
still do it. Frank, Fred and Ian were all good friends of mine and there
was nothing to stop any of them from being my partner. All I had to do is to
make them realise again, how much they had to gain - and how little they
had to lose. After all, I would be a very nice person for them to live with for
three years and they would have their own child – with me doing most of
the work. And I wasn’t asked any great commitment from them in return. It
could be done, if I worked on them all very hard.
So that is what I would do on the following weekend - which was
also at Mt York (if climbers have nothing else planned then they tend to
go to Mt York). And that is what my chapter about Mt York was to be
all about as well. But it would take me too long to describe the whole
weekend. Suffice to say then that eventually all three of them finally agreed
to the possibility of a temporary marriage with me for three years. Ian
was the last one to crack. But finally he just couldn’t bear the thought of
me going to either Frank or Fred instead. With Ian and Fred, we agreed
would live together in a unit, either in Penrith or in the village next our
community. And with Frank we agreed that he would continue to stay up at
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Mt Victoria and I would visit him every weekend with our possible child.
So with a dint of hard work, I finally got my life in order again.
I have said I had three possibilities for marriage. And so I had. But,
now that I had got Ian into line, he was very much my number one choice.
As regards my community, Ian would much more acceptable. Fred was
too young and small, and Frank was too old and not of the correct social
standing. But I needed to keep them interested in me to prevent Ian getting
bigger ideas with me.
I was due then to go down to Melbourne for a two-week
holiday with my family. I did this every-year. So I went away then with
a sure knowledge that my future plans were all in order. I was feeling very
pleased with myself and all my good works. I had successfully stuck up
for myself - against all those evil men, who wanted to keep me under their
thumbs for ever.
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3.
SWEET
DREAMS
When I returned
from Melbourne,
a young
member of our
community,
called David,
approached me
with this request.
‘There are a
group of four
students at Uni
who have done
a little bit of
climbing. They
are friends of
mine. They are
keen to do some
climbing in the
Blue Mountains.
I told them about
you and your
group of friends
who climb a lot
in the mountains.
And they were
wondering if
they could join
your group some This photo shows the route “Sweet Dreams”. (I actually did the
time for a day’s
first ascent of this route.)
climbing.’
Teaching beginners to climb in the mountains requires a large
amount of work. And I, like most climbers, don’t like doing too much of
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this. But Frank is much more generous in this regard and, provided that
the young people have shown enough enthusiasm by climbing a little by
themselves, he will willingly teach them. So I asked David, ‘How much
climbing have this group already done by themselves?’
‘They have climbed once a week for about six months at the
Sydney Uni climbing gym. And they have also climbed on the cliffs at
Barrangoey twice. So they are not just beginners. And they all have their
own personal climbing gear.’
This wouldn’t be enough experience for me - but Frank would
probably think it was acceptable. So I rang Frank up and he was
keen to take them. He suggested we could try “Sweet Dreams”. This
particular climb is probably the most popular climb in the Blue Mountains.
I myself hadn’t done this climb yet. This climb is only grade 14 so, if this
group were given enough help by us, this group should be able to do it.
Frank was keen to try this with them. So, after much discussion between
the various people, we finally agreed to try “Sweet Dreams”. So the whole
of our usual Sunday group and these four students would meet at Sublime
Point to try the climb on the following Sunday.
Frank, Ian, Fred and myself climbed as normal on Saturday. Then we drove
down on Sunday morning to meet all the others at Sublime Point. There
were too many people for us all to do “Sweet Dreams”. But there are plenty
of other climbs in the area that could be done instead. We agreed among
ourselves that four experienced climbers would take the students up “Sweet
Dreams” in four parties of two. And some experienced climbers promptly
offered to do this task. So Gabbie and I seeing this, rapidly agreed that we
would rush down, climb “Sweet Dreams” quickly and then try a harder
climb afterwards. We were just about to do this when I noticed that Fred
was one of the experienced climbers, and he was taking one of the girl
students up. I knew that Fred was just capable of leading “Sweet Dreams”
- but not with a student who was inexperienced in serious belaying. It
wouldn’t be safe. Clearly Fred was just smitten with the girl.
I had to do something about this - so Gabbie and I had to forget our
plan. If David told my community that I had allowed young friends of his
to get into trouble, then I would be in big trouble myself. So, I had to join
Fred’s party - and Gabbie joined another party. That meant that, instead
of being in the first party to do the climb, I now would have to be in the
last party - because parties of three always climb much more slowly than
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parties of two. So I would be spending a large part of the day sitting
at the bottom of the climb, twiddling my thumbs waiting for the three
previous parties to get out of the way. I had never had to do this too much
before. But this situation is very much part and parcel of the climbing
scene. A real climber often does have to spend a large amount of time at
the bottom of a climb waiting, either for other climbers to get off a very
popular climb, or for weather conditions to get better. This is the very
nature of real climbing.
We therefore naturally took our time in getting ready. I agreed to let
Fred do all the leading because I knew he wanted to show off to the girl.
So this meant I would be at the back to check that Fred was being belayed
safely. Also I could give a back-belay to the girl – this was important
because there is a fair amount of traversing on this climb. However, this
also meant that I was going to be lumbered with carrying the pack. I had
rarely had to do this before. But “Sweet Dreams” was a long climb of at
least five pitches and so we needed to carry water and food with us. There
are very few climbs of this length in the Blue Mountains. The girl was
called Josie. Fred clearly thought she was beautiful because she was
young and well-endowed in the female manner. To me, Josie just seemed
to be a fairly ordinary girl who could do with losing a bit of weight. She
wasn’t as bad as Leslie – but a bit more exercise would do her good. I keep
myself fit, and I don’t have much patience who people who don’t try.
Getting to the start of the Sweet Dreams climb is an adventure
in its own right. First there is a steep scramble down the arête that leads
off Sublime Point. Most people can do this safely without a rope. But Josie
soon got scared and it was easier for us to give her a top rope for some
of the way. There is even a squeeze through a hole to negotiate. And then
there is a long traverse near the bottom of the cliff along a ledge towards
the climb. And finally there is a delicate traverse across a land-side, which
is protected by a steel cable. And we needed to give Josie a rope here at
well. Then there was a final bit was scrambling and we got to the bottom of
the climb.
We still had a fair time to wait before the other parties were out of the
way. So we took a very leisurely lunch. During this time, Josie talked to
me incessantly. I’m afraid I don’t have much patience with a young girl’s
prattle. I tried to get her to talk to Fred. But Fred was tongue-tied with
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her. He was in love. However, finally the first pitch was free from other
parties and Fred led off. He climbed really well – he obviously wanted to
show off to Josie. Then it was Josie’s turn and it was soon very clear to me
that she definitely wasn’t up to doing this climb. I had been thinking that
this was probably the case for sometime. When she got to a safe position
therefore I called out to her.
‘I am sorry, but there is a nasty decision that you must make. You
are safe at the moment - so turn around and I will explain the situation to
you.’
Josie turned around. ‘I know what you are going to say.’ Josie said,
rather tearfully. ‘You don’t think I am capable of doing this climb, do
you? So I should give up now, while it is still easy to get off.’
‘That might be the best thing to do. But there is also another option.
If you will just trust Fred and me to hold you firmly with the rope and keep
you safe, then you can simply climb upwards until you fall off. And then,
with Fred giving you tension from above and me stopping you swinging
too far, you will find you will still be able to get up the climb. But it is
absolutely essential that you forget completely about being scared.
If you can just focus all your energies into simply going upwards in any
manner, then you could still do this climb. So what do you want to do –
back off or just simply really try?’
Whenever a person gives advice they always bias this advice in
favour of what they want to do themselves. And this was what I had done
here. Josie was a hopeless climber and it was best for her to simply give
up. But then Fred and I would still need to take her back. So we would
have wasted our day completely. It was best for us haul her up – even if she
hated it. Moreover, she would never go climbing again – which was a good
thing as far as I was concerned. So that was why I sort of challenged her to
continue on.
Josie thought about the decision for a long time. ‘OK – I’ll forget
about being scared. I’ll give the climb everything I’ve got.’
‘Remember – You can’t change your mind. It would be hell to
retreat from this climb higher up.’
‘No – I will keep going upwards - no matter what.’ So she
continued on.
Josie now climbed up with a lot more determination and she got up
the next two pitches with only a few minor falls and a bit of tension from
Fred in these spots.
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The first two pitches of the climb essentially follow the line of
weakness on the left hand side of the “Sweet Dreams” wall. The belay,
at the top of the second pitch, then is in a small recess within this line of
weakness. But from here, the climb goes up and across the main wall itself,
which looks rather terrifying. And Josie was duly terrified. But she knew
the score and she went on. She fell off and screamed because, even with
a back-belay from me, she swung a fair bit and collected a few abrasions.
Fred had to give her a lot of tension. But she battled on. After a few more
incidents like this, eventually she arrived at the belay in the middle of the
wall. The most difficult pitch was over for her. I joined her and Fred then
led up the next pitch.
Before starting the next pitch, I saw Josie looking at her broken
finger-nails and the various abrasions on her arms and legs. She looked
a real mess. Then she looked up at how far she still had to go. Then she
looked down at the awful drop to the bottom of the cliff. Then she broke
down into tears completely and wept copiously on my shoulder.
Even I felt sorry for her. Finally, she said.
‘I should never have tried to go climbing in the first place. I have
never been any good at it. And this climb is far, far, far too hard for me.
This whole scene simply petrifies me. Never let me ever go near a rockface again! I am not cut out for this sort of thing.
I thought it tactful to refrain from confirming the absolute truth of
everything she was now saying. So my ploy had been successful and she
would never climb again. But I said. ‘I am afraid you still must finish this
climb. It will still be much easier for you to go on up than to go down. It
has to be done.’
‘I know.’ Then she broke down and cried again. I got a few bandaids out of the pack and put them on some of the abrasions. They wouldn’t
do any help. But the simple act of putting them on seemed to calm Josie
down a bit. Just in the same way that putting a band-aid on a young child
calms them down. Finally, she was ready to climb again.
Josie climbed with renewed determination. She started to
realise when she would need tension from Fred. So she would call for help
from Fred, and she managed to get up the last pitches without any more
physical falls. On the last belay, there is a very good view of the climb
below you and the enormous drop beneath you. The climber, who led the
first ascent, described the situation as - “look back in conceit at having
crossed such a terrifying looking wall with such comparative ease”. And I
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felt the same way. But not Josie – she absolutely refused to look down at
all. All she wanted to do was to go up and get off the face.
The last pitch of the climb goes up a corner on the right hand side
of the main wall. There is an alternative grade 17 pitch that stays on the
face, and of course this was the pitch I was wanting to try myself. But,
under the circumstances, I couldn’t try it. In fact, we were all caught in
a heavy shower as I was nearing the top. So soon we had other things to
worry about.
We got absolutely soaked as we made our way back to the cars. Jim and
Anne had stayed back, in the usual way, so that they could drop me home at
my community, on the way to their own home further south. Ian had stayed
back to take Fred home back to their unit. Josie had come up by train and
she was expecting to be dropped at a station. Then she could return home
by train. But as she was soaking wet, I had to suggest that she could
come with me and stay at my flat in my community for the night. And
she accepted. So, unfortunately, I would be lumbered with Josie for a bit
longer.
When we were comfortably seated in the back of Jim and Anne’s
large four-wheel drive, Josie asked me in a pointed way, ‘What is the name
of the guy who gave Fred a lift home?’
‘Ian.’ I replied, a bit surprised.
‘I don’t like him at all. He likes to be the person in control too
much.’
‘He is a good climber and he is well respected. He is also a good
friend of mine.’
‘You might like him – but I detest him.’
And this was the end of the conversation. But I naturally wondered
why Ian could generate so much animosity in Josie so quickly. They hadn’t
even talked to each other. But that was her business.
When we got to FabCom, we had to go round to Gwen’s family
home to get some dry clothes that would fit her. Also it was easier for
us both to eat in our community centre near the bar. And these two
circumstances meant that Josie was introduced to some of the members of
our community. So, when in the morning Josie wanted to see more of our
community, I was more-or-less forced to show her. All young people think
that they might be interested in living in a green community. But when
they start to understand how much they have to learn, then they promptly
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forget about it all. So the time a person spends showing them everything
is usually completely wasted. So I try to avoid showing people around –
particularly a girl as patently silly as Josie. But our community rules say
that any interested people must be shown around. So, as people knew she
was here, I had to take her around.
The activities of a green community are quite extensive. So it
takes a long time to show people round. The first thing to be shown was our
agricultural land with its many crops and animals. And here I had to show
how all our various electrically operated small machines could carry out the
various tasks that need to done in agriculture. I couldn’t leave her thinking
that we physically have to work too hard. Then we needed to inspect our
various water facilities. First we went to our water collection areas with
their different tiles. And then Josie insisted in seeing our various covered
water reservoirs. And then finally I had to show the pest our various hot
water and PV panels on the top of our various roofs, and so demonstrate
how we managed to be self-sufficient in energy as well. I had a reasonable
excuse for not showing her over our buildings, because she had seen the
general form already as we were walking around already. Also we had
passed actually the terrace house that our community members were is the
process of building.
Finally, I could tell Josie, ‘You have seen everything now and I
have to start working. Presumably you need to get back to Uni now.’
‘It is Uni holidays at the moment – so I am in no great hurry to get
home. Can I at least see where you actually work?’
So I still couldn’t get rid of the pest. So Josie came along. As I
have told you, like most community members, I partake in most of the
work activities of our community. But I always leave the first couple of
hours free on Monday mornings to get all my gear in order after a climbing
weekend. So that was why I was not working. But then from ten o’clock
till midday every day, I work at my desk in the executive office in our
community centre. So that is where we now went. And it was still very
hard to stop Josie asking questions because, although I had work to do, I
couldn’t in any way say anything was desperately urgent.
‘What do you do then sitting at this desk?’ Josie asked.
‘I am the minutes-secretary. So I am preparing the meetings of
last meeting for the coming meeting.’
‘Surely that can’t take you very long? And no one ever reads the
minutes of meetings.’
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I had been hoping Josie wouldn’t pry too deeply into what I
actually did because that would take far too long to tell. But I had no such
luck. Now I had to tell her everything. My best chance now was to bore
her silly with all the details and so send her on her way.
So I told her in detail about how anyone, who had a complaint
about one of our fourteen other officers, comes to see me and then I try
to sort out the problem. And then I told her how it was my job to produce
an annual report and assess the general progress of the community over
the year. Then I told her that each officer, a month before their year’s
term of office ends, had to produce a report detailing the progress of their
area. And it was my job to assess this report before the next election of
officer position on the coming month and give my criticisms to the general
meeting. And the current officer I had assess at the moment was the
president. And criticising the president of a community was not an easy
task. ‘So let me get on with my job now.’
She finally took the hint. But before she left she asked, ‘What is the
guy doing on the other side of the office? He looks very busy indeed.’
‘He has to be. He is the treasurer. Over the weekend, every
member here fills in a time-sheet, detailing the work they have done for
the week. And all the officers also have to gather all the various financial
transactions associated their fields - e.g. the cost of apples a certain person
obtained on a certain day. Then on Monday, the treasurer has to take all
these figures, put them into our community computer and produce a new
equity balance for each member and the financial contribution and expenses
for each department. But go and talk to Steve who is our current treasurer.
He will love to tell you all about it.’ I was certain that these financial details
at least would soon bore her silly.
But even here I wasn’t entirely correct. She talked to Steve for
ages. Steve was more than willing to talk to her about everything. I could
see now that, when well dressed, Josie could look quite good. And Steve
clearly liked her. I could hear Steve droning on for ever about how
each member was encouraged to acquire a reasonably good equity
in the community so that each member has enough money to look after
their own welfare when they are old. And Steve couldn’t help raving on
about how he, as the treasurer, each month chose the appropriate exchange
rate between the Australian dollar and our community monetary unit, which
is work-hours. And finally, at the end of our community’s financial year,
it was Steve’s job to suggest a financial budget for each department for
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the coming year to give a sensible balance between the various conflicting
interests.
But eventually I forgot about them because my current problem
about our President’s report was quite difficult. One of the officers had put
in a complaint to me saying that he had not been given his fair share of
time at our monthly meetings when he detailed his department’s progress.
And it was the President’s job, as chairman of our meetings, to check that
each officer and member was given a fair share of time. And the President
had been a bit lax about keeping all the timing records so that I couldn’t
entirely check on the truth of the allegation. This was a terrible important
point because this sort of action can be the thin-end-of-the-wedge that leads
to the president having too much power in the running of our monthly
meetings. And our community is committed to keeping a just community
where everyone is assured of a fair amount of speaking time. If this case
was too bad, then it was my job to point out, at the next meeting, that our
constitution was being infringed. So this could be a very serious matter
indeed. But, after studying the figures, I decided the current case wasn’t too
bad. I would just sound the warning that the President had to be a lot more
careful in saving his timing figures in future.
Finally, Josie was bored silly by all the financial details and
she returned to me to thank me and say goodbye. But before she left, she
sheepishly asked me, ‘Could I possibly ask if I could climb with your
group sometime once again?’
I laughed at her. ‘Remember what you asked me to do – “never
ever let me even get near a rock-face again. I am not cut out for this
sort of thing.” ’
‘Yes,’ she tearfully said. ‘But that was said in a moment of terribly
high stress. And I do know there are far easier and shorter climbs in the
mountains as well. I could try some of those climbs.’
And I was forced to agree with her. But I added, ‘You could climb
on real rock again with us sometime in the future. But for the time being,
it is far better that you continue to climb with your friends at the gym and
occasionally at Barrenjoey. When you are a better climber, you all can
climb with us again.’
‘Yes, I will do that. But at the moment it is holidays and I don’t
have much to do. I couldn’t do away in a fortnight’s time for example,
could I?’
‘That weekend is actually our Christmas party night. So
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that wouldn’t be a suitable weekend to come at all. And the whole of the
next couple of months is really a bit hot for climbing and there are bushfires to worry about as well. Besides most people are busy with holidays,
and Christmas and New Year celebrations. In a couple of months, you can
contact me again and I will organise for your group to climb with us again.’
And Josie agreed to this. I thought I had been fair enough to her and
done my social duty by her. But, on the other hand, I knew damn well that
both Frank and Fred would be prepared to do a lot more on her behalf than
just this. But an interest in Josie could also interfere with my own plans for
these two people. Josie would just have to wait – that is what young people
always have to do. This is the way of the world.
The Christmas party night was going to be a very big night for me.
And the last thing I wanted was to have a girl like Josie around inhibiting
me when I was in the midst of my proposed wicked carry-on.
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4.

CHRISTMAS PARTY

Philip was good and came to FabCom in his range-rover to pick me
up. He had dressed up as a gentleman climber exceedingly well. So he
was wearing a pair of old fashioned climbing breeches that looked like the
old plus-fours. On top he wore a loose woollen check-shirt and round his
waist he had a short hemp toggle rope. He wore old leather boots. But his
piece-de-resistance was a couple of mutton-chops, which he had grown
specially for the occasion. In his mouth he had a pipe and in his hand
he carried an ancient wooden ice-axe. He certainly looked the part of a
gentleman climber.
For my part I had dressed to look like a bit of fluff. But it
is not real easy to look like a bit of fluff. The most successful part of me
was my head. So I had had my hair all fluffed up at the hairdressers. And
then around the hair I had attached loose lines of cotton wool, which I had
dyed to a greyish colour to look like fluff. Then I made up my face heavily
with bright red lipstick, violet around my eyes and I rouged my cheeks
heavily. The rest of me was similar. So I wore a light-grey dress, which
was again trimmed with the darker grey cotton wool. I did the same for
my shoes. I debated as to whether I should wear fish-net stockings. But I
decided against it. I am proud of my legs just as they are and I like their
natural beauty to be appreciated. And finally I naturally upholstered my
dress to project my breasts as far as was physically possible and to show a
lot of flesh. I certainly didn’t look like the sweet demure young woman I
normally am.
Philip and I then naturally spent a considerable amount of time
showing off and appreciating our different creations.
As we were driving up, Philip spoke to me. ‘I have booked a room for
myself in a motel in Katoomba. As a gentleman climber I want to do this
weekend in style. So, if you succumb to my charms, we can spend the night
there. But also, if you want to, we could call in there now and get ourselves
ready.’
I thought it was a good idea so we made our way there. I was keen
to have a break there because I wanted to explain my various ideas for
the night to Philip. Just for fun I registered myself in the motel as Ms B
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Fluff and signed myself as Bita Fluff. I was getting into the mood. In
the room we put on the finishing touches to our clothes and our make-up.
Then finally we could have a really good kiss and cuddle. I was getting
very nervous about the whole big night. I had never done anything like this
before and so I needed all the comfort Philip could give me. Then I had to
explain my big plan for the night to Philip.
‘This night is going to be a very special night indeed for me,
because it might be the last time in my life, when I can let my hair down
and really carry on. And I want to show to the world that I have just as
much guts as Anita has. But, if I am to do this, you must play your part as
well.’
‘So what do you want me to do? I’m sure I won’t let you down.’
Philip replied with a smile.
‘I certainly want to have some fun with you tonight. But I want to
have fun with everyone else as well. Now I am going to be a cheap bit
of fluff that really fancies you as a gentleman climber. But you, as a
gentleman climber, should naturally fancy a woman with more class than a
mere bit of fluff like me – if you can get such a woman. So do you see what
I want you to do?’
‘So are you asking me to flirt with other women as well tonight?’
‘Exactly.’
‘That won’t be very easy to do.’
‘Yes it will. I will be flirting with every guy around there
outrageously. As a gentleman, you naturally won’t flirt quite as ostensibly
as I will. But you certainly should quietly comfort any of classy girls that
are being left out in the cold. So this is what you must do.’
‘OK. I will certainly do that.’
‘But I want our game to be a bit more-subtle than that. I will be
telling all the guys I meet that I am desperately in love with you. But you,
being a true gentleman, may choose a girl with more class than me for the
night. I will tell them I will be devastated, if you do that. And moreover,
if you do that, there will be poor me left over who will be in desperate
need of a guy to love her for the night. And then I will hint that the guy,
I would like to spend the night with, could be them.’
‘Yes, I can see that this could be a rather glorious game. You really
do have a lot of guts.’
‘But I want this night to be a bit more than just a mere game. I want
there to be a genuine possibility that all this could really happen. So I want
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you to take other girls for walks outside so I could act as if it might be left
alone. And then, as the night progresses, I will tell the guys that, if you
don’t turn up at midnight, I will spin a bottle and the guy that the bottle
points at, can have me for the night.’
‘But what do you want me to do as midnight approaches?’
‘I don’t know - and moreover I don’t want to know. All I want is
the possibility that you may or might not turn up and so I could spend the
night with anyone. I will be scared as to whom it might be. But that is what
I want. A little thrill of horror runs through my body every time I think
about such a possibility. Yet the guy could still, of course, be you. But you
also, when you are flirting with other girls yourself, have to be genuine as
to what you tell your partner. You must play your part of being a gentleman
as well. So you also shouldn’t know for certain who you will spend the
night with. But all this is strictly going to be up to you.’
Philip thought quietly about what I had told him. Then finally he
said, ‘So I also have to play a dangerous game. This is going to be a very
confusing night for me. But I can see what you want and I must play my
part as well. It will be a night that may be scorched in my memory for
ever.’
We had a further kiss, which went on for a very long time. After all,
this might be our last proper kiss together - and we were genuinely very
fond of each other. Then slowly
we went on to the party, which
was being held, as usual, at the
Mt Vic pub.
When we got to the pub, the
party was bigger than I had
expected. Frank had invited all
the climbers he knew so that
there were about forty people
there. Everyone from our group
was there but there were also a
lot of other people that I only
knew vaguely. It certainly was
a very boisterous crowd with
plenty of action. Everyone had
dressed up a bit, but not as much

This map shows the Mt Vic pub and where
everything is.
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as Philip and myself. A lot of people had come dressed up as for their
favourite climb. And then the people they partnered had to guess their
climb. This is what Frank had done and clearly other climbers had followed
his suggestion. Frank had hired a disc jockey and the night was organised
to have a lot of dancing. But there was seating for everyone so people could
just sit and talk as well. Also it was easy to go for a walk in the gardens and
in the bush behind the pub.
Philip and I arrived together as a couple and, to begin with, we
emphasised this point. But after the first dance together we mostly went our
separate ways. I had taken my own pack into the hall with me to emphasise
I didn’t need to go back with Philip. I had decided I wouldn’t actually
climb on the following day. After my hopefully big adventure for the night,
a quiet walk would be as much as I could cope with on Sunday. So my pack
was quite small because it only contained camping gear.
I started my flirting slowly. To begin with I just asked or tried to
guess what my partners were dressed as. And in return I told my partners
that I was Philip’s bit of fluff. But, when Philip went for his first walk with
a girl, I started to play up a bit more and I expressed how desperate I was
for real love that night. And my partner usually assured me how they could
fulfil my love much better than Philip could. So everything was progressing
well.
During the supper break, I was sitting next to Fred when, horror
of horrors, Josie turned up with her three Uni friends, who came
to Sublime Point. Furthermore, when our eyes happened to meet, she
surreptiously poked her tongue out at me. They must have contacted Frank
independently. But I wasn’t going to take this situation lying down – not
me in my current mood. So I formed a plan.
‘Fred.’ I said. ‘I want to liven this party up a bit with some real
action. Will you help me?’
‘Of course.’
‘I mean real action. I am a piece of fluff and pieces of fluff like
genuine physical encounters. You won’t chicken out will you?’
‘I may not be a great climber but I am always prepared to be in
anything. You can count on me being in.’
‘Good – this is what I want you to do then. We will have a really
good kiss during which I will gurgle with delight. And then you, egged
on by me, will impetuously unzip my dress at the back. I will duly
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scream with horror. All eyes will turn to us. My bra is part of my dress
and so my front will fall off forwards. I will loosely hold my dress up
with one hand to cover himself. But you will then rush me outside into the
garden to take advantage of me in my weakened state.’
Fred goggled. ‘Do you really mean that?’
‘It will be just an act by us to get this party really going. In the
garden we will just continue our kissing session and then you will zip me
up again. But it will let the party see I want some real physical action.’
Fred took some persuading. But eventually he agreed. I wanted to
do something really dramatic publicly tonight, in any case, just to make
sure that everyone would remember me. But, by doing this with Fred,
meant I could put Josie in her place at the same time.
And then the whole incident went as planned. As Fred rushed me
out, I added very loudly so that everyone could hear. ‘Fred, I never realised
that you are such a gorgeously wicked fellow.’ And then the whole party
could realise that this is what I wanted. Outside we continued to kiss and
my dress fell down so Fred had the freedom of my breasts. And he took
full advantage of the situation and enjoyed it. Finally, he zipped me up once
more.
When we returned inside, there were great cheers for us both. And
I could see that Fred was pleased with his part in the affair. So I could then
continue on with rest of my plan.
‘Fred.’ I said. ‘You fancy Josie don’t you?’
‘Yes I do. But I never know what to say to her.’
‘All you have to remember that Josie is just a normal weak female,
just like me. Remember how she cried on Sweet Dreams. What women
really like are strong men who are not afraid of them and who will take
charge of them at times. Josie was cheering you like everyone else when
you took charge of me. So go to Josie now and just don’t be afraid of
her. Dance with her, take her outside, kiss her, fondle her breasts same as
you have fondled mine. She will love it. But if you are worried just have a
couple more drinks with me before you go to her.’
‘But what will I actually say to her? And she is so beautiful. She
has the most perfect female body I have ever seen. She is much better than
you.’ Fred was presumably just thinking of breasts. He had never bothered
to notice my beautiful legs. Josie tonight did look stunningly beautiful. She
was wearing a long blue silken dress with a deep cleavage, which showed
her body off very well indeed.
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However, I said. ‘But this makes conversation easy for you. All you
have to do is to tell her how you appreciate her incredible beauty. Women
love to be appreciated. She will fall for you immediately.’
And Fred, the dear little fellow he is, swallowed it all. He had a
couple more drinks with me and then off he went to Josie when the next
dance started.
Josie saw Fred coming to her and immediately rose from her
chair to meet him. ‘You have come to ask me to dance, haven’t you Fred?’
‘Yes, but also to tell you how much I appreciate your incredible
beauty.’ Josie was noticeably taller then Fred and, as Fred was talking, he
was staring at her breasts, which were directly in front of his eyes.
‘Fred – I know what you are thinking.’ Josie spoke very loudly
so that the whole party could hear her. And everyone was listening to her
intently. ‘You are still flushed over your success with Mary. And you are
expecting to do the same with me. OK - we will dance together and you
may appreciate my beauty as much as you like. But, if you go any further
than that, then all hell will be let loose. You will receive the greatest
bang on your face that you can possibly imagine. See this hand here.’
And Josie showed Fred a surprisingly powerful right hand. ‘A brilliant red
imprint of this hand will be gouged into your face for the rest of the night.
And the noise of the impact will be so loud that everyone in this room will
hear it. And your own ears will be ringing with the sound for the next few
hours. So beware – you must now respect my body completely.’
Poor little Fred was almost in tears. He was so terrified he
couldn’t even speak. Josie propelled him out onto the dance floor and there
afterwards Fred mutely followed Josie’s instructions. This was sensible
because Josie could clearly dance - whereas Fred equally definitely
couldn’t. I had to give it to Josie – she knew how to take charge of life. She
wasn’t anything like as silly as I thought she was.
When Fred left I was left with the pleasurable thought as to who I should
flirt with next. But unfortunately this decision was rapidly taken out of my
hands. One of the guys from Josie’s group approached me and asked me
to dance. He introduced himself and he was called Scott. I couldn’t really
complain because he was young, handsome and he had a nice powerful
build. He was just the sort of person that I should be trying to flirt with. But
I wasn’t too keen because I didn’t want to give too much encouragement
to Josie’s group. But of course I had to play my part and show just a bit of
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enthusiasm in the dance. And I did.
Near the end of the dance he asked if we could go outside for a
short-while, like I had with Fred. So naturally I had to agree. He then
promptly picked me up in his arms and carted me outside. I wasn’t
too keen on this but everyone was watching, so again I had to at least act
as if I was enjoying it all. He took me further into the gardens and, for a
moment, I thought he might have decided that I was going to be his for the
night. He certainly had the strength to do this and so there was nothing I
could do to stop him. But no, he sat down on I bench but I remained sitting
on his lap with his arms around me - indicating that I was strictly still his
possession.
He naturally kissed me and I returned the kiss. During the kiss he
unzipped me at the back and took complete possession of my upper body.
But I was supposed to be a bit of fluff for the night, and this is the sort of
things bits of fluff are supposed to like. Besides Fred had already done this
with me. So I made no resistance and so our kissing continued.
‘I do rather fancy you.’ Scott finally said when we had finished our
kissing.
‘Why that is lovely.’ I replied. After all I did have to continue the
act. ‘I certainly fancy you very much as well. But tonight I am in a mood to
fancy everyone here. So you must remember that.’
‘I am still at Uni so I am few years younger than you are. In fact, I
am younger than Josie. She will be starting her honours year next year but I
still have to finish my third year yet. Does this matter to you?’
‘No, certainly not. I am glad you are young. I like all sorts of men.’
What I didn’t like so much was the serious nature this conversation was
now taking. But I couldn’t say that to Scott.
‘I am a mostly rugby player and don’t climb all that much.
Would you still be happy to climb with a person like me?’
‘I’m glad you play rugby. It is a great game. And I would love to
climb with you sometime. But I am not thinking about climbing at all at
the moment. At the moment all I can think about are your great physical
charms. Let’s kiss once again before we return inside to the party.’
So we kissed again. But before we did this, Scott took off his shirt
so I could feel his physical charms and muscles in more detail. And, as we
kissed, I did kiss him with slightly more enthusiasm than I should of. He
did have a really good body and he was clearly very keen on me. I had to
use the occasion.
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After this kiss Scott took out a pen, pulled up my dress and wrote
his name and phone number high up on the inside of my thigh. And I
encouraged him – it didn’t mean that I had any intention of ringing him. It
was just a friendly gesture on his part, which I rather liked. Besides this,
while he was doing this, he complemented me on my beautiful legs. And I
always like praise when praise is due.
‘You will ring me now won’t you?’ Scott asked.
‘I could ring you and I am very glad to have the chance. But at the
moment I am not thinking about the future at all.’ And I told him all about
Philip and how, if Philip didn’t return, then I would spin a bottle for a
partner for the night. And then I added, ‘And I really hope the bottle points
at you. Then we could have an absolutely fantastic night together.’
‘So you really do fancy me?’
‘Yes, I certainly do.’ And I gave him a little kiss just to show I
loved him.
‘And you would like to spend a night with me?’
‘Yes I certainly would do should things turn out that way.’
‘Well, I am now going to make damn sure that things do
work out that way. The Christmas break is coming up and I will have a
fair amount of time to spare. And I’m sure you have as well. And I know
you fancy me and I fancy you. And clearly neither of us is attached at the
moment. But I know you. There is no way that you will agree to a liaison
between us because you think I am too young. But I am not going to
give you the chance to say anything about this. I already know the phone
number of your community so I will contact you there. But now we will
kiss again and our bodies themselves will tell us how much we want to get
together when a suitable time arrives.’
So, without giving me the chance to say anything, he swept me
into his arms and kissed me very strongly. I struggled as much as I could to
resist his kisses - but gradually I gave up. Then I returned his kisses just as
strongly as him. I just couldn’t help but being terribly sexually attracted to
him. And unfortunately he knew this all too well.
When he realised my body had given my clear consent to our
union, he stopped and said. ‘I will ring you on Tuesday morning just
after ten o’clock, when I know you will be manning the community
phones. I don’t want to rush you too much. And I want you to have time to
think about what we will do together. We will make our arrangements to go
climbing together then.’
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‘I will agree to go climbing with you a couple of times.’ I said. ‘But
our friendship can definitely not go any further than that. That is all.’
‘You can think that if you like. But we are both attracted to each
other and over the next few weeks we both will have plenty of time to get
to know each other much better. All the things that we want to do with
each other tonight, can then be done with plenty of time. But I won’t rush
you – we will start just with some climbing. Our bodies will tell us what
to do after that - and then we can enjoy ourselves. But, for the moment, we
must return to the party now. We don’t want to advertise our association
too much to the rest of the party. Neither of us wants that.’ Then he zipped
me up, gave me a further quick kiss, put his shirt on, and we returned to the
party hand-in-hand. He was certainly very good at taking charge. I was in
trouble – I’ve never been real good at keeping men in their proper place.
And the infuriating thing was that Scott was several years younger than
me. I should be able to handle a guy like that. But I didn’t trust myself to
do so. And I certainly had to go climbing with Scott. And when you
go climbing together you are closely associated with that person for a long
time. And any attraction between you could quickly develop.
When we went back into the party, I wasn’t ready to immediately start
flirting again. So I claimed I needed to go to the ladies and I spent several
minutes there taking my time. When I returned back, the next dance was
well under way so I had a good excuse to sit quietly down by myself for
a while. But Josie quickly saw me, said goodbye to her dancing partner
and the came and sat opposite me. My hands were on the table and she
immediately enclosed my hands with hers.
‘I think you have a problem.’ She said.
‘Yes, it is Scott. Somehow I have allowed myself to get enmeshed
with him. I didn’t manage to control us.’
‘It is not your fault at all. I know Scott very well. He is very good
looking in a masculine manner and many girls fall for him. So he is very
practised with women and so you, in your position, were just a sitting target
for him.’
‘So, did you just send him over to me knowing he would do what
he did? Then you would have your revenge on me for sending Fred onto
you.’
Josie smiled at me. ‘If you remember, I simply couldn’t have
told Scott to go to you because I was dancing with Fred all the time. So I
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couldn’t have done that. However, I was initially rather pleased about him
going. But now I can see he was far too successful.’
‘Yes, it is true - you couldn’t have told him to go. But what am I
going to do now?’
‘That is easy. All you have to do is to talk to that silly young girl
you were climbing with a fortnight ago and ask her for help - and she
will come to your aid.’
If the table hadn’t been so wide, I would have promptly kissed her.
As it was I just gave her hands a squeeze and duly asked her for help.
‘I am not doing this for nothing.’ Josie said. ‘You are very definitely
my hero. So you have to accept your hero position and then do your duty to
me and thus become my close friend.’
I smiled, squeezed her hands again and gladly accepted. I knew I
needed her now.
‘So tell me everything that happened with Scott.’ Josie asked.
And of course I told her everything and Josie listened intently.
Josie confirmed with me that my position with Scott was dangerously
serious. Then she thought about the matter carefully for a couple of
minutes.
‘I know Scott very well and I can certainly keep him in check for
the moment. I will talk to him tomorrow. Then I will come round and see
you at your community on Sunday evening and tell you how everything
went with Scott. But, for the time being, don’t worry about it at all. You
are my hero and I want my hero to continue playing her game to the full.
It is a glorious game. So you must continue to flirt with everyone here
outrageously. I will now disappear into the background. As you know, I
will never become a good climber. But I am determined to still become part
of this climbing scene. So I want to gradually get to know all the various
climbers here. That is why I came tonight.’
We chattered together for a little bit longer – during which time she
gave me the confidence to start again with my game. Then Josie returned to
her group and I returned to my part of being a wicked outrageous flirt with
everyone once more.
For the rest of the evening, everyone who I danced with took me outside
and we carried on to some degree. But with Ian I wanted to show him in
a way that he was still very much my preferred future temporary marriage
partner. Also I knew I could trust Ian not to go too far. So, when we were
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outside, I organised for us to lie down beneath a rhododendron bush where
we could hardly be seen. And there I allowed Ian to go as far as he liked.
But he used the opportunity to such an extent that I thought he was going
to go the full way. So I had to tell him in no uncertain terms. ‘You have had
ample opportunities to go the full way with me for many nights over the
past year. But you can’t do that tonight. Tonight I belong to either Philip or
to the guy who the bottle points at. So stop it.’ However, he just laughed at
me and told me that he was giving this bit of fluff a bit of a scare, and that
bits of fluff needed an occasional fright. So that was OK and we returned to
the party.
A little after eleven o’clock, Philip danced with Anita and then they
disappeared into the gardens to go for a walk. And I thought to myself that
this could be serious. But this event wasn’t just noticed by me - and clearly
a lot of other people also thought this walk could be significant. So, as the
time moved on towards midnight, there was a strongly increased interest in
me and as to who my sleeping partner might be for the night. I didn’t need
to tell anyone about anything. A bottle was produced and people started
gathering round me. All the various discrepancies between the clocks
and people’s watches were eventually ironed out. By five minutes to
midnight, a great crowd was gathered for the all important bottle spin.
Everyone, myself included, were certain that Philip had fallen to Anita.
Many climbers were fully aware of Anita’s all powerful will.
But just before midnight a sound was heard outside and soon a
ragged bleeding figure entered the hall still gasping for breath and
collapsed on a chair. He was only just recognisable as Philip. His feet were
bare and bleeding clearly through running through the bush. His shirt was
badly torn and there were bad bleeding scratches on his face and arms.
But the worst blood was coming from the lower part of his back, which I
couldn’t see at that stage. His face was covered with sweat, dirt and grime
and his hair an utter mess. He looked as if he had been a desperate fight
with a wild cat and come out very much as the loser. And I suppose he had.
For a moment we were all so aghast at his appearance we didn’t
know what to say. But, after a while, Philip recovered his breath and then
the noble fellow actually managed to give as all a smile. We all of course
wanted to know what had happened. But Philip remained the absolute
perfect gentleman and refused to say anything. I suppose in fact he didn’t
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really need to say anything. Eventually Philip stood up and took my hand.
And everyone had to agree he deserved to have me for the night. But
there were many calls for me to give a repeat performance like this on the
following year.
‘I, hopefully, will never be in a situation like this again,’ I told
them, ‘when I can do something like this. But you should all work on
Anita to take on the part of being a bit of fluff for the night. She would be
terrific.’ All the women were strongly in favour of this great idea. But alas
the guys didn’t really fancy the idea of spending a night with a wild cat.
Philip and I then made ready for our departure. But, before
doing so, Philip had a few words with Mark and drew him a little map.
Mark, being a doctor, also gave Philip some dressing and bandages for his
wounds. Then Mark disappeared off into the garden. Finally, Philip and I
were off. Philip got me to drive. The public part of my very big night was
now over and, when I considered everything, it had gone incredibly well.
I had become a big figure in the climbing scene. This was a night when
many people would remember me as a very central figure in our climbing
community.
As we were driving down, I couldn’t help asking Philip the obvious
question. ‘Why did you bother to come back when clearly Anita was so
determined that you should not? You didn’t have to come back. I could
have managed.’
‘The situation was horribly complex.’ Philip replied. ‘I’ll tell you
in the motel. For the time being I need to calm down and rest.’ So I had to
wait.
But, when we got to the motel, my first task was to dress Philips
wounds. The worst ones were on his back and they consisted of four deep
gouged wounds lying on both sides of the lower part of his back. Philip
explained how he got them. ‘Anita had been specially hardening her figure
nails with chemist treatments for the past few weeks. Then, when I was
lying with her in her tent mostly undressed, she told me. “If you try to leave
me and return to the party, you will find you will have a problem. I have
both hands around your back with my fingernails ready and waiting to enter
your flesh. You can’t leave me now without receiving a considerable injury.
So don’t try.” So that is how I got the injures you are now dressing.’
‘You must have been mad to leave her.’ I replied.
Eventually I got Philip all patched up and then he could tell me
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everything that happened between him and Anita. And he did and then I
could understand Philip’s position. But, like all battles between men and
women, it was a very complex business and Philip could have been giving
me his own biased version. That is what most people do. So I am not going
to try to tell you Anita’s story. She can write her own story if she wants to.
My own story is long enough without telling Anita’s story as well. So I will
say no more about her.
But alas, even when he was patched up, Philip was in no mood
for sex. But I could understand that and I was happy to forego. I could then
amuse myself in a different manner and so I could talk to Philip about my
own very special subject of interest. And it is a subject that most people
in this world absolutely refuse to talk about. But Philip would now be a
captive audience to me. So he would be forced to talk about this horrible
subject. So I asked him point blank, ‘What do you think are the four
most fundamental problems that civilisation must face?’
Philip looked at me aghast. ‘Nobody thinks about things like that.
We all like civilisation just as it is. Why should I question its form?’
‘But it is just fun to think about difficult questions.’
‘You must be bonkers.’
‘You were bonkers to leave Anita. And I have just patched up the
wounds that Anita has given you. So you must do your duty and talk to me
about a subject I am bonkers about.’
So Philip was forced to agree. ‘I know - greed, greed, greed
and greed again. I think, if we can get rid of greed, we can solve all our
problems.’
‘You are just being slack - as you know full well. Everyone is
greedy - even you and I. You are greedy for status in the world as you show
in your ownership of your Range-Rover. And I am greedy for fame and
glory - as you saw tonight. Greed is, and always will be, a fundamental part
of life. Our problem is that we have been slack in forming effective rules
that can stop some people’s greed interfering with other people’s lives.
We have been slack in forming such laws in the same way that you have
been slack in giving me that glib reply. So it is time you started thinking
seriously.’
That little speech put Philip on the spot and he started to think
seriously. ‘But there are so many fundamental problems that we must face
– like getting food, water and good leaders. There are far more than just
four such problems.’
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‘You have forgotten my question. I asked for just the problems
that civilisation must face. Now animals and primitive man face many of
the same problems that we do. So water, food and leadership are not
particular problems of civilisation. You have to think of the problems
that we have but animals don’t have. But I will give some help – what is
the particular global problem we all face at the moment.’
‘I know – that is easy. You are a rabid greenie - so you must be
thinking of pollution. But animals cause pollution as well. You should
study the foot-paths around our area. So I’ve got you there.’
‘You know that dogs fouling our footpaths is not a real problem.
If the animals were in the wild, then their messes would just fertilise the
ground and it would disappear in a couple of days. But the pollution we
cause will last and change our world for centuries. Our type of pollution is
just a bit more serious. But you know this and you were just being flippant.
But let us go on to another more difficult problem. So you must think of
another way in which we are radically different from animals and primitive
man.’
‘OK – civilisation has money. But we must have money. The world
couldn’t work without it.’
‘That is true. But now you must think of another way in which we
differ from animals and primitive man that is related to money.’
‘I know you are secretly just a closet commie. So I can guess what
you are thinking now. You think that money gives rise to the inequalities
in wealth that we can see in the world. But you are wrong. The inequalities
in wealth arise because some people work harder than other people. This
situation is unavoidable and so there is no reason for me to feel ashamed of
the wealth I now possess.’
‘You are pointing towards the correct problem but you need to
think about the problem much more deeply again. You must think longtime in terms of centuries to recognise the true problem.’
‘I give up. I am sure you recognise the true problem. Please tell me
all about it. I would love to hear you elucidate the true picture.’
Clearly Philip was just continuing to be slack and he wasn’t
trying to think. But I love to rave on a bit myself about subjects I know
very well. ‘The problem is best called the accumulation of wealth. Being
wealthy means, in practise, a person will own a larger share of the essential
assets of their country than the average person possesses. And from these
assets a wealthy person derives extra income. And other poorer people
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in the country, who use these assets, will be providing this extra income
this wealthy person receives. Now the simple fact of life is that the needs
of most people are roughly the same. So this means that, in general, the
people with extra asset income can get richer and while other poorer
people, who have no assets, will be struggling to make ends meet. So the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer. And this is the evidence we see
happening in front of our eyes in Australia at the moment. Now, if you look
back over the civilized history of most countries, then you will find that the
wealthy have been much wealthier and more powerful than they are at the
moment in Australia. But we are heading back towards that same horrible
wealth dominated state of affairs of previous centuries. And this would be
horrible. So this is a problem which we really ought to think about.’
‘Yes, Mary, I am absolutely sure that you are right. I am completely
overwhelmed by your wisdom and brilliance. And I am sure your next
two problems will be equally fascinating. But I have been watching you
carefully while you have been talking - and I now find you incredibly sexy.
My libido is fully restored. So let us do what we are supposed to be doing
right now.’
So Philip, even in his invalid state, preferred to have sex rather
than talk any further on this horrible subject. And I am sure that you, my
reader, will agree with Philip. But in case you are remotely interested the
other two problems are the “Autonomy and Supporting People” and
the “Ownership and Sovereignty of Land”. A person can happily spend
years trying to solve these two problems in a way that is fair to all the
various associated parties.
Philip and I then slept in till lunchtime. We then went out for lunch at a
cafe, had a short walk and then returned home. I didn’t want his wife, Julie,
to think I was using him too much. As we returned home we talked about
our various nights in detail. And we agreed that the memory of this night
was going to be scorched on both our memories forever. Whether this was
a good or bad thing we didn’t know.
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5.

HARBOUR BRIDGE

You should have noticed that my next two chapters are called “Harbour
Bridge (direct ascent)” and “Town Hall (Clock-tower Ascent)”. So
you should be waiting with bated breath as to how I shall manage with
these iconic features of our city. But, in case you don’t know, these two
routes don’t appear in any known guide-books. And my climbing standard
is certainly nothing like good enough to try these two climbs without any
prior knowledge that they could even be possible. So somehow I need to
meet someone who could tell me about the climbs. So first of all in this
chapter I need to learn the facts - and this will take time.
But before this, as you know, Josie was to arrive on Sunday night to tell
me how she fared with Scott. She duly arrived and this is what she told
me. ‘Scott was fairly stubborn about wanting to go climbing with you.
However, after much persuading, he accepted that he had taken unfair
advantage of your situation last night in extracting a definite promise to
take him climbing twice. So what he has agreed to do is to ring you on
Tuesday morning, as arranged, but without any expectation that you will
agree to go climbing with him. But he will naturally be asking you again
to go climbing with him. I thought that was reasonable, so I left things like
that. So it must be your decision as to what you do with him.’
And I accepted that. Josie had done well to get Scott to agree
to that. In fact, I was secretly rather pleased that Scott had been a bit
stubborn. I was glad that he was, in a sense, genuine about me. Of course
Josie didn’t leave then. We ate together in our community centre and Josie
wanted to hear my full life-history as she was now my very close friend.
So I had to give it and I did. After I had told her all about my temporary
marriage intentions and the full details of how I had lined up Ian, Fred
and Frank as possibilities, Josie said.
‘You implied to Scott that you were unattached. But in fact you are,
in a way, coupled to either Ian, Fred or Frank. Well, what I think you need
to do now, is to confirm your close friendship with these three people. You
can do this by arranging to go climbing with each of them for a day. Then,
when Scott rings on Tuesday, you can tell him that you are fairly booked up
for climbing for the next couple of weeks with close friends. You can then
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agree to go climbing with Scott perhaps once after that.’
‘Yes, I can see that would be a sensible thing to do, so I will
definitely do that. But I had been thinking, in fact, that you, yourself, would
be asking to go climbing with me?’
Josie smiled at me. ‘My dear Mary – you are my supreme hero.
But I have been climbing with you once – and never again. You are a great
climber - but you are not a good teacher. After climbing with you, I rang
Frank to ask him to give me some professional lessons in climbing. And
we have already had one-day climbing together. He is a terrific teacher.
He refused to accept the normal guiding fees from me but he did allow me
to pay for his expenses for the day. I will do this again a couple of times
and then I hope to climb with your group, after the Christmas/New-Year
break is over. Then I will enjoy watching my hero climbing from afar – but
definitely not together on the same climb. I intend to be a simple lowgrade social rock-climber. This is all I aspire to be.’
I was amazed. Josie might not want to be a good climber but she
was very determined to be one of us. I then asked Josie what she did and
her own personal aspirations. She, like me, had done well at Uni and
she was going to do honours in English on the following year. Her main
interest was in doing musical comedies. Here she had performed quite
often and she was a good singer. She had also had a few boyfriends in this
scene. So this explained Josie’s confidence as regards the opposite sex. But
she had no great ambitions in the way I have.
‘Why did you take such a dislike to Ian?’ I asked on a more
personal note. ‘I have always found him to be a very reasonable fellow.’
‘I know you do. And I suspect that Ian is even the most likely guy
for you to marry. He is the most suitable person for you in your situation.
But I continue to dislike him. I find him a bit of a prig and far too sure he is
always right.’
I said no more – after all, Leslie felt the same way about him.
Josie stayed for the night and she continued to want to know absolutely
everything about me and everyone else in our climbing scene as well. Then
in the morning she demanded a further tour of the community. She ended
up by applying for associate membership to our community. Associate
membership means a person can independently join in the social activities
of the community. Also associate membership can be a start to the long
process of gaining full membership.
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After Josie left, I rang to organise a day’s climbing with Frank. That was
easy. Most people were too busy with Christmas/New-Year activities
over the next two weekends to have any time for general group climbing
activities. But many people were free to climb on just odd days. I didn’t
want to ring Ian or Fred because they lived together and I preferred to
speak to them fully independently of each other. I could talk to them
separately at the gym on Thursday night. I just assumed they would be
available for climbing. When Scott rang he was very good and didn’t
press me too hard to climb with me immediately. But he still gave the
impression he was very keen on me. I said I would be very pleased to climb
with him in a month’s time. I should have my emotions properly in order
by then. So we fixed a definite date to climb together.
Over the next two weeks I duly climbed with Frank, Fred and Ian
for a day. This was fine and all three confirmed that they would still be
happy to be my temporary marriage partner. But what these three days
also showed me very clearly was that, by climbing with Frank so much,
I had had things far too easy. Frank was an exceptionally good partner.
He always knew what to do and always fitted in with whatever I wanted
to climb. No normal person is as considerate as that. And I never had to
tell him anything or check anything that he did. But when you climb with
normal people it is essential that you do this all the time. So I would have
to change my ways. I had to think less about what I wanted to do and more
about what my partner wanted to do and their various weaknesses. This
is the nature of climbing and probably about all partnerships in general as
well.
The other thing about these three days climbing was that they weren’t
terribly exciting. After all, I knew Ian, Fred and Frank very well and we
were just doing standard climbs. The three days rather left me thinking
about climbing with Scott and how exciting this could be – particularly if I
started to lose control of myself. And it wasn’t safe for me to be tempted to
think about this sort of thing. So I needed to think about doing some climbs
that would be different and unique - climbs that would be really exciting.
Now, as I told you, I started my outdoors climbing in Sydney by
climbing on the Lindfield practise rocks. Now when I was there, I had
met an ancient guy who had raved on about the climbs that he had done
way back in the 1960s. Amongst other climbs, he had mentioned about
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climbing on the buildings in the city. I hadn’t really believed him then.
But, on the day that I climbed with Frank, I asked if this could be true. And
he confirmed that people had climbed on city buildings many years ago. So
this fact got me thinking about this again and the possibility of me doing
something like that.
I had met this old guy at Lindfield on a Saturday afternoon and
he had given me the impression then that he came there regularly on that
afternoon. Now, as our group’s climbing activities were still in the New
Year lull, I wasn’t doing anything next Saturday. So off I went to the
Lindfield rocks again in the hope of meeting this old guy. Also, even from
Penrith, Lindfield rocks are the easiest outside spot to go to where you can
climb safely just by yourself. And I could get there by train. So I went.
And fortunately the old guy was there. He was called Tom and he
seemed to be in his sixties. He was easy to talk to and get to know because,
in spite of his age, he was still an outrageous flirt. Previously I had been
there with some other guys so I hadn’t seen as much of him then. But this
time it was convenient for us even to climb together. But neither of us had
taken a rope or a harness with us. These rocks are only about four meters
high so, on most of the rocks, a fall will not involve a serious injury. Thus I
had intended to just do the easier full height routes and then just practise on
the hard moves low down. Old Tom clearly knew most of the routes very
well so he was happy doing most of the routes without a top rope.
But, when Tom realised that I also was alone, he took out a
length of scruffy nylon tape from his little pack. It wasn’t even one piece
of tape. It just consisted of about five meters of light half inch red tape tied
to a piece of four meters of slightly heavier white tape. But Tom assured
me it was strong enough. He laughingly told me. ‘I started my climbing
at Harrison’s rocks just south of London. In those days, people there just
climbed on hemp ropes. And I saw an old worn hemp rope actually break.
But the guy didn’t get really hurt. This nylon tape here is still strong
enough to carry five times my own weight. And I have fallen on it many
times. And I am heavier than you, so, in spite of appearances, this tape is
good enough.’
‘But how can we use the tape?’ I asked.
‘I will demonstrate.’ He replied.
At that stage we were standing beneath ‘Abseil Wall’ and this is
the classic slightly hard section of the cliff-line. Tom took a sling, karabiner
and a bolt bracket from his pack, and climbed up the easiest route with the
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tape just held in his mouth. On the top of the rocks, there were some bolts
so Tom chose a suitable bolt for our climb and then attached the gear. He
then fed down the red tape for me to climb on and the white tape down for
him to belay me on. This meant that the knot didn’t need to go through the
karabiner as I climbed up. He explained that he needed the heavier white
tape because, if I had to come down, then he needed to let me down just
using his back and hands. So he needed the heavier piece of tape. I was still
very dubious but Tom insisted I must simply try it. I had to tie onto the red
tape just using the old-fashioned bowline knot. But I had learnt to do this
in the scout group our community runs. So Tom was quite impressed with
that bit of knowledge of mine. And the system did work – it was only just
adequate and it certainly wasn’t comfortable. But, for practise, I did fall
off and I found I momentarily did forget the discomfort of a thin piece of
nylon holding me while Tom let me down. And Tom had a clever system of
moving away to take up his slack. This meant that, when I fell, he could let
me down to the ground by moving forwards. This meant he didn’t need to
let this tape slide round his back and through his hands while I came down
– because this can be slightly painful.
We did several of the routes on Abseil Wall, which were very good
– just my standard. Then Tom was keen to show me the Pipe-Dreams
area because I hadn’t been there before. It is a large overhang very close to
the ground so it provides a superb opportunity to practise doing overhangs.
But I wasn’t really up to doing overhangs yet. Then, on the way back to
the normal cliffs, Tom wanted to stop to practise on the out-of-the-way
overhang cracks that few people try. Even he wouldn’t try these routes
without a top rope. So it was my turn to be the belayer. I wasn’t too certain
I would be able to hold Tom if he fell. But Tom had more trust in my
belaying ability than I did. So he still went ahead. Fortunately, Tom didn’t
fall.
We were so busy climbing that I had hardly any time to broach the
subject of Tom’s old building exploits. When I did ask him, Tom replied.
‘It will take me a long time to describe the climbs. I came here by train
and you look as if you did as well. Why don’t we take the train back just to
Milson’s Point. Then we can walk over the Harbour Bridge and through the
city, and, while doing this, we will see all the relevant climbs on the way.
We can then catch the train again at Town Hall.’
This was such a superb opportunity for me to see all the climbs
that I had to accept Tom’s offer. In fact, our community runs a Saturday
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night dance, which, with all my climbing, I had mostly been missing. I was
expecting to go to the dance tonight. But, under the circumstance, I would
have to arrive to the dance late.
We were almost
exactly halfway
across the
Harbour Bridge
when Tom
suddenly stopped
and said. ‘There
is the best climb
of all.’ And Tom
was pointing at
the tallest of the
hanging pillars that
hold the weight
of the bridge and
which reach up to
the arches.
‘But they
look really hard.’ I
replied. ‘I can see
one could climb up
on the cross pieces
that join the main
solid side-plates.
But these struts are
broken by some
continuous plates
with only rounded This is our route up the hanging pillars to the top of the Harbour
weld nobs to use
Bridge.
as holds. It would
be really hard. And
people would see you from miles away.’
Tom smiled. ‘That is the subtlety of the climb. You don’t climb on
the outside – you climb on the inside.’
‘But surely a person can’t squeeze between the struts?’
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‘I can manage it quite easily – so you should be able to do it. And
the great thing about the climb is that, as soon as you are inside the pillars,
you are completely hidden. So you can take your time doing the route.’
Then he told me the rest of the details of the climb. I could see then that
this climb would be a magnificent ascent. So I immediately decided that I
would definitely try to do this climb. It was a great climb, it was a perfect
climb to brag about, and, if one was careful, the chance of being caught
was negligible. What more could I want?
From there, Tom took me on a slight detour to see the art gallery. ‘This is
easiest of the climbs I have done.’ Tom said.
‘But what about the overhanging lintel that goes around the top of
the whole building? Getting over the lintel doesn’t look easy and there is no
protection at all.’
‘Throughout our city, the old sandstone Victorian buildings are
the best buildings to climb on because they have so much more variety.
Also the sandstone blocks often have small gaps between the blocks, and
these gaps provide small holds. The modern buildings, which you see
everywhere, are far too regular and smooth. But most of these Victoria
building have lintels at various places and these lintels usually
provide the crux of the climbs. On this building, there are some lightning
conductors that go over the lintels, and so you can use these for protection.
Though I have to admit, lightning conductors aren’t famous for their
strength.’
‘But you could also be seen fairly easily on this building couldn’t
you?’
Tom smiled. ‘I thought this building was fairly remote from prying
eyes. I and my regular climbing partner did this climb together and we had
no problems. Now two new climbers joined our club - the Sydney Rockclimbing Club, and they were keen to do some building climbing. So
we thought this climb would be a good introduction for them to start on.
Clearly, when you climb on buildings, it is best to climb when there aren’t
too many people around. So the best time to start is about one a.m. But it
is hard to fill in the time before then. So, when my companion and I were
ready to try the Lands Department Clock-tower, we thought we would fill
in the spare hours beforehand by taking the beginners up the Art Gallery.
But both of us didn’t need to do the climb. So we tossed and my companion
won the toss. So he took the beginners up the climb. I stayed in the car and
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watched from a couple of hundred meters away.
‘I dozed a little. But when I woke I saw that the complete gallery
was surrounded by a dense line of policemen advancing on my friends,
who had just reached the top. My friends had been taken for intrepid
wicked art thieves.’
‘So what happened to them?’
‘When you get caught climbing on buildings, then the police cart
you off to the clink. There they grill you very severely for the rest of the
night. I know many people to whom this has happened. No one I know has
ever been fined. But the grilling process is so effective that no one, who has
received such a grilling, ever wants to climb on buildings again. And an
injunction order is taken out against you and then the consequences would
be very serious if you got caught again. But I can’t, in all honesty, say that
the Art Gallery is a climb you should try.’
So Tom had sucked me into trudging all the way over to the Art
Gallery just so that he could have the pleasure of telling me this horrible
story. Tom, I fear, does love to gas on about all his ancient exploits. And I
had to put up with him – I was still very keen to learn more on the subject.
The next three climbs Tom showed me
were also unsuitable for a person like me.
The climb onto the Lands Department
building itself looked very good and Tom
assured me the
lintel at the top
could be safely
protected. But
the clock-tower
itself was clearly
too hard. The
GPO clock-tower
is probably the
best clock-tower
in the city. But
it is always well
lit and anyone
who has tried it
has always been
And this is the tower.
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caught. Tom had
never tried. The
greatest challenge
of all, of course,
is Centre Point.
But that would
be much too hard
for me. The initial
wires must be
ascended by using
aid from slings
that you slide up
as you move up.
This is a slow
process. Tom said
he would give
me the details of
his first ascent. I
have included this
description at the
end of my book
as an appendix.
So you can read
all the horrible
details of the first
ascent there.
Finally, we got
to the Town Hall. And Tom assured me the clock-tower there was within
my ability and he pointed out all the features of the climb in detail. I was
interested and perhaps, if the ascent of the Harbour Bridge went OK, I’d
have a go. There was clearly a reasonable chance of being caught. But what
the hell - this might be the last chance in my life for a real bit of illegal fun.
The final clock-tower Tom had done was the Central Railway
Clock-tower. But the trouble with this climb was that, when a party pulls
their ropes down, then the noise, which the ropes make as they fall, can
be heard in the guard’s office directly below the clock-tower. Tom and
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his partner had made the first ascent and they weren’t caught because the
guards didn’t realise what had caused the noise. But, when in the morning,
they saw the old sandshoes, left by Tom’s party tied to the flagpole, they
realised what had happened. So all later parties have been caught. We could
see this clock-tower from where we were at the town hall. So Tom didn’t
bother to show me this clock-tower from close up. I wasn’t interested in the
climb because I could see that the Town Hall clock-tower had far more
variety and was a better climb. So the Town Hall would be other climb I
would do, if I did anything besides the Harbour Bridge.
By this time, it was getting quite late, so we called in at a café to eat. ‘Are
there any further illegal exploits of yours that I should consider repeating?’
I asked while we were eating.
‘The Warragamba dam and its surrounding region is a prohibited
area. So this means that it is a fine challenge to cross Warragamba dam
without being caught. And I, with a small party, have crossed it on lilos. I
would recommend that trip. It is fun.’ Tom replied.
‘So what would happen if we were to get caught there?’
‘I don’t know because we weren’t caught. But, if you do get caught,
I think it is best to plead ignorance and pretend you didn’t realise it was
a prohibited area. So you didn’t bother to read the signs or you claim
you entered the area by an unusual route where there are no signs. This
is usually a good enough excuse for your first offence. No official body
normally likes to kick up too much fuss about an intrusion, when a party
has caused no damage and a similar party is unlikely cause any significant
damage as well. So personally I have never worried too much about such
illegal entry.’
On the basis of this I decided this was another illegal adventure I
might try. My friend Gwen is a great one for raving on about her various
liloing adventures. But I was sure she hadn’t ever crossed the Warragamba
dam. So this would be another fine adventure for me to brag to her about.
By this stage I was getting vaguely interested as to what Tom did
work-wise. To begin with I had just considered him to be an unemployed
dag. He dressed this way. But, as I got to know him more, I began to think
that, at some time, he must have done more with his life. So I finally asked
him what he had done for a crust.
‘I am actually a mathematician with a good first degree
and a PhD in applied maths and computing. But for quite few years
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I have been unemployed. You probably think I am on the dole. But I am
not because I live frugally and I have some saved money. I do have a bit of
pride.’
So the old bugger knew what I had been thinking. But it was best
to keep quiet about that. So I answered. ‘I always thought that people with
high degrees in maths and computing were in great demand. So getting a
job should be easy for you.’
‘That is what everyone thinks. And it was true when I was young.
But, when you get old, people start to realise what you are really like. I
have one appalling fault. I believe in efficiency. And, years ago, many
other people believed in efficiency as well. But times have changed. The
population has realised that, if a country is run efficiently, there will be less
work and so there will be more unemployment. So that people, like me,
who tell the world how to run the country efficiently have all been given
the sack. But I am a good citizen. I have to show the world how a person
can be entirely happy without working. So that is now my main function in
life.’
‘But how do you fill in your time then – you can’t climb all the
time.’
‘I have my own pet project. I hate modern computers because there
is so much junk on them. I often get in a hopeless mess because I don’t
understand what is going on when I invoke some facility I don’t know.
This can waste an enormous amount of time. I am designing a simple
operating system together with the standard word processing and
picture facilities that a normal person requires. I have some experience in
this field because I have already written my own simple word processing
program and a graphical package as well. So this is what I play at when I
am not climbing. It fills in my time.’
‘That sounds terrific. A computer system, which I could fully
understand myself, is just what I would like. Surely there must be a demand
for that?’
‘There might be a demand. But it is the last thing the computer
industry would want. The computer industry employs millions of people.
But a computer system, which everyone can understand, is best written by
just one person. This is because such a person is forced to keep everything
reasonably simple. They have to do this because they must understand and
write the complete program themselves. This task is not all that difficult.
I could write all the whole complete system myself in a programming
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language in about five years. My trouble would be that I wouldn’t know
how to implement my system on a specific PC.
‘But, if just one person does this work, then all the millions of
people writing all the complex programs at the moment would have
nothing to do. Millions of people would be on the dole. So the computer
industry will make absolutely certain that a simple system will never be
circulated. Nevertheless, I shall persevere to write my own system. I know
it will be ignored. But this task keeps me off the streets.’
Fairly clearly Tom was a bit of a nutcase and it was hard to tell how
much of what he was saying could be true. After all, the computer world
must know what they are doing. But, on the other hand, Tom certainly
seemed to know a lot about building climbing. So I took his phone number,
so I could ring him if I needed to know more. We then both took are our
different trains home.
As I took the train home I wondered as to whom I would ask to be my
partner on the Harbour Bridge. I decided on Anne. She was small like me
and so we should have no trouble about fitting between the struts. Also it
would be nice to do the climb with another female. If you climb with a guy,
then people tend to think that the guy must be the main partner. So that was
a further advantage in choosing a female partner.
When I got home and went to our community dance, I was in for
a surprise. Josie was there as well. As a new associate member she could
come by herself. But she immediately sat beside me and asked about all
I had been doing. So she soon found out about the Harbour Bridge climb
and immediately demanded to be included in the party. She did have one
point in her favour. It is best to do the climb on the cycle lane side of the
bridge rather than the pedestrian side. Because there would be fewer people
around on that side. Also it is easier to cross the intervening train line to the
hanging pillars on the cycle side, rather than the car lane on the pedestrian
side. And Josie had a pushbike and I didn’t. And I doubted if Anne had
either. I pointed out that Josie might not be able either get through the struts
or do the hard move when you reach the main arch. But Josie still insisted
on coming whether she could do the climb or not. So I had to let Josie
come.
I rang Anne the next day and she was very enthusiastic about coming.
Then, after the usual scurry of phone calls, we decided we would start the
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climb at 1 am the next Wednesday morning. Jim and Anne, in their large
four-wheel car, would pick me up at our community late on Tuesday night.
Then we would go and pick up Josie and her bike on the way to the bridge.
Jim was now an essential member of our party because he could look after
Josie’s bike while we were climbing. And this all went as planned.
Our first hurdle was the security guy at the start of the cycle lane.
But the guy accepted our story that we should accompany Josie across the
bridge, because her bike had a puncture. So we were on our way.
The entry into the central hanging pillar needed some
careful thought. We didn’t want to put on all our gear where we could
be seen. The three of us were already wearing our climbing shoes because
they wouldn’t be noticed. But our harnesses were a problem. So what we
did was that I crossed to the pillar first and wriggled between the struts. It
wasn’t too bad. I climbed downwards then so that that I could stop anyone
else from falling. Then Anne came across with the gear, passed the gear
in to me and then she went through the struts with the greatest of ease and
went upwards. It helps to be a gymnast at times. Josie was last and she
was now getting cold feet about the whole adventure. But Jim then told
her she wouldn’t be safe with him for two hours in the middle of the night
in the park on the other side. So Josie had to come with us. She had great
difficulty getting through the struts. But Anne pulled her through from
above. And then we were all hidden completely.
Jim then continued with the bike. He would watch us from the
North side just outside the Lunar Park gates. He would be able to see us
from there, as we passed over the main girder of the arch. And, when we
returned back over the girder, he would return to pick us up with the bike.
There wasn’t much room in the pillar, so getting our harnesses on
was now a real problem. Josie couldn’t manage it. So I just tied her directly
onto the rope with the good old bowline knot. Fortunately, I was in good
practise with this knot after climbing with Tom at Lindfield rocks.
Climbing inside the pillars was easy and we could use the
struts to put on as many runners as we liked. Anne led on two ropes – one
attached to Josie and the other attached to me. And then Anne belayed
Josie and myself at the same time while we climbed simultaneously. Even
Josie found the climbing easy and finally she started to enjoy the whole
escapade. Josie started to practise her yodelling as she went up. Anne,
for a moment, thought she was dying. It was easy climbing and great fun. It
was a long way – so it took us several pitches before we reached the top of
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the regular pillar.
About 10 meters before the arch, the pillar ends, and then, from
the corners of the pillar, four strong angle-iron supports continue on
up to the arch. They separate as they move up. Presumably this is so
that the force of the pillar will be more evenly distributed onto the arch.
The hard pitch starts here, so we made a good belay and made ourselves
comfortable. I would lead on up from here.
The two outer angle-iron supports stay reasonably close together
and so I could bridge between them and I slowly reached the arch. But
this was now real climbing and there was a huge drop beneath me. I tied a
couple of slings around the angle-iron supports for runners. When I reached
the arch I tied on a particularly strong sling. I now faced the really hard
move.
From this point, there was still at least meter of horizontal metal
arch before the edge of the arch. So what I needed to do was to reach out,
grab the edge with both hands, swing and then mantelshelf onto the ledge
above it. I first reached out with one hand and checked I could actually
reach the edge. I then came back and called to the others and told the others
about the coming move.
Josie took the hint. ‘I will stay just here and let the two of you
finish the climb. And I then can help you return by holding the rope for you
when you come back. After that I’ll try to climb up and at least touch the
arch.’ This was a sensible plan. Josie would have no chance of making the
move. And there was a real possibility she could end up dangling from the
end of the rope with nowhere to go. But, by staying back where she was
and back belaying us, Josie would now be a real help to us.
So now it was up to me to make the big move. The exposure
was absolutely awesome - a hundred meters or so to the bridge below - and
then a further hundred meters or so to the water. I looked out to see if I
could recognise Jim. There was someone there near the Lunar Park gates.
But I couldn’t be sure it was Jim.
This was going to be a very committing move. If I couldn’t make
the mantle-shelf then I would fall and plunge quite a few meters into open
air. I had never had a fall like that before. But I had to try it. So it was - first
one hand to the ledge, then two hands and, as I did this, my legs swung
out automatically free beneath me. And then it was up to my puny arms
to pull me up over the ledge. And they just managed it. The rivet knobs
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helped a bit because they gave me some purchase for my hands. But I still
had to use every ounce of strength that I had.
But the move wasn’t over yet. The arch is like a giant girder. So
now I was on a 30 cm ledge with the top part of the girder still 2 meters
above me. I stood up and then I could just reach the top edge of the girder.
So now I had to mantelshelf over this edge as well. But this move was
easier because my feet could now give my arms some help by using some
of the rivet knobs as foot holds. I was soon up and there I could make a
good belay on the many girders behind me. It was Anne’s turn then. I
could rest and enjoy the incredible view all over the harbour and city. And
of course I was feeling exceedingly pleased with myself as well.
Anne came on up reasonably quickly. But when she arrived she
said. ‘That was an absolutely fantastic pitch for you to lead. The swing was
so dramatic.
I would
never want
to lead it.
But the
exposure
and view is
absolutely
awesome.
Thank you
for bringing
me along.’
So I was
very pleased
about
her very
genuine
enthusiasm.
This picture shows how complex the top of the bridge is.
From
there the
climb is easy but it is still someway to the top of the second girder arch. We
left one rope behind so that Josie could use this rope to help us retreat. So
we just climbed with one rope and even that was hardly necessary. One just
follows the various cross girders structures to the top. There is a metal flag
pole at the top but we weren’t going to try to climb that. I was wondering
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about leaving something behind to indicate our ascent. But Anne had a
much better idea.
‘I have brought a little penknife with me which we can use for
scratching our initials. But it would be best to scratch them where no one
else is likely to go. So why don’t we scratch our initials on the little wall
between the two mantelshelf moves. We can do it as we abseil down. That
would be very special place for us and, if anyone ever doubts our ascent,
we can tell them about our initials.’ And that is what we did. It is not a very
green thing to do. But for once I was going to leave my principles well
behind me. We naturally added the date as well. The painters will get a real
surprise when next they repaint that piece of the bridge.
The abseil was OK - but it was essential that we had Josie ready to
pull us in back onto the angle-iron support. Then Josie insisted that she
had a try at getting to the arch. She found is difficult – but eventually
she got there. And of course she had to inscribe her initials on the high
point of the angle-iron supports.
The descent down inside the pillars is quite slow because one has to
down-climb – there is no room to abseil. And again we had to take off our
harnesses inside the pillar before getting out to join Jim with the bike. And
finally the security guard accepted our story that we were returning from
a late party. So we had successfully made a direct illegal ascent of the
Harbour Bridge. There are very few people who manage to do that now
without being caught.
As we returned home in the car, the three of us were engaged in a great deal
of gloating over our magnificent success. But I, Mary, noticed that Jim
was feeling a bit out of things – and he had done so much to help us all. But
I remembered that Jim was an old swimmer so he would probably really
enjoy a lilo crossing of Warragamba dam. So I mentioned this possibility
to everyone. And the whole idea was accepted by everyone with great
enthusiasm. Jim suggested then we extend the party to include two more
guys so then we would have even numbers of males and females. This was
clearly a good idea. Anne suggested Fred. Then Josie suggested David
because it was David who had brought Josie to our group in the first place.
And he wasn’t keen on climbing. These suggestions were accepted and so
this, hopefully, would be our party. Also six people would fit nicely into
Jim and Anne’s large four-wheel drive. So this was another illegal escapade
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we could all look forward to.
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6.

TOWN HALL

On the following weekend I happened to be climbing with Ian. At the
end of the climb, he said to me. ‘After your rather questionable night at the
Christmas party, I am glad to see you are now settling down to a sensible
form of living again. You are clearly preparing yourself to being happily
married and having children. I am very glad for you.’ And he gave me a
rather possessive kiss. Clearly he knew that he would almost certainly be
my choice of partner. And unfortunately he was right. He was the obvious
choice for me. And, when we are together, I tend to let Ian be too much in
charge. And Ian knows this.
I thought about this situation very carefully. Given that he was
going to be my partner I could at least make life for him as hard as
possible. Also, I could use my abilities so that I was going to be more the
person in charge. But clearly I had to be subtle about these things. So I
said to him. ‘There is one very special climb I would like to do before I get
married. Would you like to be my partner on this climb?’
‘Yes, I certainly would.’
‘It is slightly dangerous in a way. You wouldn’t mind that, would
you?’
‘I am sure I that I am prepared to try any climb that you are
prepared to climb.’
‘You are certain of that?’
‘Of course I am.’
‘Good.’ I replied. ‘I can go ahead and make preparations for our
climb then. By the way – the climb is the up the Sydney Town Hall to
the very top of the clock-tower. I have studied the building carefully
and it will be a magnificent climb. We shall enjoy it.’ And then I had the
joy of watching Ian’s face change from a look of quiet confidence to one of
absolute terror.
Ian of course tried to wriggle out of doing the climb. But I
didn’t let him. Ian has a horror at being on the wrong side of the law. But
I pointed out that this is just a minor worry. Nothing really serious can
happen to a person simply because they get caught climbing a building. I
naturally had kept quiet about my ascent of the Harbour Bridge to Ian, and
also about how Tom had told me all the details about the climb. There was
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no harm in Ian thinking that I was going to do this climb without any prior
knowledge. With much trepidation, Ian finally agreed we should at least try
the climb on the Sunday night of the following weekend. He clearly was
hoping that the climb would be too hard for us and so we wouldn’t even be
able to start it.
During the following week I had my day’s climb with Scott. And you
will be pleased to hear that, this time, I remained completely in charge of
myself. I was so absorbed in my building climbing that I hadn’t thought
about Scott much at all. But I did tell Scott about my future plans and I
pointed out that, in about three-years time, I could probably leave my other
responsibilities behind me. And at that stage, the age difference between
us would be less important. So we could climb together then. And Scott
agreed. But of course, when you are still at Uni, you haven’t the least
idea of what you will be doing in three-years time. So this arrangement
wouldn’t mean very much. Still, this situation left the possibility of us
meeting again later open to us. So we took each other’s phone numbers
with this possibility in mind.
I was now really looking forward to my climb on the Town Hall as a means
of putting Ian firmly in his place. So I wanted to make sure I was very
well organised. Thus I devoted the whole weekend to this event. So, first on
Saturday, I practised doing some lintel mantelshelf moves on a suitable roof
at our community. I got David to belay me on a nearby tree. Then I went to
Lindfield rocks again and checked with Tom that I had all the details about
this climb and Warragamba dam crossing correct. And then, on the way
back, I checked out the details on the Town Hall building itself, working
out precisely how I could protect every move. Also I had to work out how I
could minimise the chance of us getting caught. Finally, everything was in
order.
Back in the community, I had the chance to go to our Saturday night
community dance once again. But Josie turned up and again she gave me
the third degree about my personal life. This time it was more specifically
about my future plans.
‘I have talked to other people about you here.’ Josie said. ‘I am sure
that there is something very important about you here. Some people here
don’t like you very much. But they are still in awe of you. I am sure you
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have some big ambition about green living up your sleeve. So - no more
being coy to me - it is time for you to tell your devoted disciple about your
future plans in detail.’ Josie certainly was very good at finding out about
things and knowing what I was like. I had to tell her everything.
‘We are limited in what we can do here in this community.’ I
said. ‘Firstly we are subject to Australian laws and this sometimes restricts
us as to how we can operate. We admittedly often turn a blind eye to
building rules, if they cause us too much trouble. This particularly applies
to safety issues because we want to be responsible for our own safety. But
these limitations do annoy us and make life more difficult.
‘But the main issue is about us getting new members. People in
Australia are very well off and so only a few number of people can be
bothered to change their lifestyle and join us here. But many people from
the third world would really appreciate the chance to live in the degree
of comfort we can easily attain here. So we would like such people from
other countries to have the opportunity to join us. But such people can’t get
Australian citizenship to come here.’
‘So I expect you are thinking about starting a green independent
state. But I imagine there must be big problems.’
‘Yes, you are right. But before doing anything else I need to tell
you about the progress we have already made.
‘You can see for yourself, Josie, that all our essential buildings
here lie quite close to our neighbouring village centre. And a large number
of communities like us could cluster around a village centre and then
everyone could still walk to the village centre in less than ten minutes. So
the step we have already taken is to buy a large farm in the Upper Hunter
region and there we are slowly forming a full village community. So this
extended community has a village centre in the middle, with communities
like us here situated around the village centre. It is called SingCom. So this
community will eventually grow to about two thousand people and run
its own village school and other complete village facilities. And then
this community can be far more self-sufficient than we are here.’
‘That is a big next step.’
‘Yes, but I want to go still much further. This larger village
community still suffers from the two problems I have just mentioned.
However, an independent self-sufficient community will have three very
fundamental problems that even our evolving village community in the
Hunter will not face. You should really try to guess for yourself what these
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three problems are. So come on Josie. Let me see you think for yourself a
bit?’
‘No, I give up immediately. I know my limitations. You have been
thinking about these problems for years and I am a relative newcomer. You
will have to tell me yourself. I am sure you are the master of this kind of
thinking.’
‘Yes, I suppose it is difficult for a person in your situation to think
about such problems. In our community, if we don’t like the way a
member behaves, then we can ask them to leave. We do this in a very
fair manner and so any person, who leaves us, is repaid the full value of
their equity in our community. So they are OK. But, in a fully independent
community, this cannot be done because a person will probably have no
place that they can move to. In general, a person will only have citizenship
in one country. And an independent state is essentially a complete country.
And the worst case occurs with people like drug-addicts, criminals or
people with bad disabilities. No country wants to accept such people’
‘So what do you propose to do with people like these?’
‘That is a very complicated question and what precisely will
happen must depend on what the various associated communities want
to do themselves. But I, together with another close friend of mine in our
community, have thought this whole problem out very carefully. And,
because we are so proud of our solution, we have written everything down.
So you can read it – I will give you a copy. It is a difficult problem because
it depends on the degree to which a community wishes to support some
people with their problems. And most people in this world absolutely
refuse to think about these problems in depth. But, on the other hand, these
very same people are extremely quick to complain when other people don’t
do what they think they ought to be doing. Our community structure can
give a very sensible solution because all the three levels of community
have a large degree of autonomy. But you, Josie, will have to read the
details yourself.’ And you, my reader, will also have to read the book which
is advertised at the back of this book, if you want to know how to solve this
particular problem.
‘OK, I’ll read your blurb later. But tell me about your other
problems.’
‘There are two problems that really worry me. Now, in any
normal country, we must balance our imports by our exports. And a
small independent community must import quite a lot of materials and
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manufactured goods. So we must export some goods ourselves to
balance this trade gap. So this is a difficult problem.’
‘Surely you could do what most small countries do. You could
encourage a lot of tourist visitors to see your flourishing new green
independent state. And this will earn your state the money it needs to buy
your imports.’
I smiled at Josie. ‘Everyone thinks we could do that. But it would
be very dangerous for us to do that. As I said, the degree to which we
support people could be a very sensitive issue. Some of our visitors might
not like the way we go about supporting people with problems. And they
would complain to the world. It is much better if we can balance our trade
by exporting some of our own goods. We don’t want to be dependent on
outside visitors giving us the extra income we need. Also for me it is a
case of personal pride. I detest the way some countries rely on their natural
assets to pay their way in this world. I want my new state to really stand on
its own two feet economically and pay for its imports by exports.’
‘Yes, I think I can see your point of view. Even in my ignorance
now I can see that supporting people could be a very sensitive issue. So
what is your other big problem.’
‘It is simply the problem of getting enough people to join us.
Ideally we would like to form a town-state community where we have a
town centre - surrounded by about twenty complete village communities.
So this means we would have about 40,000 people in our independent
state. We wouldn’t need this number of people to begin with. But I think
we would need at least 5,000 committed people before we could start. And
it will be very difficult for us to get this number of people. Any number
of people would like to join us, when they could see that the whole new
venture was going to work. But it may take many years to make such a new
state grow into a successful working operation.
‘And the other problem is that, for many people, there could be
no return to their homeland. A person should not have the right to have
citizenship of two different countries. And our state would be radically
different to the rest of the world. And we want our future citizens to be
committed to us. And the rest of the world might not like a radically
different state like us at all. And so many countries may refuse to let
people, who join us, return to them. So getting enough committed members
before we start will be the really hard problem for us.’
‘Fear not my gallant hero. You can do it. And I, your number one
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disciple, will be with you all the way. But let us go and join in the next
dance. My poor brain is now completely saturated with all your new wayout ideas. But I think that this really is wonderful goal for you to aspire
to.’ So Josie, just like you my reader, had had enough of thinking about the
problems of future green independent states. We can only think about hard
future problems in small doses.
So we separated and we accepted partners for the next dance. But
Josie had been good for me. I thought about my life-long goal again with
renewed enthusiasm.
Josie, as usual, spent the night in my unit. Then she took the train
to climb with the usual crowd in the mountains. I took life easily in the
community for the day, so I would be fresh for a long night climbing on the
Town Hall.

I got Anne and Jim to pick me up and take me to the Town Hall.
And these two would also act as sentinels to make sure no one was coming
when we first climbed onto the building. This couple were very good about
helping me with my escapades. But then, they enjoyed being associated
with the adventure as well.
Ian came independently and he met us at Town Hall at
midnight. This was too early for us to start climbing, but we had several
things we needed to organise first.
Even late at night there were still people wandering around. So we
needed to get quickly up the main building during the times when no one
was around or coming. But, while waiting, we couldn’t afford to appear too
conspicuous by showing our harnesses. So what I did was to pull a loose
light skirt over my harness. So that was fine. But Ian was a problem.
Eventually we made him what is called a “Swami” seat. This a very simple
form of harness made from slings. And we chose the slings so that they
matched the colour of his trousers so the swami seat couldn’t be seen.
The first pitch onto the building was easy, so I let Ian lead
this. Besides, I would look less conspicuous belaying than Ian would. The
pitch was easy because it goes up in a corner and a climber can straddle
the corner using small holds between the sandstone blocks. Also there is a
crack in the corner that will take large cams. So the leader has some good
protection. But best of all, when the climber reaches the large lintel at the
top, they can bridge on both sides of the overhang. So the mantelshelf
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move up can be
done in balance.
But this
corner also faces
the open space
next to the Town
Hall called Sydney
Square. And quite
a few couples were
using this area to
have a goodnight
kiss. So we, to
make ourselves less
conspicuous, had
to pretend to do
likewise. However,
we rapidly came
to the decision that
kissing couples
wouldn’t notice
what we would
be doing. But
odd single people
popped in as well
and they could
see us. So we got
Anne to watch from
George St, from
This picture show our route in getting on the building. (The
which such people
thing at the bottom did not exist.)
would come. And
she would give us a signal to climb when no one was coming. In such a
break, Ian rapidly climbed up.
My belaying was very conspicuous so Jim, on the outside,
pretended to be kissing me. That was OK. But Ian took a long time
to belay so Jim continued the kissing - but now it was more for real. He
claimed he couldn’t resist the opportunity to kiss the girl he regarded to
be the most wonderful girl he had ever met. Jim, I started to realise, was
a very dedicated flirt. But under the circumstances I had to accept this.
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He had been very
useful to me in both
of these building
climbs.
Odd people
still occasionally
appeared on George
Street, so I still
had to wait some
time before Anne
could give me the
all-clear. Then the
pitch was easy
but, with various
ledges, pillars and
ornaments on
either side, it had a
lot of variety. So it
was good pitch.
From there
we had to clamber
over and around
all the various
paraphernalia that
always tend to
clutter up the tops
of buildings. And
then we made our
This picture shows the whole route.
way to the backside
of the clock-tower
where the real climb was to begin. And now it was my lead and there were
now some very clear difficult problems ahead. I, of course, then dispensed
with my skirt.
When Tom had climbed this section years ago, he had done it in
two pitches. He had actually drilled a hole and put in a bolt on the lintel just
before the clock. They didn’t have any cams in those days, so the protection
was very poor. He definitely needed the bolt. But with cams, I could do the
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section in just one major
pitch.
The pitch
divided very definitely
into three parts. First
there was a series of
sandstone blocks next
to an ornate window.
This part was relatively
straight forward, except
there was no protection
at all. But, at that height,
I wouldn’t suffer any
serious injury from a
fall. From there, I moved
out left onto the exposed
corner. It is a difficult
decision as to which
corner to go to. If I moved
left onto the left corner,
I would be seen easily
from York St, and, if I
chose the right corner, I
would be seen easily from
Sydney Square. I chose
the left corner because
people there should be
concentrating on their
This picture shows our route as if it was climbed from
driving. Besides, this
the front. You can now see some of the important detail.
was the corner that Tom
had chosen and he had
spent ages while making a dickens of a row drilling a bolt hole. And
no one had bothered to look up. This corner was next to a pillar and, in the
crack between the wall and the pillar, I could place some cams - so I was
protected. The climbing was now a bit harder because I had to jam and
layaway on the far corner to move up. But I could manage it. At the top
there was another small lintel. But there were some good small ledges for
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my feet. So that was OK.
This move put me on the ledge where Tom had put in his bolt.
So this was now the really exciting section because the route goes around
the clock itself. I moved back right to be directly beneath the clock on my
side of the tower. On the outside of the clock, there is a series of sandstone
ornamentations and these give a climber some good hand-holds and footholds. So using these, I could move up and slightly left and then I could
touch the clock hands themselves. The actual time was now crucial. It was
half-past-two in the morning. The axle of the clock itself would make a
superb runner. Admittedly, if I had a fall, I could pull the clock mechanism
out of alignment. But I wasn’t going to worry about that possibility. So,
with a big stretch, I put a good sling runner on this central axle. But
the big hand was moving slowly around and, if Ian took too long, then this
runner could get snarled up in the big hand of the clock. I had to, either
wait twenty minutes, or trust we wouldn’t take too long. I decided to just
climb quickly.
I put the runner on and moved up using the ornamentation. But then
the climb got really hard and there was a further lintel move above me to
surmount. I wanted another runner before attempting this. But Tom had
told me what he did. On the outside corner edge, there was a column and,
at the top of this, there was one of the scroll devices which the Romans
and Greeks used to ornament the tops of their pillars many centuries ago –
clearly these old ancients really knew what they were doing. By looping a
sling in the right manner, I could tie on to this scroll and make it into
a reasonable runner. And using this, I didn’t mind making the final airy
mantelshelf move over the lintel. The move was difficult but I could do it.
It was easier than the hard move on the bridge.
On the top of this corner, there was one of these ornamental vase
type things. You can easily see them from the street yourself. I could sit
behind this and so I was reasonably hidden. Also I used the vase object to
belay on. So now it was Ian’s turn to climb. But I had to tell him to climb
quickly otherwise my runner on the clock axel would get properly snarled
up in the big hand.
Ian did move up quite quickly. He had an absolute horror of being
caught. When he got up he was full of genuine admiration for me. After
the usual congratulations he said. ‘That was a tremendous lead. I would
never want to lead that. I am beginning to realise that you are a much better
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climber than I will ever be. And I would never have realised that that scroll
could be used as a runner. Congratulations.’
And, of course, I was rather pleased with myself. After I thanked
him I said. ‘Are you ready to do the final pitch up the pillars and dome? I
don’t think it looks too bad to me.’
‘No. I am not up to this kind of climbing. You go on and do it. Just
let me belay you. We can then retreat with a reasonable chance of not being
caught.’
I was pleased. I had achieved all I wanted to do. I had put Ian
firmly in his place and I alone would reach the top of a very iconic feature
of our city. Ian could stay where he was beneath me – both physically now
and metaphorically in life.
The final pitch to the flagpole at the top was still real
climbing. But there were plenty of runners so I didn’t mind the difficulty.
I left a sling and a karabiner on the flagpole so that I could climb down
quickly with a top rope. I also left a sling at the bottom of one of the pillars
because it is easier to start the abseil with the rope already above us. The
vase would be awkward to abseil from. So we abseiled easily back to the
roof. I left the two slings behind as a sign of our ascent.
But the descent down into Sydney Square was more difficult
because there were still odd people wandering around in the square. Jim
and Anne had gone home. Ian managed to get down in a break. But, when
I came down, some people saw me, and they came over to see me while
I pulled the rope down. I thought I was going to be caught. But no, they
had no intention of reporting me. They were just curious. My impression
is that no normal person will report a person for climbing on a
building, unless they are an official and then it is their duty to do so. So
I left the square still not caught. I returned home with Ian in his car. My
second great illegal escapade was now also complete.
I had organised with Ian that I should spend the rest of the night at Ian and
Fred’s flat in Penrith. I had brought my sleeping bag and sleeping mat for
this very purpose. I didn’t want him coming out of his way south to my
community. But, unfortunately, I fell asleep on the way home. And, as it
was dark, I had already taken my gear out of the car, before I realised that
Ian had taken me back to my community rather than to his flat. Ian claimed
that he could just as easily spend the night in my unit using my sleeping
bag and mat. And he hadn’t wanted to wake me before it was necessary.
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And, in that position, it was very hard to complain too strongly about
the matter. So he spent the night in my unit. Of course nothing happened
between us – so that was OK.
I was also expecting that Ian would have to work that morning
- as all teachers have to on all normal Mondays. But he informed me he
had specially organised a day off. So that meant that he could sleep in till
very late – just like myself. And again it was hard for me to complain about
this. But you must understand - the very last thing I wanted was for Ian
to be around my community where people would couple us together. My
community believes very firmly in normal marriages. So I wanted to make
sure my temporary marriage with Ian would have nothing to do with our
community. Otherwise the community could put pressure on me to make
our marriage permanent. So I didn’t want to be seen with Ian. And Ian
knew this and he outwardly respected my wishes.
But, as Ian was leaving, he said. ‘I notice that there is a café at
the front of the community where I could have breakfast before I
leave. I will have breakfast there – so why don’t we eat there together.’
And this put me in an awkward situation. Ian would go to the cafe
in any case and people might find about his association with me. It was
better for me to go there with him and accept the situation. So we went
together. And there everything went dead wrong for me.
First of all, there were a number of older mums there – just the
sort of people who believe in proper marriages. Then they asked me
to introduce them to Ian - and I had to oblige. Then they asked us what we
had been doing and Ian told them all about how we had climbed the Town
Hall. The mums wanted to hear all the details. Ian honestly gave all the
glory to me, saying he was just doing his duty and helping me. The mums
were most impressed – but more so with Ian as the sobering influence
rather than me, who had been pushing things along.
Clearly they thought Ian would be a perfect marriage partner for
me. And finally they pressed Ian to take out associate membership
to our community. Ian did the right thing and asked me if I would agree
to this. I certainly didn’t. But I couldn’t say this with all those people
listening on. Besides, with these people’s support, Ian would get associate
membership independently of me. So I had to suffer in silence. And now
it could be very difficult for me to support my stipulation that we together
live in a unit away from the community. Everyone, bar me, would think it
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would be much better for us to live in the community. Fate seemed to be
conspiring against me and to my future independent life.
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7.

NARROW-NECK

On the following week Frank rang and he told me most people were now
back from their various holiday activities. So Frank would like us all to
go away for a full weekend, and he wanted this weekend to be slightly
different from normal. So he suggested that we all spend the Saturday at
Narrow-Neck, because this was one of the earlier areas where people used
to climb. And there are also some great climbs there. I, by chance, hadn’t
been to this area before. So I was keen to go. So I naturally gave the trip
a very strong plug at the gym meeting on the Thursday night. And most
of our group were keen to come. So I was looking forward to the trip and
seeing everyone climbing together again.

Frank, in his usual kindly fashion, picked me up Katoomba station
and we made our way to our meeting place at the car park at the start of the
neck. In the old days, this area had been very popular because very solid
metal ladders had been built to help to construct a very big pipeline that
comes up from the valley. Tom, at Lindfield, had raved on to me in detail
about all the various antics they had got up to there in the old days. In
particular, how climbers circumvented the various efforts the water board
made to avoid the ladders being used. And also how they used the disused
coal tunnel that goes underneath this narrow section of the neck. He made
it all sound very exciting - particularly some of the sexual activities that
went on in the various caves.
But alas this staircase has been dismantled and so now we have to
abseil into the area. Most of our group were going to abseil in at the usual
place at the ‘Hundred Foot Slabs’. There are several pleasant easy climbs
here to start with. But there weren’t enough climbs here for us all to do. So
Frank and I thought we would start at the other end of the climbing area
and do one of the very classic old climbs there called ‘Cave Climb’. We
would then all meet again at a central area beneath a climb called ‘Both
Sides of the Glass’. This is a more recent very popular harder climb.
Fortunately, there is another abseil point just next to Cave Climb.
Cave Climb is a very pleasant climb. I led the first pitch, which is
supposed to be the crux and I found it quite easy. Then Frank led the next
pitch and this goes through the cave. Frank found it easy but I didn’t at all.
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The cave is a crumbling mess of soft rock - none of which you can trust.
And it is bit dark. Frank did it by bridging from either side of the cave.
But I was a bit too small to do this easily. Frank clearly enjoyed watching
me have difficulties with the treacherous rock. When we finished the cave
he gave me a very solid kiss. He was clearly keen to express the fact that
he continued to have a strong sexual interest in me. And a cave is a sort of
sexy place to be in. So my old sexual interests in Frank was reawakened
slightly again. I led the final pitch which is an old-fashioned layback, but
with plenty of holds for my feet. So Cave Climb is a very pleasant different
sort of climb. We abseiled down again and then we joined the others for
more climbing and lunch.
When we arrived Mark and Anne were just finishing the climb “Both Sides
of the Glass”. Ian was keen to do it, so he and I agreed to do it together. Ian
led the first pitch, which is a very fine arête. Then I led the variant pitch
on the left – only because it was the obvious way to go. It was very hard
– much harder than an eighteen should be. Occasionally my lack of height
was a great disadvantage. I had to cheat just a little bit. But the climb is
worthy of its five-star classification. Then we joined everyone for lunch.
And the crucial feature of this lunch was that I could see everyone
was now treating Ian and me as a couple. They all knew that Ian and I
had done the Town Hall Clock-tower together. And they were all justly
very proud of us both. Also they had presumably calculated that my year’s
climbing was coming to an end in a few week’s time. And Ian was my
very obvious marriage partner. And they were all now implicitly giving
us their blessing for our coming union. All this was true - so I should
have been looking forward to my future with great joy. But I was having
strong misgivings about this whole matter. I wanted to live my own life –
not simply fit in with what everyone else wanted me to do. Over lunch I
thought about the subject very carefully indeed. So I worked out a new plan
for myself. Bugger everyone else’s excessive goodly expectations of me.
When our lunch was coming to an end and Frank and I were alone together,
I asked him. ‘Frank, my very best of friends. I have a very special request I
want to make of you this afternoon.’
Frank smiled at me. He knew me and was always willing to do
almost anything for me. ‘Go on.’
‘I met this old guy at Lindfield again and he has told me quite a
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lot about Narrow-Neck. Guico Piton was one of the earliest routes here. It
is quite easy. So how about we climb out with our packs via Guico Piton
at the end of the day. Then I can see all the special things that this old guy
told me happened here many years ago.’ And Frank, as always, was keen
to oblige me. In fact, we persuaded ourselves that it was sufficiently late
already. These old climbs can always have problems and so take more time.
So we made our way to the climb with our packs immediately.
Tom had given me the impression that this climb was dead easy.
But as soon as we saw the climb and read the guide-book, we saw the
climb was grade 15. In fact, the climb was harder than the Cave Climb,
which we had just done. Frank explained to me that, in the early days,
climbers were not averse to using any natural aid that might be available. In
this case, a large trunk had been leant against the wall to help climbers get
over the initial overhang. We climbed the problem free but we had to haul
up our packs to the first belay on a very large ledge – about 10 meters up.
The special feature of this climb was that this ledge had been used
for belay practise. And this practise had been done just with live bodies.
So people had jumped from the ledge while other people had belayed
them. And the people couldn’t even start with a small jump because they
needed to have at least 3 m of slack rope. Otherwise the belay rope would
pull the jumper in too soon and cause them to hit their head on the belay
ledge rock. And all this was done before belay devices were invented. Tom
had explained it all to me. When taking a direct fall without any runners, an
old-fashioned body belay can be better than using a belay-device. This is
because a back belay will allow more rope to run and hence there is less jar
on the belayer and the person falling. A belay-device can jam too quickly.
We then inspected the many ancient bolts at the back of the ledge, which
had been used for this purpose. This must have been a very early form of
bungy jumping. Frank and I wouldn’t dream of doing a thing like that.
The rest of the climb was fairly easy. But there was not much
protection. At the top of the climb, I led Frank over to see my other feature
of interest. But unfortunately this involved a rather nasty bush-bash back
away from the cars. Frank suffered in silence. But he was intrigued as to
what I was searching for.
Eventually I found it. It was a beautiful little cave with a
perfectly flat sandy floor. A little wall had been built from stone on the open
side to shelter the occupants from the wind. And on the other side there was
a tiny little waterfall of drops dripping into a tiny pool. Tom had told me
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the stream often dries up. But today it just happened to be running. Frank
was most impressed.
‘This was a very special cave in the old days.’ I told Frank. ‘In
those days nearly everyone came up for the whole weekend. And Friday
and Saturday night were spent in various caves. The main cave was
called the Psyn Cave and we passed this on our way to Guioco Piton.
This cave is marked in the current guide-book. It is a cold and windy spot
and, according to my ancient friend, no one could possibly get up to any
real genuine sin there because it was simply far too uncomfortable. But
this cave was a different matter altogether indeed. A lot went on in this
cave. You can see for yourself it is very comfortable and secluded. But,
oh dear me.’ I cried out and I clutched my heart with my hand. ‘I feel
a strange passion coming over me. I have just read Wodehouse’s story
about Honeysuckle Cottage and the same thing is happening to me now.
The subliminal vibrations of many previous sexual activities have woven
themselves into the textural ether of this cave. And I can’t resist them. Even
the lecherous old climber opposite me has started to grow handsome in my
eyes. My poor knees are collapsing beneath me. Alas, woe is me.’ And I
collapsed into Frank’s arms.
Frank is quick to take a hint and we quickly sank to the ground and
made ourselves comfortable. Our mouths opened to each other and Frank
started removing my clothing. It was glorious – I was now saying goodbye
to that saintly perfect marriage to Ian that everyone else wanted me to have.
And I was having fun at the same time. Frank, in his common way, was a
bloody old good fellow.
But then Frank stopped. ‘You and I are at present under the
influence of the subliminal influence of this cave. This is fine and I go
along with it. But, in spite of anything we do here now, you will still have
to marry Ian. Everyone expects this of you.’
‘Why - I can do what I bloody well like. I don’t have to do what
everyone expects me to do.’
‘You may be able to do what you like. But I can’t. Do you
remember what you said to Ian when he was undressing you beneath the
rhododendron bush?’
‘No one should have been listening.’
‘I am afraid some people were. And the word that has gone around
our group is that you and Ian have been quite intimate with each other for
the past year. And I believe this view is essentially correct. There is just
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no possible way that I could face our group, if they thought that I, an old
bachelor, have stopped you marrying a young suitable person like Ian. It is
not possible for me to do that.’
‘I can see your point of view. But I am not really objecting to
marrying Ian. It is just that my community have now met him and they like
him. And they will force me to make our union permanent. And that is
the very last thing I want. I never wanted a permanent marriage.’
‘And that is precisely where I can help you. For a start, after you
are married to Ian, we can do King George together - spending the night
together. You can tell your community by accident if you like. This will
start the process of disassociating yourself from Ian. And then, when you
go overseas for a year, I can join you for much of the time. We will see
a lot of each other. You can tell your community you have fallen in love
with me. And so your marriage to Ian can come to a natural end. With me
around you have nothing to worry about a long term marriage.’
‘Yes, I can see you are right. With you around I shall be OK.’
‘I would love to go the whole way with you right now. But, for
yourself, I think you will find it easier if your close friendship with me is
kept secret. We can wait. Everything will work for us in due time.’
‘Yes again you are right. But I will not forget this glorious little
cave. We shall submit to its sexual subliminal ether in a few years’ time.’
So we returned to our cars. I was happy - good old Frank would
eventually extricate me from any of my problems with Ian.
We all camped in Frank’s backyard. It was cramped with the whole group
there – but we just managed. I decided I might as well live up to everyone’s
expectations of me, and so I agreed to share my tent with Ian that night.
After all, I almost always did share my tent with someone.
‘I think you have now accepted the fact that we shall soon be
married.’ Ian said after he had made himself comfortable in my tent.
‘Yes.’ I replied with a smile. ‘But it will be a very limited marriage.
I shall often go climbing for weekends fully independently of you. And I
shall certainly be off for a year’s climbing overseas without you.’
‘I fully support this very independent life of yours. You need have
no worries on that score.’
‘And you have also agreed that our marriage will come to an end
when I go overseas.’
‘Yes, I have agreed to this. But this does not mean that this will
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now actually happen. I think you will find that, when you return, I will still
be living in your community with our child. And you will wish to return to
living with me.’
‘That is what you think. But, during my time overseas, I will very
likely form another relationship. For example, I might climb with Frank
and become very attached to him. I might even return home pregnant with
his child.’ I said smiling at him. This situation would put Ian back in his
place.
But I was wrong. Ian just smiled back at me. ‘I don’t think that this
is likely because it would not be in your own best interests. But, even if you
did this, I would be happy to accept you. For a start, you would only just
be pregnant because you wouldn’t want pregnancy to interfere with your
climbing. So no one would know you were pregnant. And Frank wouldn’t
want to come and live down here. And neither would you want to go and
live in Frank’s house permanently in the mountains. Everyone here would
expect us to live together in the community. So this is what we will do and
everyone will be happy. Outside the community you can continue to do
what you like, as you like. I am completely happy with that.’
I had been calculating on my association with Frank now saving
me from Ian. But I could now see that I was wrong. Frank wouldn’t
dream of joining our community. And I had to return to my community.
And, because Ian was being so bloody magnanimous about my external
activities, I was going to be stuck with Ian forever. I thought it all over
for some time. But Ian was right. And the ghastly feature of Ian was that,
to our community, he would always appear to be the perfect husband for
me. And so I couldn’t leave Ian without appearing to be completely in the
wrong.
After thinking about this for a while I started to cry. Ian took
me in his arms to comfort me, and I let him. So much for me becoming
the master of our relationship. Fate had conspired against me and I gave
up completely. What was the point in fighting when I was bound to lose?
Ian kissed me and I responded. Ian undressed me and as usual I even grew
very sexy towards him – I always do. But Ian, also as usual, kept control of
everything by saying we must wait till our wedding night. Nevertheless, we
slept together all night in a very intimate manner. This is what we always
did. When I am with Ian I always become very much Ian’s woman. That is
the way I am – that is my nature.
In the morning, while I was still lying in his arms, Ian had one
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further revelation for me to accept. ‘There is one part of your nature that
I prize above all others. This is your enthusiasm. So I shall continue to
encourage this trait in you. And I particularly love your enthusiasm for
sex. Many women these days have lost interest in sex because they are on
the pill and then they have more sex than they need. But then sex loses
its essential appeal and meaning. You are not like that now at all and I
want you to remain that way. I know you have never been on the pill and
you don’t want to be. I want you to stay that way. So, in our marriage,
I am going to be very careful to restrict the amount of sex we have. So
we will only do it when we really need it. I want you to remain the good
enthusiastic girl you are at present. And then I have every confidence that
this process will, in the long run, result in us having a large family. You
will always be very keen for more sex. Furthermore, you are a very good
girl and you will bring up our children well. So, given time, we shall be
forming a very successful large family.’
Ian then took me very strongly in his arms and he gave me a very
powerful kiss. My body, as usual, gave way to him and I responded to his
kiss completely. Somehow my body was saying that I accepted that this
was the way that things would be. Ian, unfortunately, knew my sexual
nature and this gave him great power over me when we were in bed
together. After this, we naturally accepted that we would marry each other
and hence we were now committed to each other. But this would remain a
secret between us
And then there was my big project to form a new green
independent state. I could still try to go ahead with this while I was married
to Ian. But I knew my community. They would prefer to see Ian as the
figurehead of the new community rather than me. They would regard him
to be a so much more normal and sensible person than me. Such a situation
would irk me horribly. I would lose all my enthusiasm for working on the
project. I would have to give it all up. If I became free I would try again.
But I would never try to do anything as hard as forming a new green state
while I was married to Ian. And I had never, ever talked to Ian about this
subject and I never would. It is not a subject on which I wanted to hear his
opinion at all. Ian doesn’t have that kind mind – he only likes to talk about
things he can see and control himself.
But, when Ian left to return to his own tent, I did my best to forget all
about him. We all went off to Mount York for the day, so I absorbed
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myself in the climbing completely. Gabbie was there, so I immediately
arranged to climb with her. I had missed my day’s climbing with her at
Sublime Point, and I hadn’t seen much of her since. So today was a perfect
day for me to catch up with her and to forget all about my future problems
with men. I would simply enjoy climbing again with a really good partner.
As a warm up, Gabbie and I started with some of the good old
classic climbs, which we both knew. And then I thought I would try
something special for myself. Besides “Riding Shotgun”, I had done a
couple of other grade 21 climbs. But these two climbs weren’t of any great
significance and not many people knew them. But at Mt York there is a
climb that any person who claims to climb grade 21 must eventually try.
It is called “Exhibition Wall”. It is a real test piece. So, as I had a perfect
partner for the day, I thought I must give it a go. And Gabbie was happy to
try it as well - so off we trotted.
“Exhibition Wall” is a very daunting climb to look at. But Gabbie
encouraged me by telling me I could do it. It has a really hard start, but
Gabbie had already done the climb a couple of times and so she could tell
me exactly what to do. I still needed a couple of attempts to work out the
first few moves. But eventually I worked it out and then I could move up.
Then the crux was really hard – but fortunately it was well protected. And
again Gabbie could tell me precisely where to go. From below, the rest
of the climb still looks hard. But, in fact, a lot of the upper section is not
too bad – just very good climbing. But, at the top, there is one final hard
move where the lead climber could take a significant fall. It was scary – but
finally I did it. I was very pleased with myself.
Finally, when we were both at the top, we could relax, rest for a
while and catch up on each other’s news. Naturally I told Gabbie all about
my future marital problems.
‘Frank and Ian are not normally close friends.’ Gabbie told me.
‘But this morning I saw them talking to each other very quietly. They
seemed to be congratulating each other over something. They looked very
pleased with themselves. After hearing what you have told me, I think they
might have made a pact between themselves to divide you between
them for their mutual benefit. And so this morning, they could have been
congratulating themselves over the success of their little pact.’
‘But that is awful. What can I do?’
‘That is easy – nothing. For a start I could well be wrong. But,
besides this, you are getting a reasonable deal – you shouldn’t complain.
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All marriages must come with some limitations. I know you didn’t want a
permanent marriage but that is what marriage means to most people. So a
marriage to Ian within your community, but with the freedom to do moreor-less what you like outside your community with Frank, is a very good
deal. I don’t know anyone else that has that degree of freedom. You must
take what you can get.’
‘So why haven’t you married yourself?’
‘I have always liked my freedom too much. However, I am not sure
now that I have been right. I certainly don’t want you to follow my
example.’
So I had to accept my coming situation. This is the way of the
world. But we had done enough climbing for the day, so we went back to
the cars, had a late lunch and then waited for the others to return. But, the
more I thought about the matter and how Frank and Ian had acted towards
me, the more I felt they had made a pact to divide me between them. And I
didn’t like that aspect of my situation at all.

Josie hadn’t been with our group because she had had a party to go to on
Saturday night. But she came up on Sunday morning to join us, travelling
in her Mum’s car. So now she could give me a lift back home to our
community.
‘I think something is troubling you.’ Josie said as soon as we were
finally alone together in the car. She is very perceptive about this sort of
thing.
‘I am going to have problems.’ I replied. ‘And I don’t think I’m
going to be in a situation to form a green independent state now.’
‘You are always going to have problems. But you are forgetting that
you now have a resolute partner behind you, and she will be keeping you
on your job whether you want to or not. So you can forget about chickening
out. You are going to lead me and eventually many more people into
forming a new green community. And the whole world will see our great
work and they will gasp with amazement. You are going to be a great hero
that everyone is going to admire. But tell me about your problems? I expect
it centres on that ghastly character Ian whom you perversely seem to rather
like. What is he up to now?’
So I had to tell Josie the full details of my problems and how I
couldn’t now avoid a permanent marriage.
‘Yes, I am afraid my great hero does have her weaknesses. And, for
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a while, you must be under Ian’s power. But eventually I will take great
pleasure in extricating you away from that obnoxious character. So don’t
worry. It is essential that my great hero does present a happy confident face
to the world. So you can forget about Ian completely. Let us talk about our
Warragamba dam trip where Ian mercifully will not be present.’
Of course my problem was not so much with Ian but rather it was
that my community members were forcing me to make my marriage
to Ian permanent. And Josie couldn’t do anything about this. But Josie
was right and there was no point in worrying about the distant future too
much. So we fixed on the arrangements for our coming Warragamba trip in
a fortnight’s time. This next weekend I had to stay back in the community
because this was the anniversary of a special night for Gwen. So Josie
would go climbing by herself. But she had already become a member of
our group fully independently of myself. So that was no problem.
But, after this discussion with Josie, I now felt much more relaxed
about my coming marriage with Ian. In a very physical sort of way, I was
in love with Ian - and there was nothing much I could do about that. But
I now had a very good friend in Josie, who disliked Ian intensely
- so I didn’t need to worry too much. And if I couldn’t create my new
independent green state, I could put all the blame on Josie. It was Josie’s
job to protect me from Ian now. So I could relax and fulfil my role of being
very much Ian’s woman for a few years. In a perverse way I would enjoy it.
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8.

WARRAGAMBA DAM

Most of us met at my community after an early lunch. David and I of
course lived there. Josie had come out on Friday night and stayed the night
in my unit. Josie was now keen to go on into the next level of membership,
which is called “Interim Membership”. This means that such a person
lives and works in our community. To gain final Full Membership,
a person must demonstrate that they can work in the community and
that they have started contributing to the community’s finance. In our
community, the average person’s contribution to the community is roughly
$200,000 and so, to gain proper membership, an interim member must
have contributed at least $10,000. This contribution is, of course, gained
by working in the community and this must take a year or so. But, even to
gain interim membership, an associate member must gain the support of the
majority of current members. So Josie was busy getting to know everyone
in the community.
Normally our community would be very keen to get a person, like
Josie, as a new member. But our community here was now essentially full
up. But, as I mentioned, a new larger community had started at Singleton.
Also a town community, with land at Peats Ridge and accommodation
in South Sydney, was gradually being opened up as well. This was called
CitCom. Both these establishments had plenty of room. So, some people
could be persuaded to move away to these communities. And this is what
Josie was busy doing on that Saturday morning. I thought Josie would
probably be successful. She can be very persuasive. Some of the older
members in particular could be better off in the CitCom community
because this would be closer to extensive medical facilities.
Jim and Anne then picked us up on their way from their home to
the mountains. And finally we picked up Fred at Penrith. It was very snug
in the back of the four-wheel drive – but it was very friendly.
From Wentworth Falls we went south out along Kings Tableland to
McMahon’s Lookout. The last section was a very rough track so we
were glad to be in a four-wheel drive. We parked about a hundred meters
before the lookout and we studiously avoided looking at any notice boards.
We wanted to be able to honestly say we saw no notices forbidding us to
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enter the water board region. Also, we entered down into the bush from this
point and then, only after a hundred meters going downwards, did we circle
round to descend the obvious ridge that leads down from the lookout to
the dam itself. Going down a steep incline is always horrible – particularly
when you are not warmed up. But we rested often.
The dam, when we got there, was huge. And there was no flat
land on the mainland nearby. But Tom had told me there was a small flat
island only about 50 meters out from the mainland where he had camped.
And we soon found it. But then we had to blow up our lilos, mount them
with our packs on and make our way there. But most climbers occasionally
do some canyons with lilos over summer. So most of us knew the various
techniques.
The island was very small – it would only fit three tents with
a fireplace in the middle. But again Tom had told me this before hand so
we had only taken three tents. We didn’t want the tents to be seen so we
waited until it was getting dark. In the meantime, we took our lilos back to
the mainland and collected firewood for a good campfire during the night.
But, while people might be looking, we cooked on small stoves that we had
brought with us. Finally, we put up our tents.
Josie and I had arranged to share a tent. But, when we had finished
putting the tent up, Josie spoke to me. ‘You know you have asked me, as
the principal singer in this group, to be in charge of the campfire activities.
Well I have been very diligent and prepared well. But, now having seen this
lovely little island, I have a special request to ask?’
‘Go ahead.’
‘This is a very romantic little spot. I can’t imagine anywhere more
romantic than this snug little island. And fortunately I have prepared a lot
of romantic sings we can sing here. But, if we are singing romantic songs,
we have our duty to this lovely spot to allow any possible romance it
might induce, to flourish. So this being the case, I don’t think we should
share a tent. You are my hero – but we are both female and this cannot lead
to romance. And sharing tents between men and women is quite acceptable
among us. And you, in particular, have done this very often.’
‘I can see your point. Perhaps we ought to do something like this. I
suppose that this means that I will now share with Fred and you will share
with David.’
‘Romance is a very strange emotion – you never know where it
will crop up. I have been watching Anne closely and I rather think she is
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becoming partial to Fred.’
I remembered then that it was actually Anne that suggested Fred
should come with us. And I was beginning to realise that Jim and Anne
were no saintly couple. So this could well be the case. ‘I expect that this
means that I could have to share with Jim. I have in fact shared a tent with
him before and he was well behaved. Some guys manage to age gracefully
and retain their good looks. But I can’t say that this is true of Jim. So I
won’t have any temptation to go too far with him. I am prepared to spend
the night with Jim. You can have your romantic night with David just as
you like.’
‘David is a good friend of mine but he is most definitely not a
romantic interest of mine. For me, romance must also include an element
of the unknown, the possibility of wickedness and even a bit of risk. If
you forego Jim, on a romantic night like tonight, he might well consider
ravishing me instead. You remember what he said to me when we were
together on the Harbour Bridge. I keep thinking about him there. I find
his age, ugliness and bigness strangely alluring. I could easily succumb to
him.’
‘He is certainly going to have no such opportunity. I expect you are
just playing games with me to make sure I carry on a bit with Jim. I will
do my duty with Jim and you will have to make do with a little play with
David tonight. But very likely Jim will just sleep with Anne. So you put all
your wicked little ideas about Jim firmly away. Let us join the others right
now.’
‘OK, I will accept your wishes. But you must now be responsible
for my behaviour. I will rely on you now to ensure that I do not stray.’
Josie was the sort of person that could easily get into trouble. She
clearly had a slight inclination in that unfortunate direction. But then, we all
have our problems with men – even me. But I would have to watch out for
her over the weekend. I had to make sure she would have no opportunity to
stray.
However, I could see I could now well spend the night with Jim.
And I would have to give him just a bit of fun. He had been very good
to me on several occasions. But we most definitely couldn’t go too far. I
wasn’t on the pill. With Philip this hadn’t worried me because it wasn’t the
dangerous time of the month for me. But this weekend was different. My
fertile period should start on Sunday - and this was much too close
to be safe tonight. I debated with myself as to whether I should explain
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this situation to Jim. But I decided against this. I didn’t want to discuss a
very important personal matter with him on what was supposed to be a fun
weekend. Besides, everyone recognised that I would soon be marrying Ian.
And I had now accepted that this marriage was now going to be a complete
permanent marriage. I felt Jim would certainly respect that situation. I
knew Jim was basically a true gentleman at heart.
After we got the tents put up, it was getting quite dark so we could light a
little fire. We had all eaten, but it is always very nice to sit round the fire
enjoying a communal brew with the romantic view around us. This took a
while. But, when we were relaxed and ready, Josie took charge.
‘We can all feel the romantic scene about us.’ Josie said. ‘And
fortunately the songs I have chosen for us to sing will fit in with our current
situation very well.’ And she then handed out three copies of a handout
of about twenty songs. And then she ordained that a guy and a girl had to
share a copy. So we could naturally form couples very easily.
I had given Josie Gwen’s old bush-walking songbook for her
to use. But Josie also had several songbooks of her own and she had an
extensive knowledge of musicals. So she had plenty of choice. So we
sang - Molly Malone, The Gypsy Rover, Plaisir d’Amour, Lilli Marlene,
Oh What a Beautiful Morning, Mairi’s Wedding, Last Thing on my Mind,
Nut Brown Maiden, I’ll Tell my Ma, Coming though the Rye, Muss I
Denn and Wouldn’t it be Loverly. I thought Josie had done a magnificent
job in getting us singing all these great old songs. Tom had told me that
that people used to sing a lot in the old days. And we don’t sing much
now. Perhaps Tom’s group had sung on this little island and the subliminal
vibrations of their singing had also had woven themselves into the textual
ether of our island and they were forcing us to sing. Anyway we sang well
and we were pleased with ourselves.
‘It is time for some individual items now.’ Josie told us. ‘But we
will need to do a little preparation. David and I will disappear to prepare
our song first. But afterwards you other couples should do the same.’
Josie and David then disappeared into my tent. But Josie had
chosen an opportune time to leave because at this point Fred and Anne
were sitting together while Jim and myself were together. Then, when
Anne leaned on Fred, Fred replied by putting his arm around her.
And Jim, seeing this, put his arm around me. In the circumstances I
thought it was the correct thing for me to accept his arm. But I wanted to
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emphasise with Jim, as soon as possible, that things couldn’t go too far
between us. So I suggested we sing “Climbing Clementine” together after
Josie and David had sung their song. I am not a good singer, but I had sung
this song with Philip on my big weekend with him in the Wolgan valley. So
I knew this song well. And, while preparing this song, I could tell Jim that
matters certainly couldn’t go too far between us – no matter what Anne and
Fred might be doing together.
Josie and David returned and they did “Tonight” from West Side
Story. Apparently they had both done this musical together previously.
So they did it very well. During the song, Fred and Anne seemed to be
indicating that ‘Tonight wouldn’t be just any night’ for them in particular.
And so I was very keen to explain to Jim that this most definitely wouldn’t
be applying to him.
When this song was over Jim and I went into his tent to
prepare “Climbing Clementine”. But before this I explained to Jim
about my situation with Ian completely. Fortunately, Jim fully accepted
my situation with Ian. So I would be completely safe with Jim because he
would be a gentleman. I would have to give Jim a slightly more exciting
night than normal - but I could do this and still remain safe. Jim turned out
to be a good singer. This was good because he had to sing two parts - one
for the climber, the old-timer, and the other, his daughter Clementine. Jim
managed to sing in falsetto for the daughter and he acted out the various
parts as well. So our item went well. I have given the way we sung the song
at the front of this book.
‘There is a special song I would like us to try now.’ Josie then
continued on. ‘But it will take me little while to work it out. So I will
borrow Jim for a little while. The rest of you can get another brew going
while we are working on the song.’
I was a little worried about Josie spending time alone with Jim. But,
when they finally did the song, I saw their time together was well justified.
The song was called ‘If I was the Marrying Kind’ and I will describe it
first as we did sitting around the fire learning it. Where I have used a “/”
then, of course, everyone sang their correct gender.
		If I was the marrying kind,
		
Which thank the Lord I’m not Sir,
		
The girl/guy that I would marry,
		
Would be a – Trad climber.
She/he’d find a crack, I’d find a crack,
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We’d both find a crack together.
			
We’d be all right, in the middle of the night,
			Finding cracks together.
Then similarly: . . .
			
			
			

sport climber.
.bush walker.
tent erector.
.dam crosser.

. . . grab a hole,
. . . find a route,
. . . put it up,
. . . fall in,

This song is Josie’s version of a song in the “Walker’s Song Book” which
I had given her. As we sung the song we had to act out the different parts.
To demonstrate, Josie just showed the daytime version. But Jim acted or
hinted at the midnight version. The rest of us took our choice.
‘That is the version that Jim and I worked out.’ Josie continued on.
‘But Jim suggested a slightly different version in which we do it in couples
and we replace “together” by “with each other”. I am too young and
innocent to know about such things – but it seems a good idea. So let us
all stand up so that we can be more active.’ So we did. Jim naturally chose
me as his partner and Josie chose David. Anne and Fred of course were
delighted to do it together. Josie had naturally orchestrated the whole song
to get everyone into a sexy mood.
I was a bit worried as to how far Jim would go with me. But he
did everything very tastefully indeed. So, when we sought cracks in each
other’s bodies, I chose his armpits and he chose between my legs - but not
close to anything. And, when we grabbed holes, I grabbed his ears and he
appeared to grab my breasts – but he just touched them very loosely and he
didn’t worry me. And he was similarly tasteful in the next two verses. For
the final verse, we all just fell to the ground and had a little cuddle. So the
whole song was all just good fun.
But after the song Anne said, ‘It is time for Fred and me to prepare a song.
But we are not very good at singing. We shall try to do “The Bar-Room
Mountaineers”. And, to act it well, I will take a bottle of gin along to help
us to get in the mood, while we are preparing the song in the tent. But we
cannot guarantee what will happen to us when we are not used to drinking.
On this romantic night, we don’t know how long all this will take us. We
might not see you all till the morning.’ And they waved us all goodbye.
Fred took Anne’s hand and proudly led her to his tent. She was
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clearly his woman for the night.
So Fred and Anne had worked out a reasonable excuse for
disappearing and spending the night together. So I would now definitely be
spending the night with Jim. But I was ready for that.
‘The night is early yet.’ Josie cried. ‘Let us now use our island
situation here and all of us go for a swim. We all need to cool our passions
down after imagining what Fred and Anne are wickedly starting to do
over there in their tent.’ We all still had our swimmers on underneath our
clothes, so we left our outer clothes by the fire, and off we went. The moon
had now come out so we could see well enough. It was a perfect night and
the water wasn’t too cold.
And then everything progressed just as you might expect. First we
had a splashing game between all of us. This then turned into a splashing
battle between us girls and the guys. In the midst of this, Josie cried out,
‘It is lucky that Fred is away in bed with Anne right now. Otherwise he
might think of snatching away my top as he was trying to do during our
Christmas party night. I know you two guys are proper gentlemen and so
you wouldn’t dream of doing a wicked thing like that to me.’
Jim and David took this to be a challenge and so they chased
Josie. Josie fled into deeper water and then she cried to me, ‘Help me
now in my hour of need, Mary. My hero mustn’t let me down now.’ So I
followed after. But, when I arrived, Jim was behind Josie holding her down
and David was trying to remove her top. I came up behind Jim and pushed
him down well under the water. But Jim still kept hold of Josie and so
Josie went under as well. And David successfully removed her top. When
Jim came up, he tossed Josie over to David and then turned to deal with
me. I fled back to more shallow water. I wasn’t as strong a swimmer as the
other three clearly were.
But when Jim was alone with me everything calmed down. Jim
didn’t chase too violently and he only tried to kiss me. I dived underwater
away from him, but, when he caught me, we had a little kiss. This went
on very pleasantly for some time. But the kisses grew longer. Then, in the
midst of a long kiss, Jim removed my top. And then finally the expected
thing happened. And Jim took me in his arms and started to carry me out to
his tent.
Initially I had had severe doubts about what Josie was doing. But
now I was entirely in agreement with her. She knew that this might be
my last night away before I got married. And so she was determined to
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make this night for me be as sexy as possible. And she had succeeded.
And I was enjoying it immensely. Given that I was due to get married to
Ian, Jim was a perfect partner for me this night. And, because of the
various activities Josie had created, Jim and I had been thrown together
very heavily. And clearly Jim was heavily sexed up and keen on me. And I
now felt the same about him. But this was as it should be. In fact, there was
even a temptation for me to stray with him. But it was my job to resist this
temptation – and I would. But I was enjoying the temptation very much.
But before we left, we looked back to see what the other two were doing.
And we saw David was walking towards us. ‘I think we may have to wait.’
Jim said. ‘David probably wants to continue our water games for a short
time with a different partner. It is still quite early for us to go to bed for the
whole night. We have to do the social thing for the moment. I will talk to
David and explain that I will be coming back for you. If you don’t mind I
think you should have a short session with David. Then I will come back to
you and duly carry you off to my tent.’
‘I suppose I should. But can you put my top back on then. I don’t
like facing a young guy like David without a top on.’
‘I will give it back to you if you want it. But I would prefer not
to. If you are wearing a top David will remove it from you. I don’t want
him to have the pleasure of doing that to you. You are very special to me
tonight. David is bound to get your top off. I will keep your top tucked in
my swimmers, showing that I will be coming back to you to take you back
to my tent as soon as I can.’
And I agreed that this was a more sensible thing to do. We had a
final kiss and then we separated to be with a different partner for a short
while. Jim talked with David as he came over. So David knew that Jim
was coming back to collect me.
I was worried that David might try to take too much advantage of the
fact that I was now topless. But he was reasonably good and our game
continued on in a fairly similar manner. So I would dive away from him.
But now, when David caught me, he tried to get his hands on my breasts.
David wasn’t interested in me – only my body. But that was fine by me – I
wasn’t interested in him either. He was fairly well behaved considering the
circumstances. But his hands gradually got more firmly round my breasts. I
fought him off - but this was what I was expecting.
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When David caught me he was usually behind me, and so, with his
arms around me, his hands would fall naturally on my breasts. But then
he finally turned me round so that we were facing each other. I thought
he finally wished to kiss me - I was prepared to accept just a little kiss. I
had to do my duty. But no – he wanted to suck my breasts instead. I firmly
objected to this, so I fought him off by pushing his head away with my
hands. But, in doing this, I hadn’t noticed what his hands had been doing
down below. And these hands had apparently been grabbing the top of
my pants. And with my hands otherwise engaged, with one dexterous
movement, he slipped my pants down over my bum, up over my knees
and then they were in his hands. He dangled them in front of me with great
glee.
It was now time for me to be very firm with this very obnoxious
young guy. He might be a clever young lad just about to do his honours
year in computer science at Sydney Uni. But this didn’t stop him from
being exceedingly obnoxious.
‘Now don’t be stupid David. Give me back my pants immediately.
Jim will be returning very soon. And it is not acceptable behaviour for you
to leave me naked when Jim returns. No one would forgive you for
that.’
‘My very dearest Aunty.’ I am certainly not David’s aunt. But he
has called me this before. It was a way of him stressing that I was three
years older than him. But more than this, he was pointing out that he
remembered some of my older slightly more disreputable past activities.
And this past also gave him a very weak excuse to call me Aunty. This
knowledge also meant he had in a very slightly stronger hold over me. ‘I
am very happy to return your pants. But there must be conditions. But first
I want you to admit that I was rather clever in the way I relieved you of
your pants so neatly.’
‘OK, I agree it was a very clever little move on your part. But now,
what do you want?’ I was forced to bargain with him just a little.
‘Not very much. All I want is just one solid long intimate full-on
kiss with you. Then I will return your pants. And then you can also give me
a joyful thank-you kiss as well.’
And, of course, I had to agree to this. So we had a long tonguetwisting kiss during which his hands travelled all over my body and felt
everything. And I had to endure it all. Then he happily returned my pants
and I put them on. So I was very pleased to give him a very genuine thank112

you kiss. I thought I had got off fairly lightly.
But, during this second kiss, he suddenly swept me up into his
arms. I struggled to get out, but he was stronger than I thought. I am not
very big and when my feet cannot get any purchase on the ground there
is not much I can do. Also the water made it easier for David to hold me.
‘David, you will have to let me down. Jim will be coming back soon to
collect me as you know.’
‘Don’t be so sure. Look where Josie and Jim are now.’
We were at one end of the island and they were at the other end. I
hadn’t been paying attention as to how far, all the little dives I had made,
had moved us apart. ‘Jim will still come back for me.’ I said with as much
conviction as I could summon. But I was beginning to have my doubts.
‘I don’t think so. Jim fancies Josie and I am going to have you
for the night. Jim and I have already agreed on how we shall divide you
girls between us. So you can now prepare yourself for the sexiest night of
your life.’
I struggled furiously again but I still couldn’t escape. David was
still too strong for me. And I had no illusions that Jim could choose Josie
rather than me - if he could get her. No normal guy would choose me in
preference to Josie. And Josie must have partially given her consent to Jim,
because she also had allowed Jim to drive her further away from me. I had
been careless in not watching what was going on, and now I was in a very
awkward situation. And Josie could be in a terrible situation with Jim. And
Josie was expecting me to keep watch on her. I had to make peace with
David and hopefully lead him into a false sense of security. I had to pretend
to give in to him. This was my only hope now.
‘David, I have been wrong about you. But now I understand you, I
am sure we shall have a wonderful night together. But I’m certain that you
wouldn’t want to go the full way with a senior member of your community
against her will – you wouldn’t, would you?’
‘I am going the full way with you, my dearest Aunty, all night
long. This is going to be the night of your life. After this night, you will be
so sexually hooked on me that, every time you see me in our community,
you will feel faint and your legs will collapse beneath you. I will have to
come to your aid. I know that you will initially be very scared to have sex
with a person who is so much younger, stronger and much more vigorous
than you are. So you will initially fight against me. But don’t worry - I
will completely ignore all your initial protestations of not wanting me.
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You are going to have the night of your life with me whether you want it
or not. And the more you fight me the more you will end up bonded to me.
You are going to have a glorious night.’ And he kissed me again in a very
possessive manner.
I thought about my position. I could yell out and make a big fuss.
But that would ruin the whole night for everyone and change this night
into something horribly serious. I couldn’t bear to do that, when everyone
else was clearly really enjoying themselves. Besides, a lot of what he was
saying was just sheer bravado. I could also tell David that I could well
get pregnant. But he wouldn’t mind this at all. People would disapprove
but the fact is that I could bring up a child in our community quite easily.
And David would be proud to be the father even though he wouldn’t help
me much. And the worst thing of all was that everyone in the community
would assume this was all my fault. After all, I had organised this whole
trip in the first place and I was three years older than David. And I did have
a dubious past. I had to continue to pretend to suck up to David.
‘David, my dearest. I never dreamt you could be as strong and
powerful as this. But now I see you are. I would love to fight with you but
we can’t because, on this tiny island, everyone else would hear us. Neither
of us would want that. I now accept that I am going to be yours for the
night. This is supposed to be a romantic night so let’s make it so and take
things slowly. But it will take me just a little while to adjust to this new
situation. I hardly know you yet. I don’t even have the least idea about the
colour of your eyes. Let me have a look.’ And David loosened his grip on
me to let me look into his eyes. ‘In this light, they are dark and strangely
beautiful – they look full of great promise for me. I am beginning to fall in
love with you my dear.’ And I gave each eye a little kiss.
And David accepted this. Of course he realised that I was sort of
having a game with him - but he was happy to go along with the game.
He knew now that I was to be his for the coming night and that is what he
wanted.
‘Can we now have a proper romantic kiss.’ I continued on. ‘I want
to kiss you now, knowing that I am your woman – for tonight and perhaps
even, as you said, for a significant amount of time afterwards. A nice gentle
slow kiss – please now my love.’
So we had a proper tender kiss together. I tickled him playfully
under the chin at the same time. I slowly brought my legs up so that I was
now a tiny little ball in his arms. Our kiss continued on in a slow gentle
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fashion. I started to genuinely feel sexy towards him and I think he was
feeling the same way about me. Finally, I was ready. I twisted my body
very suddenly to bring my feet directly onto his chest. Then, with
one enormous push of my legs, I pushed David backwards into the
water behind and, at the same time, projected myself forwards out
to freedom. I then swam, as I have never swum before - off towards Josie
and Jim. There were no fond farewells to David and my night with him. I
had no time - I had to get to Josie before Jim carried her off to his tent for
the whole night. Otherwise I would still be David’s woman for the night.
When I was close enough to see what was going on, Josie was in Jim’s
arms and he was starting to take her out of the water towards his tent. But,
when Josie saw me, she gave a great shout of joy and started to struggle to
escape away. Jim then had to slow down to deal with her. When I was fairly
close, I dived and grabbed Jim’s legs. Jim then was no match for the two
of us. He fell and I attacked from behind. I climbed on Jim’s back and
Josie quickly escaped.
David now made his way back towards us but no longer as the
all-powerful male. He had lost - he had to accept the new situation. Josie
took complete charge and they then returned to their tent to spend a very
unromantic night together. Then I celebrated my glorious triumph by telling
my horse, Jim, to take me for a ride. He obeyed and swam out into deeper
water with me on top urging him to go faster by kicking him with my heels.
Slowly we made our way back to the other end of the island where his tent
was situated.
But my great conquest, as I expected, couldn’t last long. Jim dived,
I came off and when we came up again I was then firmly in Jim’s arms
again. I accepted him and we kissed. I forgot about his previous deception.
‘So finally I have the beautiful Mary tight in my arms.’ Jim said.
‘But there isn’t very much of you, is there?’
‘There is everything here that you really need.’ I replied. ‘But you
are still thinking of Josie I know. And I can’t say I blame you. But just
you remember that only a fortnight ago you were telling me I was the most
wonderful girl you had ever met. There isn’t very much of me I agree – but
my muscle tone is much better than Josie’s. You check it out.’ And Jim did
test my muscles.
‘Yes, your muscle tone is excellent and you are still the most
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wonderful girl I have ever met. It is just that Josie was going to give me
a better night than you could possibly give me. But you are, in fact, the
girl I have always dreamt about. So let us now go and enjoy our big night
together.’
I was surprised by what Jim said. It sounded as if he would
continue to respect my situation with Ian. I thought he was being
remarkably considerate to me in this new circumstance. But the passionate
possessive kiss he then gave me didn’t exactly indicate that he would act
that way.
Jim carried me in his arms to the fire, and it was fortunately
still giving off a fair amount of heat. We dried ourselves then in the easiest
way by taking our swimmers off completely and drying each other. We
went to his tent. In there, Jim and Anne’s individual sleeping bags had been
zipped together to form a double sleeping bag. I had to take Anne’s side
and Jim quickly followed and took me in his arms.
When we were together then neither of us seemed to have any
doubts as to how far we would go. It was the full thing in every possible
way. I forgot about Ian completely and I didn’t even worry too much about
getting pregnant. I had had to forget all about these things with David - so
now the same thing applied with Jim. All I wanted was Jim and his big
horrible ugly body. His member was excessively large - but this also was
fun in a perverse manner. It wasn’t very romantic – it was just simply,
complete, solid, full-on sex carried out in a very energetic manner. But that
was what we wanted.
After the initial passionate session was over, Jim taught me how
to have sex lying on our sides. I had never done this before. When I got
used to this position, I found it to be a lot more-friendly and comfortable.
Both of us lay on our sides facing each other. I brought my legs well up
so that could they cross Jim around his waist. I was good at doing this as
I had demonstrated when I pushed David away with my feet on his chest.
We could then talk and have sex at the same in a very natural manner. But
the best thing about this position is that no one person dominates by being
on top. We spent the most of the night in this very comfortable intimate
position together.
As soon as we were ready for talking naturally, I wanted to know
why Jim thought Josie would give him a better night than I could. After all,
I could and had given Jim absolutely everything. I initially hadn’t intended
to do so – but I certainly had. And Jim seemed to know very well that I
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would. Jim, in reply, told me everything that had happened in the tent while
he and Josie were supposed to be preparing “If I were the Marrying Kind”.
This is how Jim told me what had happened.
“
I, Jim, followed Josie into her tent.
As we were making ourselves comfortable, Josie said meekly. ‘I have never
been alone in a tent with an older experienced lusty male like you before.
I feel scared. Can you just give me a little cuddle to assure me that I
really am safe?’
I naturally agreed and Josie soon made herself comfortable in
my arms. She then readjusted my hands so that they were resting on her
breasts. I took the hint and gave her a kiss. And Josie replied to my kiss
very strongly indeed. Josie was clearly playing a game with me and she
wasn’t serious. But I was very happy to go along with this game with Josie,
if she wanted me to. So, while kissing her, I engaged in a bit of fondling as
well to show her how very keen I was as well.
‘It is as I feared.’ Josie continued on. ‘I have a weakness for you
and perhaps you could also have a weakness for me. So, on a romantic
night like this, something might happen between us during the night. Let us
prepare our song quickly and then we will have time talk about this rather
fine possibility.’
But Josie had everything fully prepared. So it took us less that a
minute to get everything organised. This little game, which Josie was
thinking of playing with me, was clearly well prepared. Then she
settled back comfortably into my arms with my hands as before.
‘I am a sweet innocent young girl.’ Josie said. ‘At least that is how
I hope the world sees me. And I want the world to continue thinking this
way. So, if anything should happen between us later, it must appear that it
was in no way my fault. Do you understand?’
‘Yes, I do. But I think I could manage things so that you would
appear to be innocent. I could try.’
‘You may try. But there is a further problem. Mary knows I could
have a weakness for you and she should protect me. You will have to
overcome her.’
‘That will be a lot more difficult. But I could again try.’
‘Good. But there is still a final problem. You have to now convince
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me that you can give me the sort of night I require.’
‘So what sort of night do you want?’
‘I want this night to be the biggest night of my life. So we
should be talking with each other and having sex all night long. At the end
of the night, we should know each other’s life history completely and be
fully in love with each other. Could you manage to do that with a sweet
young innocent girl like myself?’
Up to this point in time I had assumed that Josie was just having a
game with me and nothing would actually happen between us at all. In fact,
I suspected that Josie’s game was to take me away from you, Mary. And
then, when she was alone with me in a tent, she would have a great laugh
at me at my loss. But now I wasn’t quite so sure. So I said. ‘I can’t believe
that a girl like you would want an affair with a guy like me. I am almost
old enough to be your father and, even then, I am nothing much to look at.
But you are one of the most beautiful and nicest girls I have ever met. What
could you ever want with me?’
‘I do not want a young guy like myself. I want someone
different. I could get almost any young nice-looking intelligent guy I
want. But they don’t excite me. But an older guy, like you, who I suspect
of having wicked intentions toward me, does excite me. And we are here
together on this very romantic night. Give me another kiss.’
And we did. Certainly during this short stay in her tent she was
allowing me to do anything I liked. But I was still very cautious. I didn’t
want to lose my night with you, Mary, for nothing.
‘Jim, my dear. You probably think I am just playing a game
with you. And so I may be. I don’t really know myself. And it is a very
dangerous game. I am not on the pill and so I could become pregnant.
I am prepared to take that risk. But besides this, I intend that we shall most
definitely fall in love with each other. You are married to Anne. Sometime
I shall also get married to someone independently of you. These marriages
should continue. But we will not be forgetting each other. I intend that we
shall continue to be in love and fascinated by each other. I might even sleep
with you occasionally afterwards to make sure you remain in love with me.
I will become a destructive influence on your future life. Are you prepared
to face this fine challenge?’
I didn’t know what to think. It still didn’t seem to make sense to
me. But I had to say something. ‘It is part of my philosophy of life that I
have to accept any opportunities that life offers me. So I must accept your
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challenge. So I will try to create an opportunity that will allow us to spend
the night together. But this might not be possible. And you might need to
help me a little as well. I will do my best.’
Time was running out and we were expected back at the fire very
soon. We had a final kiss to seal our commitment. I don’t think either of us
knew what it meant. But I am afraid my goal for the night was now Josie
rather than you. And then we returned to give our version of “If I were the
Marrying Kind” as you know.’
”
‘So now I fully understand why Josie was going to give you a better night
than I could.’ I said. ‘But Josie was being utterly crazy just to offer herself
to you in this awfully complete manner. It would have significantly
interfered with her future life – and your own life as well.’
‘That is what I thought as well. But, in every way, the rest of the
night showed she was completely genuine about it all. She wanted a very
dramatic night. And I wasn’t going to turn her down. This was a chance in
a lifetime for me – even if the night might entail a lot of suffering for me in
the future.’
‘I knew she might try to do something like this. I should have been
watching you both much more carefully. But I thought you were being
genuine about coming back to me. And then I got completely immersed in
defending my breasts against that pest David.’
‘I’m sorry about my bit of deceit to you.’
‘That is OK. In a way you had to do it, because this was what Josie
wanted. And I had to use deception to get away from David myself. I
should have expected it and been watching you. We all have to use a bit of
deception occasionally. It is part of life.’
And I gave Jim a kiss. He is a very kind sort of fellow. He tries to
give all us women as much as he can – but he couldn’t give himself to both
of us of course. Then, from our intimate resting position, this kiss rapidly
turned into a further sex session between us. I was starting to fall in love
with Jim. He was rather nice in an ugly sort of way.
When I get fascinated by a subject, I like to look at that subject
from many different angles. So I asked Jim, ‘If we had spent our night
together as I had originally expected, would you have been the perfect
gentleman as you promised me in the tent.’
‘I would have - but I would have interpreted “being a perfect
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gentleman” in my own way. So I was intending to give you a night on
which you would look back with pleasure in the future. And so I intended
to push you along just as much as I possibly could.’
‘So what would you have done with me for the night?’
‘I was going to ask you to go for a swim with me before we retire
to bed. I think you have accepted that.’
‘Yes, I would have. It was a romantic warm night so the water had
to be part of the night. I was expecting to give you a good time.’
‘And then my plan was to remove our swimmers and then take you
back naked to the tent for the night.’
‘Yes – you could have done that. But I would still have resisted you
in the tent. I knew you wouldn’t force yourself upon me.’
‘Yes, that is true. But I thought your excuse of avoiding sex
because you were committed to Ian was very weak. I would have
explained to you I was far keener on you than Ian has ever been. You
should have one last fling before you married Ian. For your future life with
Ian, it would be far better for you to make Ian realise you will occasionally
have sex outside marriage. You have to marry Ian. But you are much too
good for him. It is not in your best interests be too committed to him.’
I smiled at Jim. I love to hear things like this about myself. But
after thanking Jim, I also explained to him about the strong chance of me
getting pregnant here. And this was the major reason for me not to want to
go too far with Jim.
‘I had thought that this could be the case. But I certainly wouldn’t
have given up because of it. I am sure that Ian will accept you whether you
are pregnant or not. He knows when he is on a good thing. And the same
applies now. I still intend to have further sex with you even in the morning,
when there is a greater danger of you becoming pregnant. And you will
continue to accept me won’t you.’
‘Yes, I am afraid I will. I don’t seem to be able to resist you here.
So I am forgetting all about Ian and my future for the moment. You and the
world have conspired against me here and so I must accept my position.
But I can honestly tell the world that this possible outcome was no fault of
mine. And I am strangely glad that you would have strongly pushed things
along also if I had shared a tent with you as I was expecting originally. I
have fallen in love with you.’
‘You are the most generous person I have ever known. But you
must be careful. People can take advantage of your very generous nature
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and lead you into commitments that are not in your best interests. Ian is one
such person and I could be another. You must look after yourself – never
forget yourself.’
And I thanked Jim for the good advice.
So we then both settled down to learn more about the person we were now
intimately coupled with. This turned out to be a very pleasant experience
for me indeed.
So Jim told me all about his life with Anne and their two
children. Although they were both firmly attached to each other, they
each had had several affairs with other people. I love to hear about other
people’s affairs. I myself can fall in love with new people quite easily and
this can lead to affairs. So I like to feel that I am not too abnormal about
these feelings. And Jim supplied me with all the juicy details of each of his
affairs. I listened with rapt attention. I also knew he had climbed with and
seen a lot of Leslie. So I asked Jim how far this association went.
‘Leslie needed me. She was overweight and lacked confidence in
herself. And I actually love to help people who need me. So, as you know,
I climbed with her a lot. But, when we went to the gym, I often took her
home. And there she usually asked me to come in for coffee. So naturally I
did. And we talked together there for a long time.’
‘So far did you go with her?’
Jim smiled at me. ‘Leslie is not like you. She needed all the
attention I could give her because she wasn’t getting this attention from
anyone else. And she was keen to go to bed with me. She was a virgin
and she wanted the experience. I would have been happy to help but I was
worried about the future. She could very easily become too dependent on
me. And then it would be terribly hard to finish our relationship. So instead,
I spent a lot of time with her making sure she could look after herself
and attract other guys. And she can now – she has lost weight and she has
become a reasonable climber. She has become an independent person. I am
proud of my achievement with her.’
‘Good for you I replied.’ And gave him a kiss. I was most
impressed. Jim is a very kindly soul.
I then also told Jim about my various affairs - both here in climbing
and also in my community previously. Jim also listened carefully to me and
asked me many questions. And one of these affairs I now need to tell you,
my reader, because it is relevant to this story. Jim demanded the full details.
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But I am sure you have heard enough of my various affairs so I shall be
brief.
My hero, Gwen, was married to a guy called Gerry eight
years ago. But then Gwen had a very big adventure and this caused them
to part. In fact, Gwen has just remarried Gerry again. But, when she wasn’t
married to him, I had a week’s affair with Gerry down in Melbourne. We
were both there on independent holidays. And I got pregnant - but I didn’t
tell Gerry. I didn’t want to interfere with Gwen marrying Gerry again.
But I was happy to have his child. I was just 18 years old then and just
starting Uni course. But my parents were very happy to look after their new
grandchild Sarah. It would have been awkward for me to do this. And that
is why I always spent a fortnight’s holiday with my family every year.
Now David is Gerry’s nephew - being the son of Gerry’s elder
sister. And David managed to get to know my parents when he lived in
Melbourne. And he guessed that Sarah was my child. So, if I had married
Gerry, I would be David’s Aunty. So this was David’s weak excuse for
calling me Aunty. He just does this to annoy me. But neither David nor
myself had told anyone about this secret. So Jim now was the first person I
had told this deep secret of mine.
But the reason I had had Gerry’s child was because it was we who
together worked out how to form a green self-sufficient community
state. To me Sarah represents this great triumph of ours, and her birth
started my dedication to pursue this goal. So then I also had to tell Jim all
about this ultimate ambition of mine. And Jim was very supportive of me
in this great ambition of mine. So we talked all night long and by morning
time I was even more in love with Jim. And, of course all this talking had
been interspersed with further sex sessions as well.
‘So now we both have had an absolutely wonderful night together.’ Jim
said when it was time for us to get up. ‘We have talked with each other and
we have been intimate with each other all night long. And now we are
completely in love with each other. And these are the first two requirements
that Josie required of a possible night of with me. Do you agree?’
And I had to completely agree with him.’
‘May I remind you that you strongly disapproved of Josie doing
the same thing with me. Josie’s third requirement was that we be involved
with each other for the rest of our lives in some manner. Now I predict that
Josie’s third requirement will take place between us as well. I know that it
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would be best for both of us that we keep this involvement a secret as much
as we can. But I think that we both should accept our involvement with
each other and so let nature now take her course as well.’
I thought very carefully about everything Jim had said. And I could
see it was mostly true. In fact, it would all be true, if I let nature take her
course. But I then decided I would not let nature take her bloody course.
‘We have had a wonderful night together,’ I said, ‘and I am very glad it has
all happened. I regret nothing. But I still have an ultimate goal that I wish
to achieve. And I have made a commitment to Ian as well. I am not going
to let this night interfere with these aspects of my life any more than it
already has. So there can be no-more close involvement between us now.
Let us have a final kiss and then let us get up and join the others.’
And we did. But I think Jim was still expecting that our
involvement would continue. He could think just what he jolly well liked.
My mind was completely made up.
When we got up, we had to get on with our jobs quickly. It was now quite
light and we didn’t want to be seen. So our tents needed to be taken
down, our breakfast had to be cooked and all our gear needed to be packed
up as well. After this, Josie took charge once more.
‘While you four were enjoying yourselves having romantic nights
with new different people, David and I have been hard at work. We went
to sleep early so that we could check out some ideas for ourselves. I have
got to know Mary’s hero Gwen in her community. And she told me that,
if you don’t have large packs, the best and fastest method to travel on lilos
is to double up on a lilo. And early this morning, David and I checked this
out. And it is true. The other advantage of this method is that there is less
chance of us being seen by the boat that sometimes patrols these waters. So
we think we should now travel on just three lilos. Do you agree?’
And of course we had to agree with Josie.
‘The next question is - who should travel with whom? Now a lilo
mustn’t be too overloaded. This means that the heaviest person here must
travel with the lightest person. So Jim must share with Mary. So this
means we might as well travel as we shared tents last night. And we know
that these people have become good friends’
And it would have been very hard for us to disagree with such
logic. So I was being coupled with Jim for the day. But that was OK.
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Nothing now would happen between us.
Josie insisted we practise going two on a lilo. And we needed
the practise. There is enough buoyancy but only just. Each person faces
inwards with one’s feet around the other person’s bum, which is very snug.
It is a very efficient means of travelling because the person at the back can
do the steering, while the person as the front can paddle more powerfully.
The situation is the same as when people row a boat.
And after this we had to practise getting back onto our lilos from
deep water. This was necessary because, if we saw the patrol boat, we
would have to get off our lilos to obtain a much lower profile in the water.
Jim and I found this manoeuvre quite hard. Our final solution was for me
to get on first. Then I could help Jim from my safe position. But, after our
night together, I rather enjoyed being the person that was in control.
Our final task was to fill a small little pack with all our essential
needs for the day. This small pack was placed on the middle of our lilo
between our legs. Finally, we were ready and off we went.
In this form we made good progress. When we were nearing the far shore
we saw the patrol boat in the distance. As planned, we all immediately
slipped off our lilos into the water. We turned our lilos over so that the blue
side of each lilo was on top rather than the red side. The lilos were then less
visible. And then we all then hid on the far side of our lilos. This strategy
was very effective. The patrol boat came quite close but we still
weren’t seen. We were very pleased with ourselves.
While Jim and I were hiding in the water on the far side of our
lilo, Jim’s arm slowly proceeded to move around me. And finally his hand
settled on my nearest breast. In the circumstances, there was nothing
much I could do about it. So I just accepted it and pretended I hadn’t
noticed anything. But this action was very effective in reminding me of
the pleasures of our night’s activities. Jim tried to kiss me as well. But I
stopped this. Nothing more was going to happen between us. I would stick
to my word.
It took Jim and me sometime to remount our lilo, and so we were
now behind the other two lilos. Jim started to look at me with an amorous
look on his face. And I knew what he was thinking about. He started to
stroke my legs, which were, of course, already touching his bum.
‘It is no use Jim.’ I said. ‘I admit our extreme close proximity has
started to rouse sexy thoughts in me as well. But we can’t do anything. I
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have had my big night with you, and now I am due to marry Ian. I have
accepted him and I am fairly sure he will still wish to marry me even if I
am pregnant.’
‘You are far too good for Ian. You have great qualities of courage,
perseverance and initiative. Ian doesn’t recognise these qualities and never
will. Our world really needs those supreme qualities of yours. You are
wasted on Ian.’
I smiled at Jim. I always appreciate praise and particularly praise
which describes my real qualities. ‘It is nice to hear you say that. But the
majority of people I know don’t feel the same way about me. And these
people want me to marry Ian. And I have accepted this. There is nothing I
can do about it now.’
‘You have told me about your plan to form a green independent
state. And I completely support you. Our world needs to see clearly with
its own eyes all that you have told me. So people could live easily and
successfully in a green state that is self-sufficient in food, energy and
water. This state would use far less of the world’s resources and cause no
pollution at all. And the people of this state have a more pleasant, easier,
healthier and safer lifestyle.
‘I know you originally wanted to start this project when you
returned after your year climbing with Gwen. But, if you do that now, you
will definitely be hampered by being married to Ian. When you made your
original plan this would not have happened. But there is another alternative.
If you started on your big project now, you would have a very good excuse
not to marry Ian. I know the majority of people might not like this. But
the really dedicated people would still definitely support you. And it is
only these dedicated people that really matter. And I am damn certain that
everyone in this group here will completely support you – or I personally
will want to bloody well know reason why not. I think you need to think
very carefully about this possibility right now.’
And I did exactly that. I thought long and carefully about this
situation, ‘You could well be right. But I haven’t yet told you about the
two major problems that we need to solve before we form a green
community.’
‘If we were to leave the others now and go to that bit of land, which
we can see directly ahead of us right now, we could work on your two
problems for the rest of the day. Perhaps these problems can be solved. We
should give it a go.’
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‘I would like to. But, if we did that, then the rest of our party would
think we were just continuing on with last night’s sexual activities. We
wouldn’t want that, would we?’
‘Anne would be pretty mad with me if we did. But she would get
over it. But you don’t need to be always perfect all the time. No one in
this party expects this of you. You must follow your goal. I personally
guarantee not make any further sexual advances to you for the day.’
‘OK, we will go and there will be no sex. And I will personally
explain to Anne later what we were trying to do for this day. I am not going
to interfere with your marriage. I am not like Josie.’
Jim accepted this and then hailed the others. ‘Mary and I had
practically no sleep at all last night. So we now need a very quiet, restful
today. We want to make for that close land right now. We will join you all
back at the island at five o’clock as we had planned.’
So Jim had given a reasonable excuse for us breaking away and the
others were happy to accept it. So we made for land immediately while the
others continued on to Butcher’s Creek. This was what my original plan for
all of us had been.
This close piece of land was not as hospitable as Butcher’s Creek would
have been. So we had to search inland till we found a comfortable spot.
We lit a fire and Jim went back to the dam to fill our billy with water.
We didn’t trust the dam water to drink directly. But it would be fine after
boiling. We then had a very leisurely morning tea. Jim was still fairly
amorous but I kept him in place. Finally, we were ready to try and solve
the two remaining major problems associated with forming an independent
community.
But first of all, I had to go over with Jim all the details of what we
had achieved in our current green communities already. And these details
are all covered at the beginning of my chapter on the Town Hall, where I
describe all this to Josie. And this discussion includes a description of my
two problems as well. I don’t want to repeat all this. So, if you want to be
sure you understand everything about these problems, you probably need to
read that section again.
With Jim I started with the problem of how to get at least 5,000
dedicated people to join us in forming the community initially. ‘So
how do you think we could get this number of people to join us?’ I asked of
Jim.
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‘It will certainly be difficult. Let’s have another cup of tea while
I think about it all.’ So I got another cup of tea ready while Jim thought. I
put in two spoonfuls of sugar in it because Jim claimed this would help him
think. He drank fairly slowly.
‘This is the best that I can think of. I find it hard to believe that you
are the only green community in the world. But, having heard all that you
have told me, you could well be the most advanced. The Kibbutz, which I
visited several years ago, have far greater numbers than you have here. But
you have a much better financial system and this allows your members to
have much great flexibility and the freedom to look after themselves. Your
community, very wisely, has forgotten that stuff about “all for one and one
for all” business.
‘So my idea is that you should spend a whole year going round
the world visiting all the green communities in the world. And with
each community you must describe in detail your plans for an international
green, independent, self-sufficient state. And from all these communities
you should eventually be able to get your numbers. It may take you a very
long time – but that is what you have to try to do.’
‘I think you are right. But I don’t know what green international
communities exist at all.’
‘You may not. But I am fairly sure that your community would
have members, like your friend Gerry, who would. In time you should be
able to find all the green communities in the world. All you have to do is to
keep asking people and looking on the Internet. So - just keep trying.’
‘Again I think you are right. But I think I must suggest that
someone else should do the world tour. I would love to go myself. But
that would mean that I would be pushing myself above other more senior
people like Gerry. And they would be much more familiar with the
international scene than I am. I am still very young and insignificant as
regards the international scene.’
‘I still think it would be better if you were that person. But you
must wait and see. It is very important that this person is friendly and
keen. And you are the keenest and friendliest person I know. You would be
perfect for the job.’
I love praise. I gave Jim a big kiss. But Jim returned the kiss rather
strongly. And so soon the kiss had sexual overtones. But I calmed it down.
‘You are right. If we are to get the numbers we need, this is what
we must try to do. So I am happy to call this to be the solution to my first
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problem.’ And then I went on to describe my second problem to Jim about
finding some article we could export to the rest of the world to pay for
the essential materials and machines we would need to import.
‘It is hard to know what the world in general needs or wants.
But I do know what I want for myself. The world has become far too
sophisticated for me. So, when anything goes wrong, I almost always have
to buy something new. I hate doing this. In the old days I understood how
things worked and I could fix them. So, when my toilet started to leak, I
could fix it. If my door-bell went wrong, I could mend it.
‘But the worst article of all is my computer. Clearly I couldn’t
physically fix a computer. But I keep running into problems because all the
systems I use contain a vast number of facilities and alternatives, which I
don’t want. And now you can never even buy a computer with a manual
that will tell you what it will do.
‘I just hate this non-essential sophistication. So, if your new green
self-sufficient state can produce some goods that are simpler and more
understandable, then I think there ought to be a market. But I don’t think
this personal gripe of mine will help you very much.’
And I agreed with Jim completely. In my community we hate
buying goods that we cannot fix. But there is very little we can do about the
situation. So we gave up and we had another cup of tea.
But then suddenly I remembered all that stuff that Tom had told me
in the café near the Town Hall. I hadn’t believed him at the time. But he did
have a PhD in computing and he had been completely correct in his facts
concerning the two building climbs I had done. So I told Jim all about Tom
and the computer system he was trying to write.
‘So this could be the answer to your second problems.’ Jim replied.
‘Like every new thing, you don’t know that Tom’s system will work. But
you have to contact Tom now and learn in detail what he proposes. And
then you have got David in your community to give you a second opinion.
You must follow this possible lead. There is definitely a chance that your
two problems can be solved. You must take your chance while you can.
And so you definitely can’t afford to marry Ian.’
I took my time. I rethought all the various possibilities. And maybe
I was letting my current circumstances influence my decision too much.
But then, when I was with Ian, I had been biased in his favour. But, the
more I thought about the situation, the more I definitely wanted to take my
chances while I was still free of Ian. And finally I decided I would.
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But then there was the problem of what I should tell Ian. If I
turned out not to be pregnant, then I would have to tell Ian about my
fundamental dream of forming an independent community. And I had never
ever mentioned this to him. This sort of thing wasn’t his scene. And I still
didn’t want to talk to him about it. I began to hope I was pregnant. So why
shouldn’t I continue to enjoy my time with Jim right now. Everyone was
probably thinking that I would. And I could explain everything to Anne
later. She would eventually understand. So I cuddled up to Jim and then
nature again took its course.
On our way back across the dam, I saw the two other lilos returning as
well. But those two lilos were returning independently as well. When I
could finally recognise the individuals, I saw that Fred and Josie were on
the closest lilo. And then there was David and Anne joining them on
the far side. Clearly we all had some explaining to do.
But when we were finally all together on the island, it was clear that
Anne was exceedingly angry with Jim. So she stayed with David all the
time. I wouldn’t have a chance of explaining things to her while she was
still with David. So everything had to wait.
On the tedious climb out up to the high Kings Table plateau,
we were so absorbed in the hard labour of trudging uphill that we forgot
our personal problems. We cheerfully complained about how a horrible
bush-walking was in comparison to climbing. This united us all. But in the
car, Anne got in the back with David so I sat in the front with Jim. When
we got to my community, after dropping Fred off, I thought for one horrible
moment that Anne was going spend the night in David’s flat. But finally she
came to her senses and Jim and Anne continued on home. Finally, Josie and
I were left alone and Josie could tell me what had happened to her during
her day.
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9.

JOSIE’S STORY

Josie and I then had a slight battle as to who should tell their story first.
And, as usual, I lost. So I have to tell her the whole of my story before I
could get an explanation as to why Josie had been acting in such an insane
manner. But eventually Josie got round to telling her part in what had
happened.
‘It is fortunate that my wisdom prevailed and you told your story first.
Otherwise I could only give an abridged version of my activities. But now I
can start at the beginning.
My important action actually occurred on the previous weekend,
when you stayed back for Gwen’s special night at the community. My
climbing weekend was a standard weekend, in as much as I now took
your usual place, Mary. So on the Saturday, I climbed with Frank and
Ian and Fred climbed together. The only difference was that I spent
my night in Frank’s spare room. I hate having to cook and having to do all
those tedious camping chores. I prefer to leave this work to someone else if I possibly can.
On Sunday, when everyone else had arrived, I asked Ian if I could
do a climb with him. And he agreed. We went to Mt Piddington and there
Ian first led me up Phantom. This was a perfect grade for me – not too
hard but just hard enough to be a challenge for me. When we were resting
at the top, I could then start on my very important self-appointed task for
the weekend.
‘As you know Ian, until now we have not been friends.’ I told
him. ‘This has been my fault entirely. I was jealous of your very close
association with Mary. But now you are going to marry Mary. And I now
accept that you and Mary will make a very good couple indeed. So now
I am dead keen to make amends for my previous behaviour and become
good friends with you. Will you accept me now as a friend?’
‘I certainly will. I have always liked you - it is just that you have
always given me the cold shoulder.’ And Ian gave me a little hug. He was
lapping it all up. Of course what he said was quite untrue. He had disliked
me just as much as I had disliked him. But he could also change his tune just as quickly as I could myself.
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‘Our friendship,’ I continued on, ‘will become even more important
because we are both applying for membership to Mary’s community. And I
think we shall both be successful in joining her community. And so we will
be seeing a lot each other in two very important areas of our lives.’
‘I didn’t realise that. But I think that this will be terrific. I look
forward to seeing even more of you then.’
We then continued chatting for quite a while. And eventually we
talked about our other interests. And I had done my homework carefully.
I knew from you, Mary, that Ian was keen on geology. So I had talked to
one of my Uni geology friends and learnt just a little about the subject. So
I could pretend I shared another common interest with Ian. I extended our
chat by asking him lots of questions about geology. I showed a particular
interest in what he had done himself. I stressed I was younger and less
experienced in all these important spheres of life – I had a lot to learn from
him. So I was a bit like Fred. Ian loved it - he was in heaven. Ian loves
to be in charge and I allowed him to be in charge. As you know, with you
Mary, he often has to play second fiddle
At the end of this discussion, Ian asked if we could do another
climb together. And of course I accepted. I was making good progress.
Our next climb was Tombstone Wall. I wasn’t quite as keen on this climb
– I found the mantelshelf move at the beginning horribly hard. But I let Ian
talk me up the move. At the top, we again had a long chat.
‘What are you going to do when Mary goes on her big climbing
tour in a few-years time? Will you join her?’ Ian finally asked me.
This was just the question I was waiting for Ian to ask. I expected
he would ask it and this was just the lead I wanted. ‘No, I wouldn’t want
to. I never wish to climb at Mary’s standard or to ever go climbing for a
whole year. Instead I was rather hoping that I might be of some help to you
in looking after Mary’s and your child. After all, by that stage I would have
seen a lot of your child as I would be living close to you in the community.
For example, I could look after the child when you went off climbing
yourself.’
‘I would certainly appreciate that. But surely you would like to get
married yourself and so have your own children?’
‘Would you mind if I talk about something very personnel Ian? It
would really help me a lot.’
‘Of course – go ahead. I would love to be of help to you.’
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‘I have no desire to be married yet. But I wouldn’t mind having
a child. In fact, I would love to have a child at the same time as you and
Mary do. Our children could then grow up together. But Mary would be
appalled at me doing that without being married. But I certainly wouldn’t
tell her about it. I could simply tell her I had an accident. I am not on the
pill. But will you promise me not to tell Mary about this subject?’
‘Of course not.’ And he gave my hand a little squeeze.
‘I could get a friend to, unknowingly, get me pregnant. But of
course by far the best person to get me pregnant would, in fact, be you.
But I know this would be terribly difficult for you. You hardly know me,
and you must be completely true to Mary. She is the person you will be
married to. And, at the moment, you probably think I am just a silly young
girl who doesn’t know how much work a child entails. And maybe I am.
So, for the time being, you can do nothing about this idea of mine. You
must feel secure in your marriage to Mary before you can possibly think
about helping me. At the moment, all I want you to know is that this is
what I am thinking about. But, above all, I want to be sure we can become
very good friends over the years.’
‘I appreciate you thinking of me in those terms. Also I am sure
we shall now be very close friends. But, as you said, I can’t say any more.
Except simply to say “Thank you very much for considering me”. The
important thing for me is that I retain your friendship - particularly for the
year when Mary goes overseas.’ Then he then gave me a very tight hug
indeed – a tighter hug than just friendship would warrant. At least that is
what I thought. So I had made good progress on my appointed task.’
‘Did you really mean all that?’ I, Mary, asked. ‘I can’t understand you.’
‘My intention was very simple. I wanted to be absolutely certain
that you would return from your year’s climbing unshackled to Ian. So,
while you were overseas, I would have become Ian’s woman instead.
So Ian would have no claim on you at all. Your job is to form a green selfsufficient state. And so, after suffering the company of Ian on your behalf
for possibly four years, I would have made damn certain you kept to your
appointed job about forming this green state of yours. You are my hero
and I want my hero to live up to my expectations. And in later years, I shall
bask in the glory of being the person who kept you on track to your goal. I
shall become world famous – just the same as you will become yourself.’
I naturally fell into Josie’s arms to give her a very big hug in
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appreciation of all that she was prepared to do for me.
‘But you shouldn’t have done that.’ I told Josie. ‘You would be
giving up four years of the most important years of your life to Ian.
And you don’t even like him. You have to look after yourself.’
‘Everyone gets their fun out of this world in their different ways.
I would have quite enjoyed sucking up to Ian. I am good at that. I
would, over time, have had Ian twisted around my little finger. So I would
eventually have made him undergo his just amount of suffering. That
would be my pleasure. And I really am terribly keen that you do form your
green state. And that was the way I could help you.’
‘But, what about your children with Ian? What would become of
them?’
‘I am a good organiser. I would have made sure Ian did most of
the work. I would have trained him to do so. I certainly wasn’t going let
Ian interfere with anything I really wanted to do in this world. But you
should now be able to understand my situation this weekend. I was saying
farewell to my single life just as much as you were. So I wanted some real
fun for the weekend that I could remember for years to come. And Jim was
going to be my fun.’
‘So - I shouldn’t have saved you from Jim at all?’
‘No – I got exactly what I wanted. I wanted the situation to be an
even bet as to who would end up with Jim. And it turned out to be you.
But it could have been me. And then you would have had to suffer David.
And I certainly had the thrill of thinking that a very intense night with Jim
was just about to happen to me. Instead in fact, the same thing happened
to you - and you got intensely involved with Jim for the night. But it was a
close call wasn’t it?’
‘Yes, it certainly was.’ And I remembered again with horror what a
night with that obnoxious brat David could have been like.
I wanted to talk to Josie as to what we were going to do now
that I wasn’t going to get married. But Josie insisted on telling me what
happened to her group on Sunday first.
‘After you and Jim left us, our group continued on to Butcher’s creek and
there we found a nice sandy beach. But when we landed, it was clear to
me that Anne had correctly assumed that I was the person behind all of
our Saturday night’s activities. And Anne was now out for revenge. She
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immediately had a short talk with David - clearly they were forming a plan.
Then Anne and David claimed they wanted to move further along alone. As
they moved off, David, with great glee, bid Fred to make sure that he gave
me a good time. And David then gave the well-known arm movement to
Fred. And Fred assured David not to worry - he would definitely take care
of me.
I studied Fred very carefully. Although Fred was smaller than me, I
could see he was a lot fitter and stronger than I was. And clearly Anne had
already given Fred very definite instructions about what he had to do with
me. Under the circumstances, Anne felt I was very much fair game - so
Fred could do what he liked with me. I could see I could now be in for
a hard time myself.
But, as soon as they were out of sight, Fred came to me. He almost had
tears in his eyes. ‘I had to pretend to Anne that I would misuse my time
alone with you. Anne had been very kind to me. But I wouldn’t dream
of doing such a thing with you ever. I respect you enormously. But for
the moment, let me light a fire, get a brew going and let us have a good
morning tea. Our very early breakfast wasn’t very substantial at all.’
So I had no worries at all. And immediately Fred scurried
around and got the morning tea all ready. Then he cooked some
delicious pancakes. All the time I could simply lie back on our one lilo, and
Fred brought me everything I needed. At times, I can very much appreciate
the life of leisure. And Fred certainly gave it to me. And he was also
remarkably adroit in doing all these practical mundane matters.
‘You gave us all a wonderful campfire last night.’ Fred said. ‘And I
love West Side Story. I would love to hear you sing “I Feel Pretty”. This
is my favourite song and it would be terrific for me to hear my favourite
song sung by the girl I admire above all others. Please – just for me.’
I was delighted to sing it. Fred praised my singing so much that I
had to sing it again. And then I had to sing a few of the other songs as well.
It is hard to resist a really enthusiastic audience like Fred.
‘Not only are you are a great singer,’ Fred said, ‘but you are a great
campfire organiser as well. Our climbing scene in the mountains would
really appreciate a general campfire for climbers – perhaps once a month
on a Saturday night. With a great leader like you, lots of climbers would
come along. And I am sure Frank would organise such a campfire, if
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you would lead it. I will ask Frank myself, if you are just a bit shy about
putting yourself forward for the role.’
And when I thought about the matter, I realised Fred was absolutely
right. I would love to do a something like that and I would be good at it.
I would investigate the matter with Frank immediately. Little Fred had
certainly hit the nail right on the head over that point. I just couldn’t resist
giving the little fellow a very enthusiastic hug and kiss.
We then had a very long morning tea and told each other all about
our families. His older sister, called Tania, was a bit wild and Fred told
me all about her wicked ways. Fred spent his life trying to restrain her. I
thought she sounded terrific. He also had two younger siblings. Fred was
regarded to be the slow learner of the family so he was relegated to looking
after the younger children quite often – hence his abilities in doing such
household chores.
‘I think Mary is like my sister Tania.’ Fred said later. ‘She could
very easily go off the rails. And your enticing her to spend the night with
Jim could result in her breaking up with Ian altogether. And then she could
descend on the downward path like my sister Tania. You could have ruined
her life, you know.’
I just managed to refrain from laughing at Fred. I thought I was
much more like Fred’s sister Tania than you are Mary. But I wasn’t going to
tell Fred that.
When our long morning tea and discussion was over, Fred asked.
‘It would help me enormously, in explaining my day with you to Anne, if I
could pretend that at least I tried to carry-on with you. Would you mind us
doing just a little bit pretend fighting with each other?’
And I was delighted to help Fred. So that is how we spent the rest
of our day. And, as the day progressed, our play became more boisterous.
For example, I rubbed mud in Fred’s hair and then he chased me and tried
to kiss me. We had a wonderful day. We got on really well. And as we
rowed back home, I realised I could be quite happily married to Fred. I
wouldn’t always be faithful to him. But Fred was the sort of person that
would put up with the wicked ways that I intended to indulge in sometime
in the future.’
Josie and I naturally talked about our positions for quite a while. But Josie
finally said, ‘So, Mary, you are now not going to marry Ian any more. So
my bit of sucking up to him last Sunday wasn’t necessary – but it was fun
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in any case. And, with a bit of luck, you will now be pregnant. And I would
like to join you in this and then we can have our children together. But we
must fit in with the normal conventions of your community as best we can.
So I should marry Fred as soon as possible. He adores me and I find
him fun. In this way, you can start on your great work of forming a green
independent state immediately. And, if your coming child takes too much
of your time, I will delegate Fred to do the work of looking after both our
children. I have always been a brilliant organiser of other people – if not
my own possessions – as you will see when you finally get round to seeing
my own room.’
We naturally talked about all this for well on into the night. But of
course this was the perfect solution for us all. A new life was about to start
for me. And it was exciting for me to start on my big project, knowing I
had someone who would always be behind me and support me. And I now
had two definite avenues to explore and these could overcome the two big
remaining problems facing the formation of an independent, green selfsufficient state.
A great new life was about to start for me.
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10.

MY DAY of GLORY

My story is supposed to be about climbing and its related activities. But
incidental activities like weddings and other formalities occasionally must
interrupt my story line just a little. I am sorry – but I will try to be brief.
On Monday, Josie and I naturally went into Penrith to find out if
I was pregnant. And I was pleased to find out I was. So Josie waited for
Fred to finish work to tell him he was going to marry her. And I
waited at Ian’s school to tell him I wasn’t going to marry him.
After thinking carefully over the matter, I decided against telling
Ian anything about what had happened on my big weekend. Everything
was so complicated and I didn’t want to go into the lurid details at all. So I
simply told Ian that something new and special had turned up for me. And
now I definitely couldn’t afford to get married. This new circumstance had
nothing to do with him at all. Ian naturally queried me as to whether he
would eventually learn what was so new that I had to change my mind. And
I replied that, over the following few weeks, I had a lot of writing to do on
this matter. He would eventually get a copy of this writing and this writing
would explain my new position.
I treated the matter very formally and I tried to completely avoid
any emotion on the matter. Ian naturally didn’t like the new situation at all
- but he had no choice and so he had to accept it. We both knew that it was
best for both of us to separate as friends. And so we did.
After this I visited Anne when I knew she would be alone. After a
lot of pleading Anne finally accepted my case. We could be friends again.
But she still bore a grudge against Josie.
On Thursday night at the gym, I told all the climbers the same thing
as I had told Ian. In my circumstances it was much the best not to mention
my pregnancy until it was necessary. And then I had to tell everyone that I
now could not afford to go climbing anything like as much as I had before.
Josie also announced that she and Fred were getting married. The ceremony
would occur in her family’s home on the Saturday night after next. It would
mostly be a small family affair but all our climbing friends were invited
and were expected to come. But definitely – no presents. Clearly all the
climbers were very intrigued as to what had happened on the Warragamba
trip to cause all these changes. But the six of us refused to give any details
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at all.

Josie now took my place in ringing up Frank on Friday mornings
to tell him what people wanted to do on the weekend. Josie was very keen
to keep on the right side of Frank. She could then persuade him to organise
some campfires for climbers some time in the future, which she would run.
By Wednesday I was ready to really start on the first steps of my new
venture. So I went to visit old Tom at his flat in Stanmore. He was
absolutely delighted to see me. And, when he heard I was interested in his
simple independent personal computer system, he was completely over the
moon. For an old man, he still had the enthusiasm of a young puppy.
‘Is there any way,’ I then asked when we had got to know each
other, ‘that you can demonstrate to me and the world that your system
really is simpler and easier than the computer systems that exist in
the world at the moment.’
‘Yes, there certainly is. My total system breaks down into three
main areas – the operating system, the word processing system and the
picture/diagram facilities. You will find that no current world system can
produce a manual, that a normal person can understand, for just one these
three systems. But I will produce just one simple book and this one book
will tell all readers everything they need to know about all three systems.
And this one book will define everything. So a future user will know
precisely what they are getting in my system. In the current world, a user
has to accept everything on faith about the systems they buy from the
global manufactures overseas. Now I know this is a huge claim on my part.
And, at the present, I only have the rough notes for this book. So you will
have difficulty understanding as it now stands. But if you give me time, I
will prove my case to you.’
Then Tom talked to me first about what the operating system
has to do. And then he described how chains of pointers, hidden in the
background, could solve the various problems associated with the various
user files. It was hard work – but I gradually began to understand what
Tom was proposing on how to form an operating system. I stored this
information in my brain for a future conversation with David.
Since the weekend, I had hardly seen David - although we lived in the
same community. We were avoiding each other. But, on Saturday night, we
would both attend our community’s dance. So I would break the ice with
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him then and talk to him about an operating system. David fancied himself
as a hotshot on computers – and I was going to put him in his place. I
intended to get even with him over his intentions towards me on that island
of ours in Warragamba dam.
‘Do you know much about operating systems?’ I innocently
asked of David, after I had sat next to him during a break in the dance.
‘I certainly know a lot more than you do.’ David replied with a very
confident smirk on his face.
‘Good, then you will be able to help me. I’ve been talking to an old
climbing friend of mine about computers. And he tells me that an operating
system should be quite simple to write.’
‘That is ridiculous. International companies spend billions of
dollars each year creating better computer operating systems. They don’t
waste money on nothing.’
‘Good, this means you will be able tell me what is wrong in what
he told me. He explained things to me in terms of chains of pointers. What
do they basically do?’
‘They are a means of linking together bits of associated data.’
‘My friend described it this way. In the physical world, we try to
put related items next to each other. So, for example, we try to put a fiction
book next to other books by the same author. But in the physical world we
can push things about quite easily and so we can make more room for more
or less items. But it is much more difficult to do this on a computer. So my
friend says that chains of pointers are usually just a means of overcoming
this problem. So, when we need to add or subtract to a file or group of files,
we use a pointer chain to put in a new item. Is this true?’
‘Yes, chains can be used for this.’
‘So my friend tells me the basics of an operating system should just
consist of two chains of data. One would be a chain of blocks of disc space
records and this would hold all the file data. The other would be a chain of
file item names. And these file names would point to the beginning record
of their file data. Could this work?’
‘Of course it can’t. It is much more complex than that. All
computer operating systems work on a hierarchical tree system of files. The
straight-line system that you suggest would not be adequate for this.’
‘My friend says this is not the case at all. Each name would have a
tree level number associated with it. Then, when the items names are put
on the screen for the user to see, only the items of the same tree level are
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put on. He showed me how this would work using an example on a piece of
paper. Later I will show you how it all works myself.’
David suddenly realised that I might know a lot more than he had
thought. But he continued on stubbornly. ‘I don’t for a minute believe that
your friend is right. But I would have to study his solution more carefully.
But there are other things that an operating system must contain. Thus
the JPEG system for condensing a picture is a 2-dimensional fast Fourier
cosine transformation. I don’t suppose he has the least idea about what
transforms are at all.’
I smiled – I was hoping David would mention this. ‘My ancient
friend has actually lectured on fast Fourier transforms. He says it is
just a great suck-in to scare off simple-minded people like you. In general,
the Fourier transform is designed for continuously changing data. But a
picture very rarely changes continuously. Thus, for example, when a picture
contains leaves and people, etc then the colours change suddenly between
the different items. What the JPEG transform in fact does is to keep on
dividing each area of the picture into quarters until the middle point of a
little square is an adequate representation of its area’s colour intensity. And
this is probably the best method of efficiently storing a picture. You can call
this a 2-dimensional fast Fourier cosine transform because it represents the
first constant term of such a transformation. But really all the complexities
on a genuine Fourier transform are ignored. This storage change is called
this simply to scare young people silly about how complex it is. Same
as it has for you.’
‘I simply don’t believe you.’
‘That’s OK. When I have finished writing my notes you can take
them to your lecturers. And then they can try to pick holes in what my
ancient friend says. That will be a little joy for you which you can look
forward to in the future.’
‘I’m not going to be made a complete fool of by you in front of my
lecturers. You probably know nothing.’
‘Maybe.’ I replied. ‘But the fact remains that you still haven’t
managed to refute a single item of what I have said so far.’
David walked away defiantly – but clearly in a huff. So I
had defeated him on his very own ground. I had put him very firmly in his
place.
I had arranged to meet old Tom weekly for a day. He was also keen to do
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this – he was just amazed that someone was actually showing an interest
in his system. On the following week he gave me some of his basic ideas
on a word processing system and how it all should be implemented.
This subject was a lot more complex than the operating system. Tom had to
go over the details many times before I gradually started to understand the
basic ideas. But afterwards I needed a friend to talk to about it and make it
all clear in my own head. And David wasn’t talking to me at all.
But Josie came to stay in my unit that night. This was the night
our community holds its formal general meeting. And on this particular
night, Josie was elected as a new interim member to our community.
Naturally we were all very pleased. And Josie was getting married on
Saturday. Josie wanted to celebrate in style and so she wanted indulge in a
lot of drinking with me. But I had very different ideas.
‘If I get drunk now I will forget all the important stuff Tom has
been teaching me today.’ I told Josie. ‘You have to do your duty and listen
to me about word processing first. You did promise to help me.’
Josie was horrified at such an idea. But she said. ‘The person you
should be talking to about this is David. But I am prepared to stand in just
once. But my condition is that you now have to become friends with David
once again.’
‘I can’t be friends with David, if he simply won’t talk to me.’
‘Yes you can. You simply need to suck up to him. Ask him to go
with you to my wedding on Saturday. Praise him a little – he isn’t all that
bad. Sucking up to people is a fundamental part of life. Everyone has
to do it – even animals have to do it - as you will see if you bother to watch
Meerkats Manor on TV. You can be friends with David if you just try. It is
essential for your project that you do this.’
I thought about this carefully – and of course Josie was right. I had
to make friends with David. So I agreed but then I added. ‘But now you
have to show genuine interest. So you have to ask me questions.’
‘But how can I ask questions when I don’t know anything about the
system.’
‘The first question you must ask is “What are the features of Tom’s
system that are better than Word for example?” ’
‘OK, I can manage to say that. What are the features of his system
that are better than Word?’
‘That is a very good question indeed.’ I replied. ‘The trouble with
Word is that it is very hard to tell what is going on. In Tom’s system,
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everything will be lightly seen in the background in different colours. So
the margins, no-print areas, line gaps, page number, area etc will appear
lightly in yellow. And in the text, spaces, tabs and returns will also be
lightly indicated in yellow. And the font changes will also be lightly shown.
A thin green line will show a font being turned and a blue line will show a
font facility being turned off. And the cursor will now recognise these lines
like a character. So then the user can choose and know in which font area
they are currently in. Do you appreciate what this means?’
‘Yes, I think this is quite a sensible thing to do. Sometimes it does
help to know what font region you are in.’
‘In Tom’s system, the cursor line will now be represented by
a double pixel line in red – this means that the cursor will be easy to
see. It is ridiculous that the most essential item on the computer screen is
often hard to find. In Word also there is often a delay of a second or so in
implementing that latest key-stroke. Tom thinks that this delay is almost
certainly due to the computer being too busy checking the grammar. Tom
thinks the user should tell the computer when to check their grammar and
spelling. Then these terrible delays won’t happen any longer. Would you
appreciate that?’
‘Yes, it would be better. It is infuriating when the cursor is hard to
see or slow.’
And then I described to Josie how Tom’s system would allow the
user to see all the various values that were used in the system so they could
always understand everything that was going on. But I fear Josie doesn’t
have a very long concentration span. So I had to wind things up quickly.
‘Now, Josie, the facet that must be really worrying you, I am sure at
the moment, is - will this system really work?’
‘Oh – Good Lawd. You want to tell me how the system is going to
be implemented. Who do you think I am?’
‘You don’t have to understand it. I am really just trying to
remember everything myself.
‘OK, you can rave on for just a few more minutes. I can suffer it.’
‘As David will be able to tell you in more detail, there are these
fascinating things called pointer chains. The whole word processing
problem breaks up into two major tasks and each of these tasks needs its
own pointer chain. The first task is to save all the user’s text in a coherent
form. This needs a chain of text blocks holding about a thousand characters
per block. A thousand characters is about right because you can shuffle this
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number of characters up or down in the computer easily within the time
period of one keystroke. The second task is to put all this text in the correct
format on the computer screen. This requires a large amount of computer
time. But, if you have a chain of already formed screen text-line blocks at
your disposal, then it is possible to form new screen pages mostly within
the time of one key-stroke. Isn’t this a fascinating bit of news for you now.
Perhaps you can weave all this new information into your wedding vows
with Fred in three-days time. You can think about it.’
‘OK, I have done my bit of suffering for the day. In a few-days time
it will be your time to do your bit of suffering sucking-up to David.
Let’s go for drinks now.’
The bar was fortunately still open so we could drink there. And
there we talked again at length about on our adventures on our little island
in Warragamba Dam just ten days ago. This was a much more glorious and
exciting subject for us to think about again. We forgot about our computer
problems for the moment completely.
I then had to do my duty and so I had to persuade David to go to the
wedding with me. It was difficult but I finally did it. I won’t give any
details of the actual wedding because it is not part of my personal story.
But I do need to tell you about some of the details relating to my climbing
friends.
The first item of interest was that Ian and Leslie came together.
This was interesting as I remembered Leslie’s previous complete contempt
of Ian.
The second item was that Daniel and Stephanie also arrived
together and they announced their engagement. I told Josie all about my
previous interest in Daniel.
‘You, my hero, can be hopeless with men.’ Josie explained to
me. ‘I know what happened. Daniel was very keen on you. But you are a
very good climber and Daniel wasn’t. So he wanted to tell you there was
something he was very good at. And that was that he was a very good folksinger. You just misunderstood his intentions. Typical of you.’
‘So I could have had a nice temporary marriage to Daniel all
along.’
‘No, I am sure you would have eventually bungled that as well.
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Your head is always in the clouds. And you are no good at the in-fighting
that personal relationships and marriage always entail. You are better off,
just as you are, with me as your friend.’
And I had a feeling Josie was right.
The most important person I wanted to see at the wedding was Frank. I had
scarcely spoken a word to him since our memorable afternoon in our cave
at Narrow-Neck. But I had been thinking about him a lot. And his rejection
of me there, together with his collusion with Ian, still rankled with me very
strongly indeed. I could forgive Ian – he wasn’t worth worrying about. But
I certainly wasn’t going to forgive Frank. Eventually I wanted to take
my revenge on Frank about it all. I couldn’t do anything for a year or so
because I would be too busy with my new project. But after that I wanted
to do something to put him in his place.
When we met, Frank and I put on a good act of just being friends
as normal. I told him the same story as I had told to everyone else about
my future. But, in his case, he immediately guessed I wanted to go ahead
with my green independent self-sufficient state. So he had remembered
everything about that interest of mine.
‘I know you can’t do much climbing while you are getting your
new project off the ground.’ Frank finally said. ‘But, when you are ready, I
am still very keen to do the original route on King George with you. Could
I still possibly do that with you?’
And I agreed to do so. In fact, I was very keen to do the long climb
because then I could begin to take my revenge on him. I also noted that
Frank was being very polite with me as well. Perhaps he was aware that I
still bore a grudge with him about him turning me down in the cave at
Narrow-Neck when I needed him.
Finally, Anita sought me out of the crowd looking very pleased with
herself. Clearly she wanted to have a boast to me. ‘You and Frank intend
to do the original climb on King George don’t you?’
And I had to agree we did.
‘Well Philip and I are going to beat you to it. And furthermore this
climb of mine with Philip is going to be even more memorable than your
great carry-on was at our Christmas party. I shall eclipse you yet. You just
wait and see.’
And then she immediately disappeared in the crowd again. I was
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intrigued. I was beginning to rather like this Anita in a funny sort of way.
Philip was right – she had real guts.
After the party was over, I was feeling quite mellow and friendly. And
David looked as if was feeling the same way as well. So now was the time
for me to genuinely suck-up to David. As we drove home together, I
told him more about myself and how I had actually started to feel quite
sexually attracted to him when I was in his arms in the water. David smiled
and took my hand. And I told him that my ancient climbing friend had
actually a PhD in computing and he had written his own complete word
processor himself. So David didn’t need to feel ashamed that he didn’t
know as much about computer systems as him. And David appreciated
that. Then I told David how wonderful it would be, if we could work on
this new computer system together. And David was keen. So, when we got
home, I asked David to come into my unit so that I could show him how
Tom’s very simple operating system could work. He came and he was quite
enthusiastic about it. We had a goodnight kiss. David was keen to go even
further but I had to keep him firmly in check. I had to keep David’s new
definite interest in me at the appropriate level so that we could form this
whole new system together. And this would take a long time. I had to play
David along very slowly so that his interest in me would last the whole
project. I had never done this with a guy before. But this time I had to.
When David had left and I was alone in bed, I found I was even
looking forward to playing-up to David for this possible year ahead.
Perhaps sucking-up to a guy could even be good fun. I began to understand
Josie’s proposed possible situation with Ian. And the strange thing was that
I, just like Josie with Ian, still didn’t even really like David at all.
On the following week, I felt sufficiently confident about this whole project
that I could start writing everything up. But it would be quite long. First
I had to describe all the advantages of having a totally independent state.
Then I had to describe the whole physical structure of the new community.
This wouldn’t be too bad because it would basically consist of a town
centre surrounded by village communities. And everyone here knew this
village form because they had seen our village community near Singleton
called SingCom. {And you too, my reader, should know the form as well
because I described it all to Josie in my Town Hall chapter.} However, the
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member support form and my new computer system would take a long
time. But the final section on gaining international members and their
support wouldn’t be too long. I simply didn’t know enough on the subject
to write much. So I started writing.
Josie was a terrific help and I worked quite hard. So, in less than
three weeks, I had thirty A4 pages of my very best thoughts already
to present to the world. Josie and I liked it. But I wasn’t too sure if anyone
else would. I decided to present the work to my community during the
supper break of our Saturday-night dance. I would just speak for a couple
of minutes to the full community. Then I had ten copies of my work ready
to pass round for anyone to read. I am nervous about public speaking. I was
very pleased I had finished the work so early. Then people could read my
work well before it was known that I was now pregnant.
I was nervous about my presentation - so Jim and Anne suggested I
should go climbing with them and Frank for the Saturday. I had
been working so hard that I hadn’t climbed on real rock since my NarrowNeck weekend. So this would be a good break for me - so off I went. We
had a very relaxing pleasant day climbing together.
When we returned home to my community there was a strange
sight. There were buses absolutely everywhere and my community was
crawling with simply multitudes of people and children. And I could just
see a huge marquee erected on our playing field at the back. Something
very strange was going on. There was no place for Jim to even park the car.
‘This is weird.’ I said to Anne and Jim. ‘I, as an executive of the
community, should certainly know what is going in our community. But I
don’t. Where shall we park?’
‘Let’s keep moving forwards. People are moving back for us – just
look.’
And they were. And then a band appeared. And, as we entered the
community grounds, this band started playing “The Wearing of the
Green”. Jim stopped the car at a point where a red carpet was clearly
leading into the community to the marquee at the back. And there
waiting for me was Josie together with all the important people of the
community - like Gerry, Steve and Gwen. As I stepped out, this whole
surrounding crowd erupted into applause. I was overwhelmed. What could
it all mean?
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Josie, very elegantly dressed, smiled at me and took my hand. Then
we led a procession of the important people as we walked down the red
carpet towards the marquee. But, when we reached the short side lane that
led to my unit, we turned aside. Josie waved to the crowd and told them we
would join them later. We went to my unit and finally Josie could give me
an explanation of what was going on.
But Josie, the infuriating girl, was in no great hurry to explain the
situation. First she wanted to show me the special creation that she had
organised for me. It was a beautiful skirt, blouse and light top all made in
different shades of green material in the elaborate peasant mode. And there
were green shoes to match. But the special thing was the way the whole
outfit had been decorated by little motifs associated with the land, folk
customs and self-sufficiency. Milk-maids, sheafs of corn and things like
that. Clearly everything had been hand-done. It was a work of art.
‘Isn’t this an outfit worthy of the future queen of our green
independent state?’ Josie asked.
‘It certain is very beautiful. But who made it?’
‘The good ladies from our Singleton communities.’
‘But I hardly know them.’
‘That is probably a benefit. It is never good to get to know one’s
hero too well. But the Singleton communities are by far your greatest
supporters to form a new independent community. They feel isolated
and so they would love to expand and form a bigger and more vibrant
community. And there are plenty of people there who are just itching to do
the expansion work. Whereas, down here in FabCom, we don’t have room
to expand. Also down here we have the facilities of Sydney to work in and
keep ourselves busy and amused.’
‘But how did they know about my idea in the first place.’
‘You may hide your light beneath a bushel - but I am not that way
inclined at all. As soon as you started writing, I went to Gerry and I
have been keeping him fully informed about everything you have
written and done. And, of course, I told him that your Sarah exists and
she is his child. And Gerry was the person who started the Singleton
community in the first place. No wonder Gerry has been telling everyone in
Singleton what a fantastic hero you are. This is his subtle way of thanking
you for having his child. And he has been very successful. The young lads
in Singleton have built a woody exactly like you have in your room here.
They practise on it daily. The ultimate dream in life of those kids now is to
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climb Riding Shotgun. Tonight the young kids will be mobbing you for
details of the climb. And in return tonight, you will have to live up to your
hero status and not let all these children down.’
‘But what will happen when they learn I am pregnant?’
‘No one wants a squeaky-clean person as a hero. It would be dead
boring – remember what the Greek heroes are like. So, in Singleton, we
have hinted you could be pregnant and also of the existence of Sarah.
The people love it. And of course they know about your antics at our
Christmas party and your illegal ascents of the Harbour Bridge and
the Town Hall. We have even hinted about what happened on our island
in Warragamba Dam. This all adds to your glamour. You don’t realise it
yourself - but you are absolutely perfect hero material. And people love
to have heroes. Even your smallness is to your advantage. Children in
particular love the fact that you are little – just like them. You are just made
to be a perfect hero.’
I naturally was completely overwhelmed by everything. But Josie
told me I didn’t need to make an appearance for an hour. So I took my
time to calm down. I had a very leisurely shower and a short rest in
bed. Then I slowly prepared myself. Josie helped me put on my new green
outfit. It fitted perfectly because Josie had taken careful measurements from
all my other garments. Finally, we were ready and we returned to the red
carpet. And there the procession was reformed and we made our way to the
marquee once more to the sound of the band playing “The Wearing of
the Green”. Everything was very well prepared – and the total effect was
absolutely awesome.
The marquee mostly just covered the main stage and this looked
out onto the playing field where all the people were now sitting on the
grass. There were more than thousand people there. I knew that the
total membership of our three different communities only added up to
about 700 members. So a lot of associates, friends and interested people
must have joined us as well. As I rose up onto the platform there was
continuous thunderous applause. I turned, curtseyed, waved and thanked
them. Fortunately, I could leave all the talking to everyone else on the
stage. That was their job.
Gerry started the meeting himself. ‘You all have a copy of Mary’s
excellent substantial proposal. So we don’t need to talk too much about
it all. Tonight we mostly want to celebrate – because something very new
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and very big is to be born tonight. But first we must check that we know the
basic facts.’
Then Gerry first called on Steve who outlined the many
advantages of having a green independent town state that could make
its own laws and which could accept new members from anywhere in the
world. Then Gwen and a couple of other people talked about the support
problem and how the three different levels of autonomy in this community
would make all various support problems so much easier to solve. Then it
was David’s turn - together with one his lecturers from Uni and the most
experienced computer expert from our communities. They talked about
this new computer system, and they confirmed that it was possible for us to
develop our own system. And then they went on to stress how wonderful it
would be to be totally in control of our own computing system and how we
could use this item as our main export to pay for our imports.
Finally, Gerry took the stage again. ‘Now we come to the biggest
problem of all. Hopefully Mary will later tour the world and collect new
members from the various green self-sufficient communities all over the
world. But we here want to do our very best as well and set the rest of the
world a good example. We need about 5,000 committed members to
start a new independent green state. There are a thousand people here
tonight. If, over the next ten years, we can each bring in five new members
each – then we will be on the road. Can we manage to do this?’
Clearly this question had been carefully staged – everyone knew it
was coming and was prepared. Everyone then sprang to their feet and, with
a thunderous voice, they chanted out in chorus. ‘We - will - do - it. I, as - an - individual, - promise - to - bring-in - five - new - members
- during - the - next - ten - years. Yes, - we - will - do - it.’
‘If we expand then we all must be prepared to move to new places.’
Gerry continued on. ‘Are we prepared to do this?’
This question had also been prepared. Everyone again replied in
chorus. ‘Yes, - We – are – prepared – to – move – and – make – way
- for - new – people.’
‘So we form a new green independent state.’
‘Your – thundering – oath – we – will.’
‘This new independent community will, of course, continue to
have our very democratic system of government. But it is also nice to
have just one person who is very special to the community. Especially if
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there is just one person who was instrumental in getting the community
started. Such a person can then be our hero and an inspiration to everyone
in the community. So shall we crown Mary as the queen of our new
community?’
‘Yes, - that – is – why – we – are – all – here.’
‘Come forward Sarah.’
And then came the greatest surprise to me of all. My own little
daughter came forward bearing the most gorgeous of little crowns. It
consisted of a lot of green backed-by-gold leaves held together by a lot of
gold woven thread. I stooped low and Sarah placed the crown my head.
And we had a hug and kiss. Sarah had been dressed in green to look a small
replica of myself. And everyone else shouted, cheered and threw hats and
streamers into the air. There was pandemonium. The enthusiasm was quite
unbelievable. I became very emotional indeed – I wept tears of joy.
Finally, I had to say just a few words myself. I thanked everyone
and I hoped I would make a good queen. But there were lots of people
I didn’t know there. So I would leave the stage, mingle and get to know
everyone there and thank them all personally. I didn’t want to be just a
public figure.
The night had been well organised with a lot to do. Naturally there was a
huge barbeque outside with plenty to eat and drink. And by then I was very
hungry myself. There were at least two large campfires where a lot of
singing and drinking was going on. In our community hall, our usual
more formal Saturday night dance went on as normal. And then the large
band, which had welcomed me to begin with, mounted the stage and played
for a huge number of people dancing on the grass. I found this band also
came from Singleton. I, with Sarah, joined in all the activities and met all
the people I didn’t know already.
The first people I met were my own parents. They had decided
they would now leave Melbourne and move up here to join us. But they,
like many other people, would move directly to the Singleton community,
which still had plenty of space. Our community here was now to be
reserved more for new people from Sydney who wanted to get an initial
taste of green community living. My parents had also heard the rumour. I
confirmed it and they were delighted that they now had a further grandchild on the way.
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The next group of people I met were Jim and Anne together with
Leslie. They were also going to join us and likewise move up to Singleton.
Jim and Anne had been in on the plot to begin with and so they had got me
away climbing for the day just so that everything would be a great surprise
for me when I came back. Leslie told me she hoped to marry Ian so both
of them would probably be going to Singleton. And Anne and Jim were
working on both Daniel and Stephanie, and Mark and Abbie to join us. So
those chorus chants weren’t just idle words. But Jim himself was clearly
the prime mover of all this. So Jim, like Gerry, was going to enormous
lengths to help me. They were all very keen to meet Sarah as well.
Finally, I caught up with Gerry himself when we had time to be
alone. We had a lot to thank each other about and also much to say to each
other of a very personal nature. I won’t go into details. But naturally each
of us was incredibly pleased as to how well everything had turned out for
us both.
I finished the night being absolutely exhausted. But also, of course,
I was on the greatest high of my life. There were clearly a large number
people determined that we should expand. And I was their hero.
This story will eventually return to climbing. But I briefly want to say now
what happened till I disappeared on my world tour to gather international
support for our new venture.
I had an enormous amount of work to do with our new computer
system. And I was determined that I would stay in control. And Tom was
equally determined that I should. But I had to work very closely with David
and he had his own ideas about everything. And David was the person
that was actually writing all the various computer programs. We
fought and quarrelled about everything all the time - but we had to work
together. And I had to suck up to him in a sexual manner when it was
absolutely essential. We worked together and saw so much of each other
that everyone gradually assumed that David was the father of my
child. And I never denied this. So eventually it was even convenient for me
to put David’s name as the father of my child Adam. I hate to have to admit
this - but I have never ever been as involved with just one person for so
long as I was with David. So David provided me with my first experience
of real marriage. But, fortunately, David eventually became involved with
Jim and Anne’s eldest daughter. So, before I went overseas, David and I
were fully independent again.
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Life in my
FabCom
community
changed
considerably
because
most people
gradually
moved up to
Singleton.
But it was
convenient
to leave our
growing
computer
system group
down here
because it
was close
to all the
This picture shows what a village of 2,000 people could look like.
Sydney
facilities.
My family and most of my friends moved up to Singleton as well. So I
tended to oscillate between living here and in SingCom. I liked being up
in Singleton with all my friends. But I also found my hero status up there
rather taxing. It was nice to relax and to return down here sometimes for
peace and quiet, and to go climbing.
Josie, with Frank’s help, got a superb monthly climber’s campfire
going in the mountains. But then she, and most of Frank’s climbing group
as well, moved up to Singleton. And Josie had her own child as well. So
the climbing campfire here didn’t last long. Josie ran a new campfire up
in the Singleton community instead. And poor old Frank had to form a
new group. But I occasionally went climbing with Frank to keep in
contact with him. With Frank I eventually told him everything about what
happened at Warragamba Dam. We enjoy knowing everything about each
other. It is more fun. Then Frank made a special request of me. He wanted
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the chance to teach my children to climb when they were old enough. And,
of course, I was most willing to oblige. And he hoped the same would
apply with Josie’s children as well. Apparently Frank did have rather mild
fatherly aspirations.
After about eighteen months, Adam was old enough to be left

And this picture shows what a Town-State of 100,000 people could look like.

with my family and Josie’s family up in Singleton. Also our very simple
form of our new computer system was working sufficiently well to
demonstrate to people. So I went off on my big world tour to become
an international star.
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11.

KING GEORGE (Mt Banks)

My great overseas trip went very well. But this trip wasn’t about climbing
so I won’t try to give you any details. When I returned, I initially lived
at SingCom because this was where all my family and friends were now.
But after a couple of months, I returned to my normal pattern of spending
a fair amount of time down at FabCom, because here I could catch up
on how our new computer system was developing. The other thing I was
busy doing at this stage was writing the book you are now reading. This
was to be my contribution to trying to attract new members for our new
independent green state. And this task was also easier done at FabCom
where I had more peace and quiet. After spending a few months like this, I
would then go on my world climbing tour with Gwen.
Back in FabCom, I could go climbing with Frank once again.
But I knew this climbing would fairly soon lead us on to climbing King
George, where Frank and I would spend a whole weekend together.
And this is where I had previously intended to start taking my revenge
on Frank for deserting me in my hour of need. And I would have got my
revenge by denying Frank the intimacy he fondly imagined he would
have with me there. But I now decided I couldn’t afford to do this. Taking
revenge takes a large amount of time - if you want to do it properly. But
my year overseas had made me into a person of international importance,
so I didn’t have time to waste taking my revenge on Frank. But Frank was
a very good friend who wanted to sleep with me. And sleeping with people
was no longer a really big deal with me. So I would have a pleasant short
little affair with Frank. But then I would put Frank firmly behind me and
take up my serious international responsibilities again.
The other thing I resolved to do was to avoid boasting to Frank
about any of my international successes. Frank was clearly not in my
league at all. But Frank was a good friend of mine. So I didn’t need to tell
dwell on the fact that I was now a far more important person than he could
ever be in this world.
So, when I was happy about how the new computer system was
progressing, I rang Frank up and organised a day’s climbing with him.
He was delighted. I naturally didn’t tell Frank this but I was expecting to
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spend the night at his place. And so I would quietly begin a little affair
with him. It was my duty to do so – but this was a duty I was very happy to
perform.
I hadn’t climbed seriously on real rock for a long time - so I left all
the leading to Frank. We went once again to Piddo and we did a selection
of the classics. So we did – Joseph, Phantom, Eternity and Tombstone Wall
before a late lunch. This is a lot of climbs – but not so much when you are
climbing with a person like Frank who knows all the climbs like the back
of his hand. Previously with Frank, I had done nearly all the leading. And
when you are leading it is hard to see what your second is doing. So I had
never quite appreciated how very graceful and skilful Frank was on real
rock. But now I did and I was most impressed. And, in spite of his age, he
was very fit. Frank is also a very Australian sort of a guy with his weatherbeaten face from being outside so much. He was such a contrast to all the
men I had been meeting over the past year. And Frank, as you know, is
not one to hide his sexual interest in me. So, with the warm Australian sun
shining upon us, I was very happy to receive these attentions of his.
We finally sat down for a very leisurely late lunch in front of
the Hocus Pocus area. We intended to finish the day by climbing out via
Curtain Call. But we had plenty of time before that. I was getting warm so
I moved away to put on shorts. While I was doing this, Frank put on a brew
so we could have a good substantial lunch. I can leave everything like that
to Frank when I climb with him. In fact, he had prepared my lunch as well.
When I came back Frank exclaimed, ‘You still have the finest
pair of legs that I have ever seen in my life.’ And so I have. But very few
other people notice them – particularly for the last year when they were
mostly covered by trousers. So the comment was most appreciated by me.
Over lunch we could get down to the main business of the day, which was
to find out what the other one had been doing over the past year or so.
But, between us, this principally means learning what affairs the other
person has been having. And we like to know all the juicy details of
these affairs. And in this case we had plenty to relate to each other.
Frank had met Tania, Fred’s sister, at Josie’s wedding. And
Frank had recruited Tania as a new member of his climbing group as a
replacement for the climbers he was loosing to go up to Singleton. And
they had a little affair together. And I could understand Tania’s position.
Frank is a very convenient person to have a discreet affair with. He can fit
in so easily with whatever a person wants to do. The other person Frank
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had an affair with was Anne. And again this affair was hardly surprising.
Up in SingCom, Josie, out of pure perversity, had started an affair with Jim.
Apparently Josie just couldn’t resist continuing the interest she had started
with Jim during the night at Warragamba Dam. And Fred, of course, had
to let Josie do what she liked. But Anne wasn’t so easy-going with Jim. So
Anne’s affair with Frank was a means of getting her own back at Jim.
And I had plenty to relate to Frank as well. In Canada I had met
my Mr Perfect – a guy called Zack McPherson. He was a leading light in
the self-sufficiency movement in Canada. But he was also a climber and he
took me for a week’s climbing in the Rockies over there. And besides this
he was single, the right age, and handsome and considerate as well. So we
were very suitable for each other.
My other later interest was in India with a doctor called Joe
Rahmat. He wasn’t really perfect for me at all. What happened was that,
near the end of my trip, I had become slightly ill. So I went to live at the
home of a couple, who were both doctors, to recuperate. And there I could
start writing up these, my climbing adventures, as well. They lived in a
large house in the mountains with many servants - so it was a suitable
place for me to go to. But I had gone there assuming that this couple were
happily married together. But, when I got there, I found the couple lived
very separate lives. Joe’s wife had a young handsome consort with whom
she slept. This situation was accepted publicly and, worst of all, nearly
all the patients went to Joe’s wife as well. She was an exceptionally able
and vivacious woman. As I only liked to write in the morning, I tended to
spend the afternoons pottering around with Joe helping in their extensive
communal vegetable gardens. Joe was a very kind friendly soul and we
had a lot in common in what we thought and read. I also felt sorry for him
in his position. He reminded me very much of Jim and he was of a similar
age. But, of course, I had no intention of having an affair with Joe. But it
was convenient for me to stay at their house for quite a long time and then
we did have an affair. I would just love to explain the full details to you to
show why it all happened and it wasn’t my fault. But I can’t – it would take
me far too long and it had nothing to do with climbing. And from this I fell
rather badly in love with Joe. But Frank naturally wanted to know the
full details of the affair so I had to tell him all. After all, Frank had told me
everything he himself had done with Tania and Anne.
The other item Frank naturally wanted to know about was my
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climbing plans with Gwen for the coming year. And I told him we
intended to start by climbing all over Australia for perhaps six months
together. Then we would spend a couple of months climbing in continental
Europe. And then finally we would finish our climbing with several months
in Britain.
So, after this long delicious conversation between us, Frank and
I were lying down with our heads on our packs and our legs toasting in
the sun. Frank was stroking one of my legs. And I was contemplating my
coming short affair with Frank. Unfortunately, I realised that this would
involve Frank boasting to the rest of the world about how he had cunningly
got right between my beautiful legs. He might even stretch things a bit and
say I had fallen in love with him. But these were items I would have to
suffer. Fortunately, Frank now had very little contact with the people I now
knew. And I genuinely did like Frank.
‘When are you planning to see Zack or Joe again?’ Frank
eventually asked me.
‘My plan is that, when my climbing trip with Gwen is over, I will
return to Australia via Canada and India. And I will stay with both Zack
and Joe for a week or two. And very likely I will get married one of
them as I come back.’
‘My dearest little Mary,’ Frank replied. ‘As usual you have got
yourself into a horrible mess with your men. And it is going to be up to
good old Frank to get you out of it. I am going to have my work cut out to
do it. But - fear not. I will come to your rescue and save you from those
intellectual wogs from overseas who have got you so badly ensnared with.’
I laughed. Frank does carry on like this a bit. ‘Don’t be silly
Frank. I am in precisely the spot I want to be. I am the leader of
an international organization whose aim is to form a new green
independent state. Which, as you know perfectly well, has always been
my principle aim in life. And to help me do this, I have formed two close
personal relationships with two really nice guys. Either of whom I could
marry. What more could I want?’
‘Rubbish – you’re not fooling me. The underlying reason that
you probably took up with Joe was that you were scared about your
commitment with Zack. If you married him and become the accepted
leader of the new movement, then you would have had to live a squeakyclean life for the rest of your days. You faced that horror situation with
Ian. And the same situation would apply with Zack. This is not your nature.
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Deny this if you can?’
‘I have to admit there is just a tiny bit of truth in what you say.’
‘I’ll give you this - you are remarkably honest. And your
relationship with Joe is not good for you. You are an Australian and a
climber just like me. And there is no way I am going to let a good healthy
young Australian climber fall to that ancient wog doctor. But I won’t
argue the matter. Your good healthy sex hormones will cause you to fall in
love with me quite soon. That is your nature and you won’t be able to help
yourself. And then I will take care of you. But the sun is slowly going down
now - so let us get up Curtain Call while we can.’
I just laughed again. And I didn’t wish to argue the case with
Frank either. Joe was a really nice guy and he was very suitable for me in
a certain manner. I wasn’t committed to Joe but I was very fond of him. I
always rang him once a week and these conversations meant a lot to me.
But Frank would never understand this. But, with Frank feeling like this,
perhaps I shouldn’t now spend the night him. So my little affair with him
wasn’t going to be quite so easy as I had thought.
But for the moment, we had to get up Curtain Call. Frank led
the climb in his usual very graceful manner. Then I tied both packs to the
rope and Frank did all the tedious pack hauling. Then I happily climbed
out. Frank was certainly a great guy to climb with.
When we got back to Frank’s home we had a further cup of tea. We
had this with some pikelets, which Frank had cooked. I hadn’t had fresh
pikelets for a long time and I had forgotten just how good they can be. We
sat together comfortably on a large settee. We still had a lot to talk about
and I would soon have to make the decision as to whether I should spend
the coming night with him or not.
‘I know Mary that you are relatively free for the next month.’
Frank said. ‘So how about we finally climb the original route on King
George together then?’
And I agreed – I was expecting this. We settled on a date in just
over two-weeks time. So I was now committed to this very long climb with
Frank on a precise date in the near future. I wondered what would happen
between us then. Somehow I found this prospect to be strangely exciting.
‘I have been preparing very carefully for this climb.’ Frank said.
‘I have bought a hand-drill and I have filed down quite a few bolts. These
can be hammered into the holes I can drill and so I can produce the old158

fashioned carrots. And these will provide good protection. I have also spent
several days practising this technique when leading. So I am all ready. But
I want to put in enough bolts to make sure this climb is genuinely safe.
This will certainly take us two days - but it might take us three days. I am
prepared to do all the pack-hauling associated with this. Would you be
prepared to extend the climb to three days if necessary?’
And I agreed again. I wanted to do the job well. I was very
impressed that Frank should take the climb so seriously and that he was
doing all this work.
We then had a very solid kiss to seal our agreement. We hadn’t
actually kissed since that time in the cave at Narrow-Neck nearly three
years ago. So we were moving closer together again. But I was very happy
with this.
‘I have now become a member of the Climber’s Club in Britain.’
Frank went on. ‘I intend to go climbing in Britain for roughly the same
months that you and your friend Gwen will be there. But I naturally will
be completely independent of your party. But, if we want to climb together
sometimes, then we can. If you do this, then I can invite you both, as my
guests, to stay at all the various Climber’s Club huts that are situated in
Britain. These huts are very convenient to the climbing areas – particularly
in North Wales. Would you like to do that?’
This was naturally far too good an offer for me to refuse. It would
be wonderful to have somewhere we could go to for a night and meet all
the other climbers. I didn’t want to be just with Gwen all the time. And
I was actually quite keen to see Frank over in Britain in an independent
manner. I accepted Frank’s offer with alacrity and enthusiasm.
‘Tell me about your friend Gwen then.’ Frank asked. ‘What is she
like and how much climbing has she done?’
‘Gwen used to belong to the Climbers Club herself years ago. And
then she did many of the hard routes in North Wales. She is now 36 and
has six young children and she hasn’t climbed on real rock for many years.
But she keeps fit by running and she goes to a climbing gym in town once a
week. I am sure she will be OK to climb with.’
‘But tell me more about her? What does she look like and how can
she leave her six children behind her? Perhaps I can persuade Gwen to
let me teach her children to climb as well. Then I would have Josie’s and
Gwen’s and your children for me to bring into climbing in the future.’
Frank certainly is good about teaching people to climb. But I didn’t
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like the thought that Frank might show an interest in Gwen at all. But I
had to answer his question. ‘Gwen is well organised and the fathers of her
children are very happy to look after her children for the following year.
She is surprisingly good looking still and she is very capable of looking
after herself.’
‘Gwen sounds to be a very interesting sort of person for me to get
to know. I notice you have avoided saying whether she is actually married
or not?’
There was nothing for it but now I had to put my foot down.
‘Gwen, I am afraid, is also a really outrageous flirt. And, for this
coming climbing year, she will definitely regard herself to be single. But
Frank, you and I have been very close friends for a long time now. So,
while Gwen is around, I want to be your only girlfriend. You will promise
this to me, won’t you?’
Frank smiled. ‘I am only too happy to do this for you. You are
mostly definitely the special and favourite girl of my life. So let us now
have further special kiss on this very new basis.’ So we kissed again - but
this time Frank’s hands also travelled possessively all over my body. And
we both knew what this meant. I was expected to become Frank’s
girlfriend. And I would have to remain this way for some time in the
future. But I had to accept this. Gwen and I had, over the past year or so,
become great friends. But previous to this, I had often been a terrible thorn
in Gwen’s side. And Gwen would love to have her revenge on me, when
overseas, by pinching a boyfriend of mine. I couldn’t bear the thought of
that happening with Frank. I started to realise that Frank was very special
to me. Our kiss went on for a long time and I started to feel very sexy
towards Frank. And Frank knew this.
Frank then turned me round and slipped me onto his lap. I was then
in a same position as I had been with Scott at that Christmas party several
years ago. And the meaning of the position was the same - I was now
Frank’s girl. And I now accepted this. Frank’s left arm was supporting my
back. His right hand first lifted my bra and then rested on my breasts. We
kissed again to confirm the new more intimate situation between us.
‘I would love to hear from you regularly as to how all your
climbing is going, when you are away.’ Frank asked.
Frank knew that I rang Joe once a week. So he wanted me to do the
same for him. But that was a reasonable request on his part. And I wanted
him to know how we were going on. So I told him I would definitely ring
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him once a week.
‘If you would like, while you are in Australia, I could occasionally
visit you and climb with you? I would like to do this very much.’
This question needed some thinking about on my part. My original
plan had definitely been to go very much as a single person. But since then
I had had my trip around the world visiting all the green communities there.
And I had met so many new people then. I didn’t want to meet any more.
And I loved climbing with Frank. So I answered, ‘I would love you to join
us as much as you can.’
We smiled as each other. Then we kissed again as a couple
who were now committed to each other for the coming year. Our
association was getting longer.
‘I have been thinking about your position Mary.’ Frank finally
said. ‘We will be doing a lot together. I feel I must now make the supreme
sacrifice. I will marry you.’
I just laughed. I wasn’t going to take it seriously. ‘Frank - you are
suffering from delusions of grandeur. I know I am feeling very sexy to
you now and, at least in Britain, I will temporarily become your woman.
But this is as far as our relationship can go. You just don’t realise what
an important woman I am now. I am the leader of an important new
international movement. To marry a person in your position would be just
ridiculous for me.’
‘It is you Mary that suffer from delusions of grandeur. But I have
known this for years and I now treat this malaise to be just a quaint little
idiosyncrasy of yours. It doesn’t worry me at all. I can live with it. And
I am very happy for you to continue in your leadership role in your new
movement. This activity is good for you. It will keep you off the streets and
it is good for your ego. I am marrying you simply to prevent you marrying
one of these horrible foreign creatures of yours. You are a good healthy
Australian climber and I am determined you shall stay that way.’
‘Frank – this is final. I am definitely not going to marry you.’
‘This is what you think. But I am not going to give you any choice
about the matter. In Britain I will simply get you pregnant. And then you
will find it sensible to very quietly marry me and avoid your excessive
commitments to your friends living overseas. I have no intention of
interfering with your various green community activities at all. You will
eventually find that you are better off having a quiet background marriage
to simple old fellow like me.’
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Unfortunately, old Frank was no fool. He knew my position. I had
never been on the pill and I certainly didn’t want to change this situation
for Frank. So, if we did have a long affair together, and, if Frank didn’t
take precautions at the monthly dangerous times himself, then he could
very easily get me pregnant. And then, if I did become pregnant, I certainly
wouldn’t want to marry either Zack or Joe. And Frank was also right in
that a quiet background marriage to him could, in some ways, be quite
convenient for me.
But this whole big problem wouldn’t arise till nearly a year’s time.
I was inclined to just laugh the problem off once again. A lot of things
could happen to either of us in a year’s time. And I was really looking
forward to a very sexy time with Frank tonight. I really liked Frank’s
health, vigour and extreme lust for me.
But then I looked up at Frank and saw a great smirk on his face.
And I knew what he was thinking – this little girl here is now mine
forever. And he could well be right. When I am with a guy, I love to have
fun with them and so give pleasure to them. That is my very nature. But,
when I did this with Ian and Joe, I ended up by becoming their woman.
The same thing could happen with Frank. And I was going to be doing a
lot with Frank for a very long time. Then I remembered that Gwen would
be with us also and she would be reporting on my dalliance with Frank to
everyone back at home. So everyone back at home would be having a good
laugh at my expense. And also I was due to ring dear Joe tomorrow night.
I was in love with Joe – I couldn’t just forget him. And Joe had seemed to
be a much kinder and nicer man than Frank could ever be. No – I had to the
right thing. I had to stand up for my independence right then.
But I also wanted to keep Frank as a good close friend. So I said.
‘I’m sorry Frank but I have now come to a very definite decision. I was
hoping to become your girlfriend and then we would occasionally sleep
together. But, as you pointed out, this could lead me to being forced to
marry you. So I can’t now be your girlfriend. I still hope that you will join
us on our trip and climb with us as much as you can. But that is as far as
our association can go now. Please accept this situation.’
‘That is what you think. But we will be seeing an enormous amount
of each other over the next year. You are still going to become my woman.
You can fight against me. That is fine. The more you fight, the more heavily
you will eventually fall in love with me. At present you are still partially
in love with Joe. But, after fighting me for a whole year, you will have
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completely forgotten Joe. And then you will become my little woman
forever. We are going to have a fantastic year. If you had just become my
girlfriend now, everything would have been far too easy for me. I can now
look forward to a real battle and conquest.’
I naturally wasn’t going to take this kind of cheek from Frank. ‘If
you want war, Frank, then that is bloody well what you will get. I have
never forgiven you for rejecting me in that cave at Narrow-Neck. And
I suspect you were in collusion with Ian to divide me between you both.
You were a complete rat to me then. I shall never forget that situation. The
reason I have always kept in contact with you is so that I could get my
revenge on you for that. And so, on King George, I had planned to first
suck you in – and then I would reject you completely. But I told all about
this to Joe. And he told me I mustn’t do this to you. He said you were just
acting like any normal male would and I must accept this. But, as you,
Frank, had always been a good close friend of mine, it would be far best for
everyone if I kept you as my close friend. And, if that meant I had a little
affair with you, then that would be fine with him.
‘But, as you now want war Frank, then that is fine by me. I am sure
that I really am your one special and favourite girl in the world. And now
you are going to lose me. I know that you will now probably have an affair
with Gwen instead of me - just to spite me. But, as you grow older and
greyer, all by yourself, you will realise you have thrown away the one real
love of your life. And my revenge on you will then be complete.’
I was looking at Frank while I was saying this. And, when I
mentioned his collusion with Ian, he looked really hurt. He wanted to say
some thing about it then. But I restrained him. I needed to continue on,
‘Instead of spending the night with you now, I must now catch the train
back to Sydney tonight. So you have to hustle round very quickly and
feed me before I go. Otherwise you will be receiving my further wrath by
sending me off all the way back to Sydney, starving.’ And Frank, the good
fellow he really is, immediately rushed around and got good meal ready for
us both. Frank and I are both really quite fond of each other.
When our meal was over, Frank put his hands on mine. ‘I admit that Ian
and I made a plan to divide you between us. That was a despicable thing for
me to do. I am truly sorry about it all. But I have been regretting that action
for three whole years now. I have already suffered much from that action.
Can you forgive me now?’
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So I had to forgive him. It was so wonderful to see Frank so humble
and contrite. I gave him a little kiss as well.
‘Over those three years I thought about you constantly. And, by
doing so, you became the very special person of my life. So, during our
coming trip, I will certainly not flirt with Gwen under any circumstance.
You need have no worry about that.’
So I gave Frank a further thank-you kiss. It was a treat to see Frank
so contrite.
‘I was jealous of your love for Joe. That was completely wrong
of me. You must continue to love just whom you please completely
irrespective of me. I am sorry about that. I shall try to never let it happen
again.’
‘Thank you, Frank. And I will continue to love Joe and ring him
every week. But if you continue to be kind to me, I could still easily fall in
love with you as well.’ And this time I gave Frank a proper kiss full on the
lips.
‘You and I, Mary, are very similar in one special way. We are
both very dedicated recruiters. You are recruiting new people to live in
green communities and I am recruiting people to go climbing. Your task is
a lot more important than mine, I know, because you hold a very important
position in the international world of “green living”. I truly do respect this
position of yours and I want you to continue with it. But you also cannot
deny that I have been very dedicated to bringing a lot of new people into
climbing – yourself included.’
‘Yes, I have always really admired how you help new climbers so
much.’
‘We both know that recruiting, even just one person, usually takes
an enormous amount of time. And both of us will want to continue with
this task after our year of climbing together is over. So, after Britain, you
will then call on Zack and Joe and continue your recruitment of
them. And they hopefully will bring many followers into your new state.
They are very important people to you. And I fully support you in all the
time you spend with them and do with them. You could even give each of
them a child and I would support you. It could be the sensible thing for you
to do. And then, after this, you must continue to recruit other new people
and groups to green living. And I also want to introduce more people to
climbing and to an outdoor way of life as well.’
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‘So I think what you are going to tell me Frank is that, in a way,
we are well matched for each other. This is because we both appreciate
going our separate ways for a while so that we can progress in our different
spheres. I accept this.’ I gave Frank a further kiss.
‘In a fortnight’s time, we shall be climbing King George
together. This is very important to me because I have been thinking and
planning this climb of ours for more than three years.’ Then Frank took out
of his pocket two pieces of thin climbing cord. They had both been tied into
loops using a slip-knot. ‘Can you guess what these are for?’
‘I imagine that they supposed to be symbolic rings for each of us.’
‘Not quite - but they are related to this. I want to use them for
measuring our fingers for rings. Then, before King George, I will get two
rings made up, one for each of us. Now I know you don’t want to marry
me. And I can understand your position. But, when I have these rings
ready, I will show them to you on King George. And then I can enjoy
watching the look on your face, when you contemplate the horror of being
married to me. And you will also know that I will have this very definite
intention towards you, for the whole of our coming year. I will be carrying
these rings with me always. I will show them to you many times to keep
reminding you of your horrible fate that awaits you, should I ever manage
to get between those beautiful legs of yours. And I will never give up. I
know you really like climbing and that you always prefer to climb with me.
So, even if you escape me over this coming year, I shall persevere with you
back here in Australia again. You will never escape me.’
Then Frank measured my finger for a ring. I should have
refused to let him do so - but somehow I wanted him to. And then I
measured Frank’s finger by sliding the knot up till the loop would just
fit over his very bony knuckle. But then, time was running out for me, so
we had to get up and made our way down to the station. But we walked
down there, hand-in-hand. And this was very different for me because I
had certainly never walked hand-in-hand in public with Frank before – and
seldom with anyone else as well. But now it seemed appropriate to do so
with Frank. Somehow we were becoming a couple. And I was accepting
this.
On the train I finally had time to think about this whole day with Frank
and how it might affect my future. But this problem was far too hard for
my poor brain to think about at the moment – I would have to think about
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something easier. So I thought how nice it was going to be to have good
old Frank around for a lot of our big trip. I would have to ask Frank to be
as friendly as possible to Gwen – otherwise she might get her nose out
of joint. Then I remembered I had to ring Joe tomorrow night – so how
much should I tell him about it all. I had to tell him quite a bit because I
had already mentioned about the coming day. It would be awkward - but it
wouldn’t be too bad because I could truthfully say, whatever might happen,
it wasn’t my fault. If the worst came to the worst, I could always give Joe a
child later. Thus there was a lot to be said for me having a quiet background
marriage to Frank – because then I could do more-or-less what I liked with
anyone else. And I couldn’t be too committed to these other people.
Then I thought about what might happen between Frank and me
on King George in two-weeks time. And I soon came to a very definite
decision. I would work hard for the next two weeks and so I would finish
writing this story. Then I would avoid having to relate any embarrassment I
might suffer if Frank did finally manage to sneak between my legs. So
this now is definitely the end of my story.
But you, my good reader, are now expecting to hear about an ascent
of King George. Well fortunately Anita has told me the story of
her ascent with Philip. So I will now replace my possible adventure
by Anita’s account of her ascent. I am sure her ascent will be far more
interesting than my and Frank’s ascent could ever be.
“
The bush-bash up to the face from the Grose river was ghastly
beyond all possible belief. The scrub was horrible and full of lawyer vines.
They caught us unawares and ripped our arms and legs to pieces. And it
was impossible to see where we were going, so we had to retreat and try
again many times. But at last, when we got to the correct spot at the bottom
of the face, it was clear we were in the right place. There is a large square
block, a few meters across, lying adjacent to the face. The climb starts from
here.
Four horrible pitches then lead up the black treacherous
walls and occasional bits of scrub. I vaguely think they went - up, then
rightwards and then finally leftwards up to the first large ledge system. The
protection was awful – but that was Philip’s worry.
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This picture show the complete original route up the face of King George (often now
called Mt Banks)

From here we walked up and left until we came to the main feature
of the climb. There is a large overhang system on the left with good yellow
rock beneath it. This rock looks as if it would provide quite nice climbing,
if it was well bolted. But, of course, the climb doesn’t go here. Instead it
goes up the black rock on the right, which is treacherous, unprotected and
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has a terrible drop beneath it. There was one appalling belay, halfway up
the main wall, on a bolt that is only half in. Somehow Philip managed
to haul me up it. Then two easier pitches led to the famous traditional
bivouac cave on the climb. There is a box here with the names of all the
nuts who are stupid enough to do this climb. The cave is small, rocky,
cold, barren and windswept. But this is also a famous spot hallowed by
more than fifty years of climbing tradition. So this is where I had decided
I would declare my hand to my victim. Here I would tell Philip of his of
approaching fate. But I wasn’t going to rush things – I wanted to savour my
moment of triumph.
So I let Philip do all the work – fetch the water, get the fire going
and prepare a cup of tea for me. Then I was ready.
‘Philip. When you left me in my tent to return to Mary at the
Christmas party, I made an awesome solemn vow. I swore that you should
pay for this - if it was the very last thing I did. It would be a big campaign
and I would take my time. I wanted to be certain of ultimate success. But
I would have my final revenge. So I got a job in your company as an IT
officer in your company – and there I became a close friend of your boss
and soon effectively I became his secretary. You know all this. But also,
unbeknown to you, I joined Julie’s tennis club under the name of Nita. And
there I also became Julie’s best friend. So now I have you completely
surrounded. I am now a close member of all three of your life’s activities
– work, home and recreation. There is nowhere now that you can go to
escape from me.
‘I had hoped that you would put up a decent fight. But no - you
pathetic wimp - you have tossed in the towel already. I am informed by
both Julie and Charlie, your boss, that you are in love with me already.
Poor Julie came to me in tears last week, because, at home, you had started
to become loving and kind to her. And she knew what this meant. She knew
that an evil girl, called Anita, had infested both your climbing and work
worlds. You had clearly cracked under the strain. And now it would only
be a matter of time before her marriage would be over. I had to comfort her
and explain to her that all men are utter louses.
‘So now it is my solemn duty to pass judgement on you •
You shall give absolutely all your worldly goods to Julie. This
includes all your climbing gear and certainly that gentleman-climbing outfit
you wore with Mary to the party. The only clothes you will be allowed to
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keep are the clothes you need for work.
•
You shall come and live with me in my one-bedroom flat. And
here we shall have and bring-up four children.
•
I shall become a lady of leisure because I must spend a lot of
time with Julie making sure she marries again and has two more children
herself. All these children will frequently be at our unit for you to look
after, because Julie and I will need time to ourselves. I will teach her to
climb.
•
The only sex you will have in your life now will be strictly for
procreation purposes with me.
I am a kind-hearted-soul myself, so I shall not rub your nose in the
dirt now by forcing you to agree to these conditions. But this is what will
happen, after I tell the full story of my conquest to Julie next week. And
finally - don’t you get any funny ideas that my liaison with you will last
forever. I am younger and healthier than you so, in five to ten-years time, I
will be leaving you to find someone more worthy to be my partner for life.
You will be spending the rest of your life working and looking after our
children. With a bit of luck, you will become as good at this mundane task
as previously you have at climbing and swanking around in your rangerover. You will soon be starting a new and better life.’
And then, of course, I had to instruct Philip how my evening meal
needed to be cooked.
The rest of the climb, on the next day, was probably even worse
than the first day. We scrambled up to the second ledge system and then
made our way through impenetrable scrub rightwards until the ledge drops
away. We then moved back a few meters and put our climbing gear on.
From here we climbed up the dirty ridge system that finally led to the top.
It was as unprotected and ghastly as everything else on this climb.
But, of course, suffering is excellent for the soul - and even better
for bragging about afterwards in the pub.’
”
And so ended the climbing career of one of the kindest and nicest guys I
have ever met. He unfortunately fell into the evil hands of Anita - the
tyrant. It could happen to anyone – even you my reader. Remember –
Anita will be on the prowl again in the mountains in a few-years time.
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My Other Book Front Covers
On the following pages, I now show the front-covers of all the other books I
have written over the past 25 years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Glorious Ambitions (My Autobiography)
Society of Choice
Creating a New Language
Green Living
The Ultimate Ascent
Forming Green Communities
A Special Period to stop Climate Change
Important Conflicts
Eight Items
Forming Just Communities
Solving All Our Problems

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

My Novels
Corbenic College
Forming a Small Self-Sufficient Community
Barry and Gwen
The Wonder Plant
Our Wonderful Future World
A Simple Love Story
My Indian Interlude
Piddo and the Bungles

21.

My Website also contains all these books. So you can down-load
them all very easily. This also includes this current book.
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Glorious
Ambitions

Bryden Allen is well known
for his early, famous,
climbing, first-ascents in
Australia. But he has spent
most of his life working
on six important global
challenges. So this is what
this unique autobiography
is also about.

Dr Bryden
Allen
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CREATING A NEW LANGUAGE
The accepted
view now is that a
language, besides
being a means of
communication,
is also a form of
cultural identity. As
such it should be left
to develop naturally
(by the people that
use it). I naturally
support this view.
However, there is
a slight problem –
English is becoming
the ‘Lingua Franca’
of the world and,
because English
is such a huge
and inconsistent
language, other
languages are being
forgotten (because
simply people
haven’t room in
their brains to hold
English and their
mother tongue as
well). Thus the
world’s cultural
These are the symbols of my language. In my book I demonstrate
variety is being
that these symbols can form all the words that are necessary to
destroyed. So this
write on any subject.
is what this project
is all about – to create a very simple consistent language to be used only
when international dialogue is required.
Bryden Allen 1/10/2004
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A Path to Create a Space Colony
(500 People)

Green Village Community
(1600 People)

Green
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A Green Independent Town-State
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(500 People)

Dr. Bryden Allen
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A Path to Create a Colony on Mars (Back Cover)
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Important
Conflicts

by
Bryden Allen
Everyone would
like to think that
human kind could
all work together in
peace and harmony.
The purpose of this
little booklet is to
show that this is not
possible.
First I show how
“peace” and “love” conflict with “truth” and “life”.
And then I show how the good concepts of
“equality”, “democracy”, “free-time”, “self-sufficiency”, “variety”,
“low-footprints” and “autonomy”
conflict with our current concepts of
“capitalism”, “globalism” and “economic growth”.
So our future life
probably won’t
be as easy and
pleasant as the life
we have enjoyed
for the past 50
years. But then
I also do give
two important
solutions.
The 4 pictures are the
covers for my major
novels.
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Forming Just Communities
(To show the World how we ought to be living)
(The red lines show how the four pictures are related)
A Just Village of 2,000 People

A Just Hamlet of 100 People

Wildlife

Water
Our
Crops

Wildlife
Village
Centre

Community
Facilities
Our Homes

A Just Town-State
of 100,000 People

This is a vehicle that will
travel on the red lines
which are our tunnels.
This is our road access to
the town centre.

Dr Bryden Allen
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Solving All Our Problems
In my most important book, “Forming Just Communities”, I show how
we can form sensible communities that don’t have any of the problems of
the current world. But most people don’t want to have to think about how a
different type of society will run. So, in this little book, I want to describe
five changes to the current world, which could gradually help to form a
better world for us all. They are:
1.

Remembering a Good Period
(from 1955 to 1975).

2.

Limiting Crime by the use of
Identity Cards.

3.

Equalizing Wealth in a very
Natural Manner.

4.

Allowing City Suburbs to have
their own Farms in the Country

5.

Peace - through - Self-Defence.
by Dr Bryden Allen

But, when you have thought about
implementing these measures, you might well
come to the decision that it is much easier to
form a Hamlet of 100 people first. It would be
much easier to gather a 100 people to create a
small new community - rather than to change
the nature of a state of perhaps a million
people.
The picture above will give you an idea of what a
Hamlet of 100 people could look like. And it would
be very self-sufficient indeed.
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Forming A
Small Self-Sufﬁcient
Community

A story about forming a democratic selfsufﬁcient community in the Megalong valley.

by Bryden
Allen
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BARRY

AND

GWEN

A story about canyoning and living in a green community.
by
Bryden Allen
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A Simple Love Story
by
Bryden Allen

This story had a very real beginning. When I was young I wasn’t very good
at writing. So to help me, my parents told me that they were prepared to
pay someone to give me some tuition in writing – if there was someone
who I thought could help me. I didn’t think my own English teacher was
very good at all. So I didn’t want him. But a new young female teacher,
called Miss Evans, had just joined our school. And I thought she was
terrific. She had stood in for my normal teacher once, when my own
teacher was ill. I thought Miss Evans was very beautiful and vivacious
indeed. So I was keen to have to get her to come and teach me more about
writing.
Strangely Miss Evans was even happy to come to our house, which
was a fair distance away from our school. I am sure it would have taken
her more than an hour to come to our house and help me. So she must have
been rather keen to come. I myself was one of the best students in my year
and my Dad was a professor at U.C.L. So perhaps she thought that there
was a bit of prestige in giving me tuition – besides the money she received
as well.
She came about 6 times and I thought we both enjoyed these
sessions very much. I was 15 or 16 years old at the time and I would
imagine she was 21 or 22. The school photos, on the
following page, show both of us
at that stage - probably in 1955.
We are both sitting, by chance,
third from the left. She looks a
bit severe in her photo – but she
wasn’t at all. I thought she was
the most beautiful and vivacious
woman I had ever known.
But the story, which I will
now describe on the following
pages, is, unfortunately, entirely
fictitious.
These pictures show two of the
climbing ascents I made at about
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this time.
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Plan of all my Webpages and PDFs.
To start, Google “bryden allen”.
This page won’t quite hold all my
webpages and pdfs. But I give an
indication when there are more pages.
My “Home Page” is the first thing
to read, My autobiography is “Glorious
Ambitions”(pdf) tells about my life.
“Profile of Bryden Allen”(pdf) is taken
from an article in Rock magazine.
“My Farewell Message” (pdf) is a recent piece of work.
These are my recent books. “Eight Items” (pdf) was written
2 years ago. “Forming Just Communities” (pdf) is my major
work. “Solving All Our Problems” (pdf) is my current work.
“My Climbing”,
“My 3 Famous Big First Ascents”.
“First Ascent of the Face of Bluff Mountain”, “First Ascent
of the Face of Frenchman’s Cap”,
“First Ascent of Ball’s Pyramid”.
“Illegal Ascents of Sydney’s most Iconic Buildings”,
“Illegal Ascent of Sydney Central Railway Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Ascent of Sydney Town Hall + Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Direct Ascent of Sydney Harbour Bridge”,
“Illegal Ascent of the Land’s Department + Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Ascent of Centre Point”.
“First Ascent of Sweet Dreams”, “My Exploits
in the Warrumbungles”. “My Original Climbing Guide to
NSW” (pdf). “Four Deaths on the Crags”, “Climbing Days
at Lindfield”, “A Proposal for a New NSW Climbers Club”,
“Our_Ascent_of_Ginsberg_on_Bluff_Mountain”, “The_
Original_Ascent_of_Mt_Banks”, “My_Ascent_of_Toyland”.
“Society of Choice”(pdf).
“Green Living”(pdf)
“Forming Green Communities”, (pdf).
“A Special Period to stop Climate Change”(pdf).
“A Special Period”.
“All people will receive the Necessities of Life”, “All people
will receive Employment”, “All Costs will be paid by Taxes
on all Luxuries”, “The Rich will be prevented from getting
Richer”, “The Poor will be protected from getting Poorer”.
“Political Fundamentals”.
“Measures of a Good Society”.
“Current Measures – Economic Growth, Wealth, Low
Footprint”, “Equality Measures”. “Freedom Measures”,
“Democracy Measures”, “Variety Measures”, “A Summary
of these Various Measures”.
“Known Mathematical Political Results”, “Pure,
Visible Democracy – versus – Current Democracies”, “The
Difficulty of Reforming a Society”.
“The Unstable Nature of Life”
“A Utopian Period in my Life”, “We always accept the
Easiest Path”, “Our five Serious Current Problems”, “How

Our Problems Evolve and get Worse”,
“Solving All Problems in One Go”.
“The Degenerate Species”.
“The Four Fundamental Problems – that
Civilization Must Face”( + 4) . “The
Far Distant Future and Negativism”(
+3). “A Safe Village Governmental
Element – Should Disaster Strike”. “A
Summary of my Political Solutions”,
“Equality of Opportunity should be the
basis of all Political Forms”, “Helping
other Nations in Trouble”.
Here are some simpler webpages: “All_Our_
Problems”, “Self-Sufficiency_or_Globalism”, “Officers_
or_A-Leader”, “Economic-Growth_or_Free-Time”,
“Capitalism_or_Socialism”, “Citizenship+Recognition_or_
Money”, “Selfish_or_A-Saint”, “There_are_Two_Very_
Different_Solutions”and “What_is_The-Law”.
“The Ultimate Ascent”(pdf).
“The 4 Cover Pages”, “A Path to Create a Full Space
Colony”( + 22). “The Fundamental Problems which we must
Overcome”, “A Path to Create a Colony on Mars”.
“My Novels”
“Corbenic College” (pdf)
“Forming a Small Self-Sufficient Community” (pdf)
“Barry and Gwen” (pdf)
“Sandstone and Clock-Towers” (pdf)
“The Wonder Plant” (pdf)
“Our Wonderful Future World” (pdf)
“A Simple Love Story” (pdf)
“My Indian Interlude” (pdf)
“Piddo and the Bungles” (pdf)
“My Inventions”( + 5).
“Quarter Calendar”, “Carrot Bolt Belay System”, “A High
3-rope Swing”, “Easy Compact Home Living”, “The Lost
Chord”, “A New Easy-to-Use Bedding-Package System”
“A New Simple International Language”(pdf).
		“My Life”.
“My Cards”, “My Dreams”, “My Dad”. “A
Better Way to Solve Problems with Computers”, “Academic
Activities”. “Scouting”, “Bush-Walking”, “Sports, Games
and Running”, “Singing”, “Dancing”, “The Running Set”,
“Musical Activities”, “My Books”, “Philosophy, Beliefs and
Purpose of Life”.“My Accident”, “A Time of Suffering”,
“Dealing with the Problems of Paraplegia”, “My Advice to
Young People”.
“Family Photos”,
“Mt Stromlo - 1940-1951”, “Mill Hill - 1952-1961”,
“Stanmore - 1962-1965”, “Oxford - 1965-1967”, “Epping 1968-1975”, “Glebe - 1975-1982”, “Sheffield - 1983-1985”,
“Stanmore - 1986-1999”, “Ashfield - 2000-2016”.
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